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INTRODUCTION

The creation of The University of Canada North, by federal letters patent in 1971, marks
the beginning of a revealing episode in northern Canadian history that spans almost
fifteen years. The brain-child of Toronto lawyer Richard Rohmer and thirty residents of
the two territories, The University of Canada North (UCN) appeared to provide suitable
and useful post-second ary education to all northerners regardless of ethnic background,^
to control and contribute to northern research, and, by its very existence, to grant
northern society a cachet of stability that it did not yet appear to have. The fact that it
was initiated not by government, but by a group of interested individuals placed the UCN
both in an emerging northern practice of attempting to find northern solutions to
northern problems and in the growing northern rejection of its traditional colonial
relationship with the South. The growing strength of the territorial governments and
northern First Nations organisations was reflected in northern society by a popular sense
of pride and an unwillingness to continue in the established colonial relationship with the
federal government This attitude resulted in an intense and widespread desire to wrest
control of day-to-day living and governing from the distant hands of the Department of
Indian Affairs and Northern Development Different groups in the North responded in

^ I use this term to refer generally to residents of the northern territories. There is a great
deal of debate about what the term means exactly, to whom it applies, and whether there is
some kind of unspoken residency requirement.
1
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different ways. The First Nations established organisations to address their concerns.
Non-Aboriginal northerners responded by creating societies to provide local solutions and
local voices to the insufficiencies they saw. The territorial governments expanded their
jurisdictions through a series of transfer agreements with the federal government
The UCN, too, was a response. The UCN founders, however, faced the difficult
question of whose vision of the North would be institutionalized in the new university.
There were no precedents for inter-ethnic discussion of the question. There were no
guidelines for reaching a consensus on the shape and essence of northern society and
culture. Thus, from its founding the UCN directors were faced with reconciling the many
different opinions about the nature, form and purpose of their new institution.^
The planners first tried to cope with the problem by employing organisational
measures. They recognized that the two territories were vastly different because of
population composition and distribution, geography, governmental sophistication, general
levels of educational attainment in the population and underlying social goals. Thus, from
the start, they adopted an administrative structure for the UCN that would allow the
directors and members in each territory to form separate divisions.^
The very social and political conditions, however, that led to the creation of The
University of Canada North all too quickly became serious obstacles. The relative

2 The problems arose because there were differing opinions about what sort of institution
might conceivably meet all the needs and expectations of the majority of northern residents
in all their manifest distinctions,
^ This is a source of some confusion and is discussed further in the text. The by-laws
attached to the letters patent did not divide the UCN into two divisions. There was a
provision for an Executive Committee of twelve members, two of which were to be the chair
of the “Yukon Division” and the chair of the “Northwest Territories Division.” In practice,
the language led the officers to act as though each division was, in fact, autonomous.
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maturity of the two territorial governments, the interest of the federal government, the
lack of consensus about the vision of northern society, and the growing Native activist
movements ensured that the university did not become the kind of institution its founders
had envisaged. The university ultimately became the victim of its organizers’ own
confusion about its role in northern society. This statement should not be taken as
denigrating the efforts of the UCN supporters. The UCN would not have survived as
long as it did without their continued advocacy. In truth, the story of the UCN is the
story of many vitally-concerned individuals, some of whom I have had the pleasure of
meeting. The organizers, however, were trying to create an institution that would respond
to and embody a northern vision of the North while that vision was undergoing changes
that were much greater than it was possible to discern at the time.
Contributing to and because of that changing vision, fundamental alterations in
social relations were beginning to take place in the North in the 1970s. Those changes
began to transfigure northern society and the relationships between the First Nations and
the non-Aboriginal peoples, the people and the governments. By the end of the decade,
the social reality that had engendered The University of Canada North was no longer so
relevant or so pressing.
The actions of the organizers, too, contributed to the UCN’s lack of success (if
success be measured in buildings, classrooms, and faculty alone). Most were only able to
devote their leisure time to the UCN. All had other obligations that needed their
attention: family, employment, and other community efforts. While many had been to
university, few had formal training or experience in operating a post-secondary
institution. Equally implicated in the UCN’s failure to thrive were the twin problems of
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lack of widespread, grass-root support for the project and the near impossibility of raising
sufficient amounts of money to plan for the university's development and to offer any
courses.
The successes of the university were modest but important nonetheless. The two
divisions went their separate ways early in 1972. The Northwest Territories Division
recognized that elementary and secondary education in that territory had to be improved
to ensure a higher graduation rate of First Nations students before any planning for postsecondary education would be needed. The Yukon Division operated in entirely different
circumstances. The possibility of constructing, staffing, and operating a Whitehorse
Campus of the UCN was much greater. The division, however, was unable to raise
money to commission a plan to develop the campus. It lowered its sights and focused on
ways to offer university-level courses, public education and research. Thus, much of the
story of the UCN is the story of the Yukon Division and much of the analysis in this
thesis refers to the situation in the Yukon.
Today in the territories, the legacy of the University of Canada North remains.
Both territories now have publicly-funded college systems, Arctic College^ and Yukon
College, with satellite campuses in most of the communities. Both colleges have become
members of the Association for Canadian Universities for Northern Studies. That
organization is actively examining ways in which the northern colleges might play a
greater role in the study of the North. Neither is a degree-granting institution at present,
but Yukon College appears to have the potential to be the first Yukon College brokers

'’Nunavut implementation schemes resulted in the division of Arctic College in 1994 to
offer services separately to Nunavut and the Northwest Territories.
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some degree programs, establishing a contract with a university to offer a specific degree
program. To date this has proven an expensive but useful way of bringing degree
programs—Master of Education, Master of Public Administration, Bachelor of Social
Work, Bachelor of Education etc.,—to the Yukon.
This thesis, using archival sources, government records, newspaper accounts,
interviews, secondary sources and documents fi'om the personal collections of people
involved in the UCN, proposes to examine first the social, political and educational
development of the territories. This will provide a sketch of the background against
which The University of Canada North was conceived and established. This is followed
by a discussion of previous attempts to establish a northern university, both by
northerners and by others. An essentially narrative account then traces the development
of the University of Canada North from 1970 to 1985, focusing on episodes of particular
importance. A final chapter discusses, in general terms, the motivations of the various
players, the difficulties that ultimately prevented The University of Canada North firom
achieving its aims and examines the role the UCN played both as an educational
endeavour and as an indicator of the social and cultural changes in the Canadian North
in the 1970s.

CHAPTER 1
SOCIAL PRECONDITIONS OF THE
THE UNIVERSITY OF CANADA NORTH, 1965-1970

Any account of The University of Canada North must first be placed in the
context of northern politics and society as they were between 1965 and 1970. This is
important because The University of Canada North was much more than a failed attempt
to establish a university. Its story is also a vehicle for examining the tensions, the
difficulties and the dichotomies of an important period in northern Canadian history.
Territorial Society. 1965-1970
For the Canadian North, the late 1960s and 1970s were years of profound change.
The two territories had governments that were gradually expanding their jurisdictions
through devolution of federal programs. Developers began to focus their attention on the
region. Since the 1950s, the North had been touted as the nation’s storehouse of wealth.
In the late 1960s, the discovery of oil and gas deposits in Alaska added a new impetus
to aU forms of northern development This urgency led to proposals for megaprojects,
the most famous of which were the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline proposal and the HydroQuebec development Questions about the environmental and social effects of the former
led to the appointment of the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry. Justice Thomas
Berger’s inquiry showed Canadians clearly that northern residents, aboriginals and Non6
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aboriginals alike, felt their ways of life were personally satisfying and worth protecting
from the effects of mega-development
In the 1960s and through the 1970s Canadians were desperately concerned with
discovering a national identity. It seemed vital to our national weUness to know exactly
what a Canadian was and what it meant to be a Canadian. A similar identity crisis was
occurring in the North. On the one hand, encouraged by the myth of national wealth,
most Canadians were coming to see that the North was more than just a cold, dark,
isolated place where only the socially dysfunctional, the greedy, the adventurous, and the
aboriginal lived. It was a national storehouse of wealth. On the other, northerners, many
of whom considered the North their home and homeland, began to realize that things
were changing quickly and that a new North was emerging. Many were troubled by the
change.
Developing government, expanding businesses and new mining and exploration
ventures attracted different kinds of people to the North. By the late 1960s, government
had supplanted mining and business as the most attractive force, which changed the face
of the urban North. Young professionals saw Whitehorse and Yellowknife as likely places
to begin careers, with excellent prospects for advancement Their numbers were relatively
small but their effect would become considerable. The gradual development of a small
class of northern urban professionals added a new dimension to the social structure of
the larger centres. These people brought southern-bred expectations about quality of life
and level of services that could not, at least initally, be easily met Some embraced the
rough “frontier hfe” with relish, others suffered it The result was that new forms of
northern identity began to be contracted; the newly-arrived needed a way to justify their
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immigration to and residence in the isolated communities of the territorial North. The
residents needed a way to understand the changes. This account of The University of
Canada North sheds light on the difficulties a small group of northerners faced when
they tried to institutionalise their vision of the northern identity and northern society.
It would be incorrect to suggest that, in 1970, the social situation was identical in
both territories. The two territories were and continue to be fundamentally different
Despite the ease with which people talk about “The Canadian North”—meaning the
entire territorial North—it was not until the mid-1980s that political development had
propelled social development—in the larger communities only—to anything like an equal
level. Even today comparisons between the two territories must be drawn with the utmost
care.
Despite fundamental differences in the social and physical development of the two
capitals, the arrival of the government-employed cadre of workers and their families,
their attendant physicians, lawyers, accountants and business people, affected Whitehorse
and Yellowknife in similar ways. Their desire for nice places to live, shop and play
energized the construction, the service, and the social industries and encouraged
additional migration. Their numbers were fairly considerable. In Whitehorse in 1966,
after a decline of 5.2 percent since 1961, the population of the city stood at 4,771. It had
risen 136.4 percent by 1971, to 11,277.^ The average annual net migration rate was 28.9
per thousand for the same period, showing that most of this population growth was the

^Bureau of Statistics, Yukon Statistical Profile (Whitehorse: Executive Council Office,
n.d.). Table 2.4 “Yukon Population Figures, by Census Years, Yukon and Communities,
(1901-1981).”
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result of movement into the territory.^ In Yellowknife, the population rose only 19
percent between 1961 and 1966. The territorial government was installed in the city in
1967. Census figures show the population increased 56.8 percent between 1966 and 1971,
from 3,741 to 5,867.^ The combined territorial net migration was -1251 between 1961
and 1966 but was 4-3,355 over the five years between 1966 and 1971.^^ The development
that resulted from this growth generally took place without much involvement of the First
Nations inhabitants. Under the Indian Act^ their social status and political power was
negligible. Some newcomers ignored them, others became their advocates.
By 1970, the two capitals had sloughed off much of their fi-ontier aspect. A tourist,
Edward McCourt, wrote, in 1968, that Whitehorse “hardly hves up to the promise of its
location and name.”^ The image he had of Whitehorse was of
a rugged fi-ontier community swarming with prospectors and miners, trappers and
sporting girls. . ., where every man is as good as his neighbour, and suburbia, the
service club, and the Home and School Association have not yet combined to
ensnare and crush the ebullient human spirit®
He was disappointed to discover that there was “no more evidence of the frontier spirit
than is to be found in Moose Jaw or Medicine Hat”^ Jim Lotz, author of a book on

^Yukon Statistical Profile, Table 3.4, “Average Annual Net Migration Rate Per Thousand.”
^Government of the Northwest Territories, Bureau of Statistics, “Census population, by
Region and Community, 1961-1991.”
industry Trade and Commerce, Canada Year Book 1974: An Annual Review of
Economics, Social and Political Developments in Canada (Ottawa: Department of Industry,
Trade and Commerce, 1973), Table 4.5, 161.
^Edward McCourt, The Yukon and Northwest Territories, The Traveller’s Canada (New
York: St. Martin’s Press, 1969), 28.
Nbid.
’^Ibid.
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development in the Yukon, wrote that in 1969,
The city and its surrounding areas are still a terrible mess—a scatter of settlements
rather than a unity. Bus service was initiated throughout the area, but lasted only
three months. But some consolidation has begun, and the worst of the shacks are
disappearing; Whitehorse is sprucing itself up, becoming aware of its importance.
. . . The city has a splendid site; it could be a good place to live in. Whitehorse is
a well-administered city, and while it is not without its problems, these are being
tackled at the local level with vigour.®
Yellowknife, too, was changing. Since 1947, when the New Town site was laid out in
response to the opening of the Giant Yellowknife Mine, it had been developing slowly.
A hydro-electric power station on the Snare River gave the city a secure supply of
electricity.^ By 1961 3,141 people lived in the city. Its location on the Canadian Shield
meant it was possible to erect multi-storied buildings that were not feasible in
Whitehorse. The first office tower, the Cunningham Building, was four storeys high. It
became the offices of the new territorial government in 1967.^° In 1969, McCourt
described

Yellowknife

as

an

“up-and-coming

chamber-of-commerce-oriented”

community.^^ It became an incorporated city in 1970 and its first highrise apartment
building was finished in 1972.
Thus, by 1970, northern society had reached a new stage. More non-Natives were
moving to the territories to work for the various levels of government The Native

®Jim Lotz, Northern Realities: Canada-U.S. Exploitation of the Canadian North (Chicago:
Follett, 1971), 226.
^Outcrop Ltd., Northwest Territories Data Book: A Complete Information Guide to the
Northwest Territories and its Communities, 1990/91 (Yellowknife: Outcrop, The Northern
Publishers, Limited, 1990), 226.
^°Erik Watt, Yellowknife: How a City Grew (Yellowknife: Outcrop Ltd., The Northern
Publishers, 1990), 70.
^'McCourt, The Yukon and The Northwest Territories, 127.
^^Watt, Yellowknife, 68.
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populations of both territories were becoming politically active. The Indian Brotherhood
of the Northwest Territories, the Committee for Original People’s Entitlement (COPE)
and the Yukon Native Brotherhood were formed in these years and began to fight for
redress on a variety of issues—^government policy, land claims, and education—of vital
concern to them. Even greater changes would occur in the ensuing decade.
Despite the founders’ desire to remedy the near total lack of northern postsecondary education opportunities. The University of Canada North must not be
interpreted solely as an educational venture. It should also be viewed as an expression
of social consciousness, that is, of a recognition by northern residents that their part of
Canada was worthy of closer scrutiny by its inhabitants and not solely by outside experts
and researchers. The creation of The University of Canada North demonstrates that at
least a small group of northern residents thought there were important issues that
needed examination and vital questions that needed answering.
The Territorial Governments
The following narrative provides an overview of the pohtical milieu from which
the University of Canada North emerged.
The Northwest Territories
The development of the government of the Northwest Territories (NWT) began
in 1869 when the federal government passed the Temporary Government Act. The
Manitoba Act of the following year contained new and permanent provisions for the
government of North-West Territories. Refinements were made in 1875 when the
Manitoba Act was amended and the North-West Territories Act passed. The Act
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established Battleford as the seat of government and created a Territorial Council with
five appointed members. Provision was made for elected representatives when population
levels rose sufficiently.^^ By 1887 the population had increased to such levels that the
federal government created a legislative assembly called the Territorial Council, headed
by the Commissioner, with twenty-two elected members and three appointed legal
advisors. Further amendments to the Act, in 1897, created an executive council that gave
the territory province-like powers over specific legislative areas.
When the provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan were created in 1905, the
territory was reduced to its 1870 constitutional status. In 1905 the comptroller of the
Royal Northwest Mounted Police, Lieutenant-Colonel Fred White was named
commissioner.^'^ An arrangement allowed for an appointed council of four members to
which no one was appointed until 1921. In 1919, W. M. Corey, the Deputy-Minister of
the Department of the Interior (the department then responsible for the Yukon and the
Northwest Territories) succeeded White as Commissioner. For the next 44 years, the
tradition held; it was not until 1963 that the positions were again separated. Until 1921
the Commissioner single-handedly held the powers of Lieutenant-Governor, Executive
Council and Assembly.The work was not that onerous: no legislation was passed

^^The Act stipulated that would be when any area of 1,000 sq. mi. had at least 1,000 male
British subjects over the age of 21.
^^Mark O. Dickerson, Whose North?: Political Change , Political Development and SelfGovernment in the Northwest Territories (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press,
1992), 29.
^^Gordon Robertson, Northern Provinces: A Mistaken Goal (Montreal: Institute for
Research on Public Policy, 1985), 3.
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between 1905 and 1920.^^ In reaction to a potential for oil exploration, a council was
constituted in 1921. It was composed of six members, all of whom were senior civil
servants in the departments responsible for various aspects of northern administration.'^
Between 1930 and the late 1940s, the council increased its activity, primarily due
to the beginning of mining ventures in the Yellowknife region, and later the regulation
of American military activities in the eastern part of the territory. In 1939 the local
administrative district of Yellowknife was created. In 1946 the &st territorial resident,
J.G. McNiven of Yellowknife, was appointed to the council.
Significant changes were made to the Northwest Territories Act during the 1950s.
In 1951 the council was enlarged to eight members, three of whom were to be elected
from the western part of the territory. Council meetings were to be held at least twice
annually and one meeting had to be held in the territory. The following year saw the
establishment of territorial courts and provisions for justices of the peace and police
magistrates. In 1954 the electoral district boundaries were redrawn, creating four ridings,
and in 1960 three members of the general public were appointed to the council.
The geographical imbalance in population and development in the Northwest
Territories led to a suggestion, advanced in 1961, that the territory be divided in two to
permit the western portion to have resident self-government The proposal was earnestly
debated at the federal level and the question reached the House of Commons in 1963
as Bills C-83 and C-84, the former creating the Mackenzie Territory and the latter the

'^Northern Affairs and National Development, The Northwest Territories Today: A
Reference Paper for the Advisory Commission on the Development of Government in the
Northwest Territories (Ottawa: Queen’s Printer, 1965), 80.
^^Ibid., and Dickerson, Whose North?, 30.
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Nunassiaq Territory. In the months between the first and second readings, opposition was
raised to the bills and they were sent to the Standing Committee on Mines, Forests and
Waters for review.^* The bills were so delayed by the Standing Committee that they
were not presented to the House before Parliament rose and so died on the Order
(

Paper.
In April 1963, the newly-elected Pearson government established an advisory
commission to report on the whole question of government in the Northwest Territories
and appointed Dean A. W. R. Carrothers of the University of Western Ontario its chair.
In his report, Carrothers advised against any form of administrative division of the
territory. More importantly, the commission recommended a course of action that would
grant the NWT powers of self-government
In 1967, in response to the Carrothers report, the federal government transferred
the seat of NWT government to Yellowknife. It devolved responsibility for education,
small business, public works, social assistance and local government to the fledgling
Government of the Northwest Territories (GNWT).^^ The GNWT delayed transfer of
authority for education until 1969 and 1970 partly because it lacked employees.^
By 1970, the GNWT apparatus was beginning to take shape. That year was
designated as the territorial Centennial Year. Events related to the theme of “Territorial
Unity” were held all over the territory. The NWT received a great deal of publicity when

^®NANR, The Northwest Territories Today, 82.
^^Gurston Dacks, “Political and Constitutional Development in the Yukon and the
Northwest Territories: The Influence of Devolution” in The Northern Review, No. 5 (Summer
1990), 114.
^In the mid-1960s the territorial public service consisted of only the staff of the territorial
liquor distribution structure and a tiny number of contract employees.
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the Queen and Prince Philip paid an official visit and the first Arctic Winter Games were
held in Yellowknife. Yet, despite the enthusiastic celebrations, there were realities to be
faced; The federal government stiU firmly controlled the territory. It would not be for
another four years that all members of the territorial council were elected and another
sixteen before the Northwest Territories achieved a degree of responsible selfgovernment
The Yukon
The Yukon was elevated from the status of district of the North-West
Territories^ to territory by the federal government in 1898 in response to the
unwillingness of the North-West Territory’s Regina government to share liquor tax
revenues. Ottawa felt it should realize any profits of the gold rush as it was paying for
the policing and administration of the district Regina thought that any revenues should
belong to it as Dawson City and the Klondike gold fields lay within the boundaries of the
Yukon District of the North-West Territories. Ottawa disagreed and passed the Yukon
Act in 1898 (assented to on 13 June 1898), creating a new territory with most of the same
powers as the N-WT and governed by a federally-appointed commissioner and council.
The Commissioner-in-Council was allowed to pass ordinances affecting the
regulation of local matters. In August 1898, the Act was amended to permit the election
of two members out of six to the council. In May 1902 the Yukon Act was further
amended to increase elected representation to five. In July 1908 the council was

^Tt had been created a district by Order-in-Council No. 2640 on 2 October 1895 and
further established as a Judicial District 16 August 1897 by the Governor in Council.
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expanded to ten members all of whom were elected.^2 After 1912, with declining gold
revenues, a need for austerity forced the federal government to trim the size of the territorial government In 1918, in the face of serious post-war inflation, the office of
Commissioner was, for reasons of economy, amalgamated with that of Gold
Commissioner. All local affairs were then handled by only three officials, the
superintendent of public works, the superintendent of schools (also the principal of the
Dawson school and the high school teacher) and the treasurer (who also had a portfolio
of other titles and functions). Government representation in Whitehorse and Mayo was
in the person of the agent who sold liquor in the community.
Through the “Lean Years,” the situation remained more or less unchanged. In
1942, however, the territory was overwhelmed by the arrival of the 30,000 or so military
and civilian builders of the Alcan (Alaska) Highway. During the construction, the
territorial government was forced to expand its staff and to move temporarily many of
its offices to Whitehorse. In 1948 the position of Commissioner was revived as chief
executive officer of the Yukon. After the completion of the highway and the end of the
war many of those who had come North remained. The population of Whitehorse
jumped from 754 in 1941 to 2,594 in 1951.^
In the 1950s, as the Yukon’s population population continued to grow, the
government expanded. The method for funding the territorial government changed.
Negotiated financial grants firom the federal government gave the territory greater

^Steven Smyth, The Yukon’s Constitutional Foundation, Volume I: The Yukon Chronology
(Whitehorse: Northern Directories Ltd., 1991), 7-9.
^Yukon Statistical Profile, Table 2.4, “Yukon Population Figures, by Census Years, Yukon
and Communities, (1901-1981).”
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control over its financial affairs and discussions were soon underway to transfer the
responsibility for welfare. Government business was, however, hampered by a reliance
on river transport In 1950, the seat of the territorial government was still at Dawson
City. In 1951 DIAND approved the relocation of the government to Whitehorse, which
was finally completed in March 1953. Until then, much of the territorial government’s
growth was in fact a reactivation and testing of the old structures, which soon proved
inadequate in the face of the increasing population.
By the late 1960s, the territorial government had been granted new areas of
responsibility. A vocational school and correctional facilities had been built and a
regional library system created. New government departments had been established to
handle tourism and municipal development Negotiations had begun with the federal
government to transfer responsibility for such matters as justice, health care, and freshwater fisheries along with the funds to support them. In 1966 the territorial Council
passed an Autonomy Motion urging the federal government to implement a plan that
would lead to provincial status within twelve years and control of Crown lands more
immediately.^ In response to this territorial agitation, the federal government
authorized the formation of an Executive Committee that gave elected officials a role in
overseeing the administration of government departments.
By 1970, the Yukon Territorial Government (YTG) had gained a modicum of
control over territorial affairs and was poised for greater developments. The
Commissioner continued to be appointed, though in the 1960s a precedent was set when

^'’There were also other demands. See Steven Smyth, The Yukon*s Constitutional
Foundations, Volume 1, 34.
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two Yukon residents were consecutively appointed to the position.^
In 1971, then, the territorial governments were at somewhat different levels of
maturity yet there were some similarities between them. The federal government transfer
payments were increasingly essential to both governments. In 1971, revenues from the
territories amounted to only about 45% of total expenditures^ and much of this
money—the tax revenue from alcohol sales for instance—came from the incomes that
depended on federal transfer payments to individuals rather than directly to the Yukon
Territorial Government (YTG).

Education in the Canadian North
The story of education in Canada’s North begins in the nineteenth century with
the missionary activities of the Protestant and Roman Catholic churches. Later, local
schools were established at the sites of mines and trading posts. The final stage of this
evolution is the assumption of control over education and the provision of facilities by
various levels of government^
The North- West Territories Act of 1875 granted the territory authority over the
education of non-Native school-age children. The federal government, under the
provisions of the British North America Act and the Indian Act, was responsible for the
education of Natives. As the Yukon Act was largely a copy of the North-West Territories
Act, it too controlled non-Native education from its creation. In practice, though, the

^In 1967 the Territorial Council defeated a motion calling for the voters of the Yukon
to elect the Commissioner.
2<*DIAND, A Northern Political and Economic Framework (Ottawa: Supply and Services,
1988), 13.
^“Education in Canada’s Northern Territories” ([ca. 1970]), 1.
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territories lacked the financial resources to provide much of an education system. Until
World War II the Yukon was able to do little more than provide a modest public school
system and an even more modest separate school system paid for from tax revenues and
through arrangements with the federal government The Northwest Territories did not
have resident government until 1967 and was unable to assume total responsibility for
education until 1970.
The Northwest Territories
Until the 1950s, there was no coherent system of education in the Northwest
Territories. With the seat of territorial government at Ottawa and a small non-Native
population, education was generally left in the hands of the missionaries. Local public
schools were established in the late 1930s in Fort Smith and Yellowknife, where small
mining communities had sprung up.^ With regards to Natives, the policy of the
Department of Indian Affairs was “to provide token education to Indians at minimum
cost”^ Until the end of the Depression, the churches, assisted by grants fi:om the
government, were the sole providers of education in the territory. Their efforts were
inspired by a goal of assimilation and directed at teaching Indians vocational and
agricultural skills. Much of this education was carried out in residential schools, where
students were isolated from their families and their culture. The residential system did
not reach every child of school age and in many areas, day schools were established to
provide an opportunity for children and adults to acquire rudimentary English language

^Ibid.^ 40.

^Robert E. Johns, “History of Administration of Schools, N.W.T” (musk-ox, 18, 1976),
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and arithmetical skills.
The federal government began to acknowledge its responsibilities towards Indians
and Inuit more completely during World War II. American mihtary projects in the North
exposed, to the nation and to the world, the desperate social and medical conditions of
some northern Natives. The government’s solution was to plan “to bring Native
northerners to a position of being able to participate in the coming industrialization of
the North.

Programmes were launched to improve Native standards of living by

concentrating them in new settlements and providing such services as medical care,
welfare and Mothers’ Allowance payments, and education.
By 1950, education in the Northwest Territories was under the control of some
eight different authorities:

“mission, the Federal Government, the Territorial

Government, municipal groups, private citizens’ groups and mining companies, were
operating schools at various points.In 1952, the Department of Resources and
Development was renamed the Department of Northern Affairs and National Resources
(NANR) and was made responsible for northern development in aU its aspects. It
estabhshed the Eskimo Affairs Committee to investigate the participation of Inuit in
development Its Sub-Committee on Eskimo Education decided, “that the Inuit should
no longer be permitted to remain illiterate.^ ^ result the NANR approved “a

^Morris Zaslow, The Northward Expansion of Canada, 1914-1967 (Toronto: McClellan
and Stewart, 1988), 311.
^^“Education in Canada’s Northern Territories,” 42.
^^R. J. Diubaldo, “You Can’t Keep the Native Native” in Ken Coates and William R.
Morrison, eds.. For Purposes of Dominion: Essays in Honour of Morris Zaslow (North York,
Ont.: Captus University Publications, 1989), 173.
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number of school and educational initiatives.”^^
A major integrated federal school program was introduced to the Northwest
Territories in 1955.^ For reasons of efficiency, a decision was made that “the Federal
Government, through the Department of Northern Affairs and National Resources,
would operate the entire school system on behalf of the Government of the Northwest
Territories.”^ Schools and student residences were built, first in the Mackenzie, and
then across the territory to replace the church schools, though the churches were
contracted to operate the student residences. In 1956 all mission school teachers became
federal employees. The government aimed to have the infi*astructure in place to provide
education to all school-aged children by 1970.^ By 1957 vocational training was being
provided to Natives above school age, often as a substitute for basic education.
There were problems with this system. The curriculum and much of the teaching
material was initially imported directly from Alberta.^ By the early 1960s, the

^National Archives of Canada (hereafter NAC), Records of the Northern Affairs
Program, RG 85, Acc. 1989-90/233, Box 21, DIAND, “Senior Education Staff Conference,
1967, Summary of Proceedings.”
^^“Education in Canada’s Northern Territories,” 44.
^NANR, The Northwest Territories Today, 68.
^^Bemie Hughes points out in his MA thesis, “Adult Education and Northern
Development” (UBC, 1987), 27, that “the educators’ knowledge of linguistics, language
development in children, and second language acquisition was minimal; however sincere the
educators in the 1940s, 50s, and 60s were, they still did not appreciate, nor fully comprehend
the language and culture issue. Consequently, native students—adults and youth—^were
streamed into vocational programs as a convenient alternative to providing appropriate
language instruction in English.”
^NAC, Records of the Northern Affairs Program, RG 85, Acc. 1989-90/233, Box 21, file
“Educ N, Education in the North,” Report of D.R. MacNeill, Native Liaison Section,
17/4/1978.
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goverament was attempting to use more culturally-relevant teaching materials but only
at the elementary level.^^ The curricula for secondary students were “closely related to
those of the adjacent provinces in order to maintain a comparable graduating
standard.”'*® Despite the welter of curricula, the government thought the results
encouraging:
The comparatively new school system has already had tremendous impact on the
native peoples in the Territories and it has made the North a much more attractive
place in which to live. ...Even now, the average native is staying longer in school
and is attaining a level of education far beyond what was possible a few years
ago.^*

The program, however, was expensive. In 1963 the NWT education program alone cost
118.8 percent of total territorial revenues and the following year that figure had risen to
145.5 percent^*2
In 1967, arrangements were made for the creation of a Northwest Territories
government and the transfer of some federal powers to it While some jurisdictional
transfers began almost immediately, the new government delayed the take-over of
Western Arctic education until 1 April 1969. Control of Eastern Arctic education was
transferred the following year. The transfer did not solve all the long-standing problems.
There was uncertainty about the new government’s educational policy. In addition, local
involvement in education remained quite limited: Yellowknife had the only school board
until 1985 and communities outside the capital had to rely on education committees that

^^“Education in Canada’s Northern Territories,” 59-60.
'*®NANR, The Northwest Territories Today, 70; see also “Education in Canada’s Northern
Territories,” 59.
^^NANR, The Northwest Territories Today, 70.
^^Ibid., 132.
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reported to regional councils that, in turn, provided recommendations to the
government"^^
The Yukon
The education situation in the Yukon was different in some ways and similar in
others. As in the hfWT, the Yukon had been nominally responsible for the education of
all school age citizens within its boundaries since the passage of the Yukon Act in
1898."*^ Again, as in the NWT, in reality, due to the provisions of the Indian Act^ there
was a division of responsibility and the federal government left Native education in the
hands of the churches.^^ Though, as a result of the gold rush, the Yukon the was more
economically developed territory, the federal government beheved that the Yukon had
no real future and “did not want to train Yukon Indians for social roles that did not exist,
especially when traditional hunting and subsistence economy remained healthy.”'*^ The

'‘^Kenneth Coates and Judith Powell, The Modem North: People, Politics and the Rejection
of Colonialism (Toronto: James Lorimer and Company, 1989), 134.
'*'*The Yukon Act of 1898 granted broad and general powers to the Governor-in-Council:
“Subject to the provisions of this Act, the Governor in Council may make ordinances for the
peace, order and good government of the territory.. . .” (Sect. 8). Countering the apparent
expansiveness of the legislation, the Act permitted the federal government to disallow any
legislation within a period of two years.
^^Much has been written on the education of Indians in the Yukon. For example, see: Jon
Pierce, “Federal Indian Policy in the Yukon,” paper prepared for KWIYA, The Joint
Commission on Indian Education and Training, 1987 (Whitehorse: KWIYA, 1987); Marjorie
E. Almstrom, A Century of Schooling: Education in the Yukon, 1861-1961 (V^itehorse:
Privately printed, 1991); Edward Lester Bullen, “A Historical Study of the Education of the
Indians of Teslin, Yukon Territory” (Unpublished MA Thesis, University of Alberta, 1968);
Nelson Ireland, “Indian Education in Yukon: A Matter of Policy” (Unpublished MA thesis,
University of British Columbia, 1988); and Kenneth S. Coates, “A Very Imperfect Means of
Education: Indian Day Schools in the Yukon Territory, 1890-1955” in Indian Education in
Canada: Volume I, The Legacy, Jean Berman, Yvonne Hebert and Don Askill, editors
(Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1986), 132-149.
'*<»Pierce, “Federal Indian Education Policy in the Yukon,” 16-17.
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education of the non-Native children was provided by the territory through a flexible
system of partial assistance and complete funding, depending upon the number of
students enroled in each school/'^
Through the “Lean Years,” from 1906 to 1940, the territorial public school system
operated on a shoestring. Almstrom notes that in Whitehorse
meagre facilities were supplemented in a number of ways. For example, former
pupils teU of the generosity of townspeople and teachers who lent books from their
personal hbraries and pay tribute to the encouragement given to the girls in the
home economics’ classes by certain ladies of the community who opened their
homes so that the girls might learn to cook and entertain.^
Generally, though, because of the financial constraints, education in the Yukon
concentrated on academic subjects. Any additional “curriculum enrichment,” such as
sewing, cooking, or carpentry, had to be “provided through the generosity of concerned
parents.”^^ Almstrom points out that such education was not much different firom that
being offered in small communities elsewhere in Canada during these years.^ As in the
Northwest Territories, the Yukon education system had adopted a southern curriculum,
in its case that of British Columbia.^* Partly for reasons of economy, integration of
Native students began to be encouraged in the late 1940s and became the territory’s
unofficial policy by 1964.

^^Almstrom, A Century of Schooling, Chapters V, VI, and VII.
^Ibid., 120.
121.

^Tn earlier years, however, the secondary school curriculum model had been that of
Ontario. Ibid., 87.
^^Ireland, “Indian Education in Yukon,” 18, 20.
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The construction of the Alaska Highway “propelled the Yukon into the twentieth
century.Education became a much more important issue. Schools sprang up
wherever there was a concentration of non-Natives, at highway maintenance camps and
at mines. At the same time the federal government began to transfer of responsibility for
the delivery of all primary and secondary education in the territory. Thus, after the early
1950s, the federal government gradually withdrew its support of the church-operated
residential schools.^ It began delegating its responsibility for Indian education to the
territorial governments^ under a series of formal tuition agreements that included costsharing of capital costs.s^ By 1967 all schools in the Yukon were under the control of
the Yukon Department of Education, though much of the funding for them stiU came
directly from the federal governments^
Yukon Natives, like those in the Northwest Territories, found much of what was
being taught in the schools of little real use and, indeed, culturally damaging. Many, from
personal experience, thought the entire school system was “irrelevant and unresponsive.”s* Part of the problem was that, for a variety of social and cultural reasons. Native
parents had generally been unable to gain a loud enough voice on the school committees
and councils to effect a change in the curriculum. Where school committees existed.

s^Pierce, “Indian Education Policy in the Yukon,” 30.
S'*“Education in Canada’s Northern Territories,” 9.
^Treland, “Indian Education in the Yukon,” 22.
56pierce, “Indian Education Policy in the Yukon,” 38.
^^“Education in Canada’s Northern Territories,”; also Pierce, “Indian Education Policy
in the Yukon,” 30.
^*Coates and Powell, 138.
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Native parents often felt unwelcome at the meetings. Cross-cultural misunderstandings
and different codes of public behaviour also made it difficult for Natives to participate.
Providing For Post-Secondary Education
Despite its constitutional responsibilities in the territorial North, the federal
government’s support for northern post-secondary education had generally been confined
to guaranteeing student loans and funding vocational training. The division of jurisdiction
laid down by the British North America Act^ 1867, places education in the hands of the
provinces. The acts that created the Yukon and the Northwest Territories gave
jurisdiction over education to the territorial governments. Their tiny populations,
however, effectively limited the provision of education in the territories to the primary
and secondary levels.
In the early 1960s, vocational schools with a narrow range of training options were
established at Fort Smith and Whitehorse. They were created to offer pre-emplo5rment
trades training, specific skills development (truck and equipment driving), upgrading for
adults, and classes in selected trades that would lead to apprentice status but not to interprovincial journeyman certification. The federal government assisted these through
vocational training agreements with the territorial governments. University-level courses
were not available and students who wished to pursue higher education attended
universities outside the territories.
Recognising the impossibility of offering the range and depth of courses
comparable to southern institutions, the territorial governments offered a unique scheme
that provided funding to eligible students to cover the cost of tuition and books, living,
transportation and miscellaneous expenses.
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The Northwest Territories government offered both bursaries and grants.^^ The
1971 eligibility requirements for a $1500 bursary were a two-year residency, or a resident
out of school for over three years or a resident seeking a degree at the Bachelor’s level
or beyond at an Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada member institution.
Ehgibilily requirements for the grant were more stringent The student had to be a
dependent child of an NWT resident, have “three months residency immediately prior
to the commencement of the next semester of the university,” and must not been out of
school for a period longer than three years. The grant covered
tuition fees, transportation to and from the place of residence in the N. W.T., books,
supplies, and board and lodging for persons enroled in a degree course in an
institution which is a member of the Association of Universities and Colleges of
Canada
and was renewable for up to four years.^ Similar grants were available from the Yukon
Government In 1967 (First Session) the Legislative Council passed

Ordinance To

Provide for the Making of Grants to University and Vocational Students. It provided
students with a grant of approximately $1,100 to defray the costs of transportation, books,
and board.^^ The government enacted the ordinance for three reasons. First, a funding

^niiere seems to be no consensus on why the GNWT offered this benefit to NWT
residents. It may be that it was offered as an inducement to workers with families to move
north.
^Garth Graham personal files, Guelph, Ontario, [file 7] “Flo Whyard.” Government of
the Northwest Territories, “Meeting the Challenge through Education Grants,” October,
1971. Used with permission. Mr. Graham’s files have been subsequently donated to the
Yukon Archives (1994). References here are to the files of the collection examined prior to
its donation.
^^Chapter 5, 1967 (First Session). May also be cited as the Students Grants Ordinance.
The regulations that fixed the amount of the grant, the residency conditions and elegibility
were changed as conditions warranted it. These figures apply to 1967-8. Yukon Archives
(hereafter YA), The University of Canada North Records (hereafter UCN Records), COR
0321, file 1, “Students Grant Ordinance, Administrator’s Order 1967-110, 24 July 1967.”
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agreement it had with the federal government for vocational training was soon to expire.
A new arrangement granted the territory a per capita amount for “continuing education.*'
Some of the money, it was thought, “should be used to assist students to attend
universities, institutes of technology, community college, and schools of nursing.
Second, students attending the Whitehorse Vocational and Technical Training Centre
were receiving allowances of between $35 to $90 per week under the federal Training
Allowance Act^ 1966. University students, in contrast, were given territorial assistance only
for transportation to and from school. This arrangement was clearly “financially biased
in favour of students taking vocational training.” This, the commissioner suggested, was
not encouraging high school students to go on to university.^ Third, the Northwest
Territories arrangement was superior. While the Yukon Government was not going to
match the NWT grants, it did feel that it could not be any less generous with university
students than it was being with vocational students.^
Into the mid-1960s, almost all the high school graduates who took advantage of
these programs were non-Aboriginal. For them it was a very satisfactory arrangement
because many keenly wanted some inexpensive way of leaving the North.^ Many Yukon
students went to the University of Alaska, where a formal arrangement between the state
and the territories permitted students from the Yukon and the Northwest Territories to

^^Yukon Territorial Government, Sessional Paper No. 46-1967, 1.
^Hbid.
^Ibid., 2.
^^Many non-Native young people in Whitehorse in the late 1960s were inclined to believe
that the Yukon was a backwater and that nothing exciting ever happened there. Many
anxiously awaited graduation and applied to university merely to leave the territory. One
assumes that similar attitudes prevailed in the Northwest Territories.
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attend at the Alaska-resident tuition rate.^
New attention to the resource potential of the North, however, soon caused some
to consider the feasibility of offering university programming in the North. In 1967,
Arthur Laing, Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development (DIAND) addressed
the delegates of the First National Northern Research Conference. He proposed that a
southern university should examine the feasibility of offering correspondence courses.^^
In the same year, as part of its bid to become territorial capital,^ Jim Lotz suggested
that a university be organised at Fort Smith.The escalation of interest in northern
research, encouraged by the discovery of oil and gas deposits at several places off the
Arctic coast in the Beaufort Sea, and the federal government's goal to improve quality
of life in the North, provoked other suggestions for a northern university. A university
located in the North would be valuable. It would have a vested interest in the North,
would attract academics and students with northern interests and would provide higher
education to qualified northerners. The idea was good but it remained only that Foundations, governments and the southern universities were unwilling to undertake the task of
turning the idea into a reality. The expense seemed prohibitive and unnecessary.

^Immigration and student visa requirements were not affected by the agreement.
^^A, Hoyt Collection, MSS 216, file 6. “Text of speech, ’Research in the Unknown
Land,’ given by Hon. A. Laing to First National Northern Research Conference, at University
of Saskatchewan, 30 October 1967.”
^It had been the administrative centre for the District of Mackenzie since 1906.
^^A, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 1, “Discussion Paper: A University for Fort Smith,
NWT.” The conclusion read: “I am convinced... of the need for and the value of a northern
university. Such a university, at Fort Smith, would, in time, attract students and staff from all
over the world. I am convinced that much of the future of the north lies in developing the
area as a vast outdoor laboratory where processes can be understood, [and] studied. . . for
the benefit of all mankind,” 11.
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This, then, was the social background against which and out of which The
University of Canada North was conceived. In a changing political and social landscape,
the North's tiny population struggled to create a modern, full-service society in the
region. They worked to advance the North, to enhance its services, to improve its intercultural relations and to modernise its society. Many thought the answer lay in economic
development More mines, more people, more economic activity would generate the kind
of benefits that would lead to a stable, but uniquely northern, society. A small group
thought part of the solution would be to establish a northern university.

CHAPTER 2
THE PROMISE OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE NORTH:
VARIOUS PROPOSALS FOR A NORTHERN UNIVERSITY

The plan to found The University of Canada North was not the first to be bruited about
the North. The idea had surfaced in the Yukon as early as 1960.^ Through that decade,
academics and entrepreneurs, with an eye to development and related research, considered a university an important element in northern economic development A short
(and incomplete) list of previous proposals for a university includes Fort Smith’s
university on the Slave River, the Mackenzie Institute in Inuvik, the “Yukon University”
in Whitehorse, the “Klondike College” in Dawson, the “Slave Institute” at Hay River,
“Tuk U” at Tuktoyaktuk, and the “Baffin Institute” at Frobisher Bay (now Iqaluit).^ At
least three of these proposals, the Klondike College, the Fort Smith university, and the
Mackenzie Institute originated in the North. One, the Mackenzie Institute, operated
classes and presented public lectures, though not for credit

^YA, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 2. Commissioner J. Smith to Rolf Hougen, 25
November, 1970: “We spoke on the subject of a University of Yukon by phone a few days
ago
This is not a new thought, indeed, I was involved in a potential site selection in 1960
with Commissioner Collins.” Of course, there may have been other, earlier proposals.
'^Ibid., file 8, R. M. Hill. “Concepts of a University in Canada North,” Conference
literature, November 1971. This list is not entirely accurate. The Klondike College was to be
a teacher training college located in Whitehorse and the Yukon University was planned for
Dawson. In addition, little evidence has been found for some of these proposals and the
cleverly-named Tuk U may have only existed on tee-shirts sold at souvenir outlets.
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This chapter examines five of the early plans for a northern university. The
discussion points out the common themes of economic development and nationalism and
shows that The University of Canada North was not such a unique undertaking. Its
originality lies primarily in the inter-territorial nature of the organization and its founders’
expressed commitment to the self-determination of the northern First Nations.

The University of the North at Dawson City
Alan Innes-Taylor and Iris Warner, both of Dawson City, prepared an early
university proposal. Innes-Taylor, who wrote the proposal in May 1964, suggested a
“University of the North” at Dawson City. Innes-Taylor was a longtime Yukon resident;
Warner had moved to the territory in 1959. Both were concerned about the future of
Dawson City. Mining had declined and tourism was not yet sufficient to keep the town
alive. The 1962 Dawson City Festival, a grand attempt to arrest the city’s social and
physical decay by fixing up certain historic buildings and promoting the town as a tourist
destination, had been disappointing.^
In April 1964, Warner wrote to Bill Dempsey, then the Executive Assistant to the
Director of the North York Board of Education in Ontario."* Warner had outlined a plan
to establish a university at Dawson. In a letter to Warner, Dempsey said he had
consulted “some people at the University of Toronto” and sent her his thoughts on costs

^Richard Stuart, “Recycling Used Boom Towns: Dawson and Tourism,” The Northern
Review 6 (Winter 1990), 121.
^Dempsey had been the Executive Assistant to Hon. Walter Dinsdale, Minister of
Northern Affairs and National Resources. He and his wife had met Warner and Innes-Taylor
during the Dawson City Festival, which he had been detailed to oversee. He was fired in late
1962 after it was discovered that he had unintentionally embarrassed the department by
soliciting support for the festival on departmental letterhead. Frank Fingland, personal
communication, June 1993.
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of staff, faculty and facilities. He concluded:
I admire your ambition in considering the possibility of establishing a University at
Dawson City. Although I have mentioned some of the difficulties nothing is
insurmountable, if there is a group of people who are determined to organize a new
venture. The first courses offered might be quite limited but as interest grew
additional ones could be provided. The biggest obstacle is that of money.^
In June Dempsey again wrote to Warner. He informed her that he had discussed her
idea with Walter Dinsdale, Minister of Northern Affairs and National Resources, and
suggested that she write to the minister directly.
Warner’s letter to Dinsdale explained her and Innes-Taylor’s rationale for
establishing a university at Dawson City: it would keep young people north of 60. It
would halt the “ridiculous imbalance of too-young and too-old which now exists.”^ The
proposed university would offer
courses which are of value to northern development— in aviation, radio,
engineering, and telecommunications, for eventual use in the arctic; in archive work
for future work with the National Museum in Ottawa [which carries] on extensive
field work in the north, in the Yukon and certainly around Dawson. . .; studies of
permafrost should be expected to originate here; of polar sea-ice navigation; of
arctic cookery and agriculture. There is no end to the scope—all of value to the
country, and to the student who could conceivably expect immediate employment
in unique and uncrowded fields.^
Dawson, she maintained would be the ideal location because it
is a fine agricultural area, with nearby mining location, and is under survey for a
hundred reasons—each offering fields of study to elaborate on classroom activities,
it has several D.O.T. [Department of Transport] and C.N.T. [Canadian Northern
Telecommunications] positions and is an aircraft jumping-off place, with future

^YA, Iris Warner Collection, MSS 58, 82/245, f. 185. Bill Dempsey to Iris Warner, 21 May
1964.
Hbid., Iris Warner to Hon., Walter Dinsdale, 15 June 1964.
Ubid.
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hiring potential*
Dawson also had a couple of unused buildings suitable for the university and its
residence: the old territorial administration building and the Commissioner’s residence.
Dinsdale was only cautiously positive about the plan; the “subject. . .should be
discussed by the Territorial Council”^ He noted there had been several recent proposals
for a University of the North:
The Roman Catholic Church is anxious to establish a northern University at Fort
Smith. Another proposal has been forthcoming from Churchill where the local
citizens are sponsoring a plan to have a northern University set up in the buildings
made available by the withdrawal of the Armed Forces from that northern port'®
emphasised that any approach to Northern Affairs on the subject would have to be
made through the Commissioner, Gordon Cameron, and that she should discuss the idea
with him. In closing, Dinsdale assured Warner that he would “give all possible support”
to the plan.
In his two-page proposal, Innes-Taylor concocted a rather splendid vision of the
“University of the North.” He thought that the institution would serve to “gather together
the adventurous youth of Canada to train for the development of the vast Northern
Empire.” The institution would “contribute to the cultural and economic growth of
Canada.”" This proposal repeats a theme that runs through most of the suggestions for
a northern university, including the University of Canada North: a northern university

Hbid.
^Ibid., Walter Dinsdale to Iris Warner, 25 June 1964.
^^Ibid. The Churchill university proposal was spearheaded by a local newspaper publisher,
Ernie Senior. In 1968 he predicted a university would be in place within three years.
"YA, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 1. “Proposal for a ’University of the North,”’ May,
1964.
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would contribute greatly to northern development
The Mackenzie Institute at Inuvik
The Mackenzie Institute, while not exactly a university and whose existence was
not exactly limited to paper, was a northern initiative that nevertheless deserves mention.
This Inuvik institution was created under the NWT Societies Ordinance in April 1968.
Its purpose was “to offer academic, practical, and cultural programs.The founders
were Elijah Menarik, John Pascal, Victor Allen, Tom Butters, Richard Hill, and Agnes
Semmler.^^ The idea had been raised at an adult education committee meeting where
someone had suggested that such an organization would expand local educational opportunities.^'^ An advertising flyer explained that the Institute was established “to assist in
fulfilling the aspirations of resident northerners and in effectively developing northern
resources.”^^ It was to do this by operating
under the frontier concept of satisfying today’s needs with available means.
Resources within the region are exploited and related to the community lifeways.
Local persons are hired for Institute staff positions where possible. . . .Academic
courses are offered to meet the needs and interests of the northern residents
without limiting the possibility of individuals to attend other schools or
universities.^^
The Institute intended to offer residents of the Western Arctic “total education so [they]

^^Graham personal files, [file 7] “Flo Whyard.” Mackenzie Institute promotional flyer.
Used with permission.
^^YA, Iris Warner Collection, MSS 56, 82/245, f. 121, “Mackenzie Institute Council
Objectives and By-Laws.” Butters, Hill and Semmler would later be founding applicants for
The University of Canada North.
^^Ibid., Iris Warner, MS Notes on back of a Mackenzie Institute flyer.
Richard M. Hill, “Mackenzie Institute—A New Northern Educational Institution,”
October 1968.
^^Ibid.
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can take their rightful place in the social, cultural and economic developments as citizens
of the North, Canada and the World.

It did not have dedicated buildings, but

operated out of whatever classrooms were available. Its most successful program was a
series of ten public lectures on various aspects of the Mackenzie Delta, including geology,
history, economy, industry, peoples and environment, offered in Fall 1968. The Institute
apparently remained active until some time in 1972.
An Arctic University in the Canadian North
Southern academics raised the issue of a northern university as well. Professor W.
Peter Adams of the Department of Geography at Trent University had been interested
in the issue since 1969. He corresponded widely about his ideas for an Arctic University
in the Canadian North and circulated copies of the letters. On 18 November 1969 he
wrote to Jean Chretien, Minister of DIAND,^* saying that he thought the “time [was]
ripe” for the creation of a northern university. Adams’ interest stemmed, in part, from
his own research experiences in the North. It also came from seeing the positive
economic effects the new Trent University was having on Peterborough, Ontario. Adams
believed a university would have a “stabilizing effect” on northern society. It would also
“attract desirable ’settlers’” and would “promote that desirable feeling of permanence
in the North.” Adams noted that the tiny northern population would be unable to
support the university alone. The university, however, should specialize in northern
topics, which “a wide spectrum of students from across the country and abroad” would

^Ubid.

^*Chretien succeeded Arthur Laing as Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern
Development on 6 July, 1968 and held the position until 7 August, 1974.
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likely find appealing.Chretien responded that
a Northern University has been proposed and examined on a number of occasions
in the past, but because of changing conditions we re-examine the idea from time
to time, and your letter provided an occasion for such a re-examination.
A northern university appears impractical at this time. . . . Wherever a
university were located in the North, much of the northern population would be
closer to existing university institutions elsewhere. There is considerable difficulty
in organizing a good secondary school system in the North and the costs per student
are roughly double those of southern Canada. A university would face greater
problems.^
Chretien felt, too, that the government’s program of encouraging northern research
through grants, construction of specific facilities and other arrangements with various
government departments was “the best method to follow at this time.” If there were any
future reason to introduce higher education to the North, then “this might best be done
by building on such existing institutions as the Inuvik Research Laboratory or the
[University of Saskatchewan’s] Institute of Northern Studies ... at Rankin Inlet,
N.W.T.”2i
Adams pursued the idea for over a year. In late January, Dr. R. L. Shields, YTG
Superintendent of Education wrote to Professor Adams to support the northern
university idea. Shields said that he had seen copies of the Adams/Chretien
correspondence. He was interested in the notion of a northern university. He stressed
that any university/or the North ought to be located in the North, at Yellowknife or

P. Adams personal files, Peterborough, Ontario (hereafter cited as Adams personal
files), W. P. Adams to Hon., J. Chretien, 18 November 1969. Used with permission.
^Richard M. Hill personal files, Inuvik, NWT (hereafter Hill personal files), Jean
Chretien, Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development to W. P. Adams,
Department of Geography, Trent University, 18 November, 1%9. Used with permission.
Adams personal files, file “Arctic U Correspondence,” Jean Chretien to W. P. Adams,
14 January 1970. Used with permission.
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Whitehorse. The university had to be “in an area that affords ease of communication,
excellent living services, and be readily accessible for the study of the North.” Shields
suggested that they continue their correspondence and asked Adams to outline both the
costs of the university and the social role the institution might play.^
In early February 1970 Adams answered Shields’ letter. Adams agreed that a
northern university would have to be in a town and, in addition, not grafted onto an
existing field station. He then commented on Chretien’s statements:
I do not agree with Mr. Chretien’s assumption that a University would only become
a valid project for the North when it can be supported by students drawn from the
North. I see the University as having an important service function in the Arctic but
drawing large numbers of students ff om outside, and having functions which are not
strictly involved with the education of undergraduates. The expense of such a
University will in part be justified by its general healthy effect on growth in the
North.^
Initially, Adams thought, the university might only be a title or an umbrella for an
association of existing facilities and institutions. It would then become, in part, the base
for research co-ordination. In a response to a Lakehead University questionnaire on
northern research, Adams stated that
the main problem of research in such areas, particularly for year-round research,
is that of continuity. . . .1 feel very strongly that this state of affairs will continue
until a University is established which is located in the North and which has a
definite commitment to problems in the entire subarctic-arctic area.^
Adam’s proposed university would broker or offer a variety of programs including
correspondence courses, visiting lecturers, high school extension programming and

^Ibid., R. L. Shields to W. P. Adams, 22 January 1970. Used with permission.
^Ibid., W. P. Adams to R. L. Shields, 10 February 1970. Used with permission.
^^Ibid., “Questionnaire: Canadian Subarctic, Section C.” Copy of comments submitted
with questionnaire. 30 July 1970. Used with permission. Emphasis in the original.
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community services. These programs would be essential. The institution’s success “would
depend largely on its fulfilling a ’normal’ university’s role as well as [having] the extra
’arctic’ features.
Adams’ point was that a northern university should be an integral part of the
government’s general northern development policy:
Establishing the N.W.T. government in Yellowknife was such a step and the location
of a national university in the Arctic could be another. A decision along these lines
could have implications for the economy, and sovereignty of the North as well as
for its education system in the broadest possible sense. . .
Yet DIAND was not listening. It seemed to insist on (and persist in) seeing the issue of
a northern university entirely in a financial light A northern university would necessarily
be expensive and it was, to DIAND thinking, an unnecessary luxury. The rationale
continued to be that there were too few people and potential students in the North to
warrant a university. DIAND was not willing to undertake founding a northern university
simply as a national flag-waving exercise. Fixated on the dismal economics of the idea,
DIAND also refused to consider a northern university as a likely regional economic
development project

The University of The Air
Several professors at the University of Western Ontario turned their sights to the
North in late 1969. Phoebe Nahanni of Fort Simpson, NWT, a Dene student, had
suggested the establishment of a university of the North in a seminar held at the

'^Ibid. These refer to the research co-ordination, extension and community development
services.
W. P. Adams to Mr. Hugh Faulkner, MP, 4 August 1970. Used with permission.
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university.^ An informal working group subsequently discussed the idea. In April, Dr.
J. F. Hart of Western's Computer Science Department, wrote a paper, later published
in Northian: The Journal of the Society for Indian and Northern Education, titled “A
University of the North.In it he suggested post-secondary education could be feasible
in the North “if use is made of the modern communications technologies.” The
advantage of such an approach would be that “it could be directed by northerners and
involve them at all stages.” Hart noted that
the real issue in the North is to avoid the mistakes of the past toward the native
peoples. For this reason emphasis must be placed at the outset on the idea that the
cultures of the original peoples of Canada should form an integral element in the
composition of the University.^
He also thought it was unwise to bring a southern-style university to the North. “Not only
would it encounter financial difficulties,” he wrote, “but it is questionable whether the
institution would be able to serve the real needs of the scattered population of the
North.New communications technology would obviate the need to assemble students
for classes.
Though the “university of the air” was possible fi’om the technological standpoint.
Hart advised against rushing into the project It should be accomplished slowly. Initially,
arrangements could be made with the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada

^A, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 1. “Progress Report on a ’University of the North’
Concept, October, 1970.”
^J. F. Hart, “Proposal for a University of the North,” Northian 7(3) (Summer 1970), 1416.
^J. F. Hart, “A University of the North,” unpublished draft paper. 22 April 1970, 2.
^YA, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 2, Don Simpson to John Gilles, Supervisor,
Information Systems, White Pass and Yukon Route, n.d.
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(AUCC) to permit northern students to take a maximum of seven microwave network
courses. Students, however, would have to complete their degree work at a southern
university, which would actually grant the degree. Only after the “university of the air”
had proved itself a success could it seek a charter. Hart thought that might occur about
five years after the start of classes.

A Northern University
In early 1970, Jim Lotz, Associate Director of the Canadian Centre for Research
in Anthropology at St Paul University in Ottawa, published Northern Realities: The Future
of Northern Development in CanadaThe book drew on Lotz’s northern experiences
while working as a social scientist in the Yukon. In it, he analysed national feelings about
Arctic sovereignty and northern development Northern Realities urged that northern
development consider the well-being of the region’s residents and not merely the desires
of corporations. His proposals for the “sane and rational” development of the North
encompassed government, planning, conservation and education.
Lotz declared that his interest in the idea of a northern university had been
sparked by “the request of a group of Yukoners to examine the possibility.”^^ “A
northern university,” wrote Lotz, “seems to me to be one of the last chances for a sane

^^Funding would come from the government. The university would be run by the students
themselves but all the main computer and administrative facilities were to remain at southern
institutions. Ibid.
^^(Toronto: New Press, 1970). References in the text are to the American edition of the
book, published with a slightly different title, Northern Realities: Canada-U.S. Exploitation of
the Canadian North (Chicago: Follett Publishing Co., 1971).
^^Lotz, Northern Realities^ 246. It is uncertain to whom, or to which group, he was
referring.
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and rational approach to northern and national development.”^ Besides offering
classes, Lotz envisaged his proposed northern university as a clearing house for northern
research. He believed that limited distribution of research results had previously
hampered northern development and hoped that a northern university would serve as
a kind of “watchdog . . . evaluating the processes of development.”^^ In addition, a
northern university would overcome what he saw as a dangerous trend in northern
research. He felt that academics had become mere clients of government and of Native
groups funded by government A northern university would cultivate its own researchers
and provide a countervailing force to government and its hired researchers.^ There
were other gains to be had as well. Lotz, much like Innes-Taylor and Adams, believed
that a northern university was urgent for national and northern reasons:
A university is a national status symbol. Canada does not yet have a national
university, as Australia has. If Canada is a northern nation, the national university
should be a northern one, focused around the themes of northern-ness.^^
At the time, Lotz was so committed to the idea of a northern university that he “offered
a few hundred dollars to support a conference on a University of the North.

Education. National Interest and Northern Development
Three of these five northern university proposals, by Warner and Innes-Taylor,

^Ibid., 240.
246.
^Jim Lotz, “Northerners Should Educate Southerners, Not Vice-Versa,” Whitehorse Star,
11 January 1979.
^^Lotz, Northern Realities, 247.
^YA, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 1. “Progress Report on a ’University of the North’
Concept, October 1970.”
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by Adams, and by Lotz, are thematically similar. They clearly link the activities of a
northern university to Canadian patriotism and southern visions of northern development
rather than to the psychological and educational needs of northerners. They seem to
value the North more for having something special to offer non-northerners. Thenuniversities are for Canada first and northerners second.
The university proposed by Hart was apparently conceived to be for northerners
first and for Canada only incidentally. It would make university-level courses available
in remote areas. Its creators acknowledged that Native northerners must be involved with
the planning. They did not, however, seem to realize that Native northerners were, for
the most part, unprepared to take university-level courses. In addition, there are
elements of a southern bias to the proposal. In one instance Hart maintained that all
contracts associated with starting the University of the Air should be let in the South.
Hart’s proposed university adopts many features of the “open university” idea first
pioneered in Britain. He and the Western group concentrated on the means of delivering
post-secondary programming to anyone who wanted it It goes the furthest towards
meeting the needs of the individual but it lacks the one crucial feature that makes a
northern university so necessary. The electronic university does not foster an actual
community of scholars who, beyond their teaching duties, publicly engage in discussion
and research, providing, as Lotz put it, a “countervailing force to government”
Hill’s Mackenzie Institute contains both aims, national recognition of the North
and continuing education for northerners. Its modest success stemmed fi:om the narrow
focus of its offerings and from its local support It was not expensive and it was not
intended as a major undertaking. Linked through Hill to the Inuvik Research Laboratory,
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it had access to imported expertise. Visiting researchers could be asked to conduct public
lectures. But the Mackenzie Institute was not a university. It did not offer credit courses
and aimed not to obstruct any student who wished to pursure higher education
elsewhere.
These proposals illustrate several motives for establishing a northern university.
For three of them, the impetus came from outside the region and from a desire to
contribute to and to benefit from northern development. In this period, much thinking
about Canada's North was based on the perception of the region as a storehouse of
national wealth. Many northerners accepted that vision, hoping to reap personal benefit
from new mining and oil and gas development The other two proposals approached the
issue from the other side. They were concerned about the potential effects of
development and wished to ensure that northern residents were equipped to partake in
it They did not want the jobs to be filled by transient southerners.
A northern university was plainly desired in this period and by a variety of people.
In southern Canada, new universities were being established in every province. The
North was the only region of the country without an academic centre. The need was
obviously there. The will and the financing just as obviously were not

CHAPTER 3
UCN, FROM IDEA TO REALITY: JULY 1970 TO MARCH 1971

The University of Canada North was, then, not the first proposal for a northern
university. It represents, though, the first time people had actively worked to realize the
dream of creating a transterritorial post-secondary institution. The UCN project was
unique in that it was undertaken by a diverse group of private northern citizens in both
territories.
Most social, economic and political institutions in the Canadian North have
traditionally been either imported directly fi*om southern Canada or adapted from
southern models. This has been due primarily to the circumstances of the settlement of
non-aboriginal Canadians in the North and of the necessary imposition of government
and other control and service structures. Federal government control of the territories
has produced administrative arrangements that are southern in style, structure and
philosophy; until very recently there were few northern institutions.^ Any organisations
thought to be genuinely northern were typically local creations, limited in scope, and
rarely attracted national attention. In general, they were formed to address a particular
local need. Even those that claimed to have the approval and support of the territorial
governments, hke the Yukon Research and Development Institute or the Mackenzie

^It may, of course, be argued that there are no uniquely northern institutions, only
northern adaptations.
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Institute, had finite existences. The University of Canada North was to be different
With The University of Canada North, a small group of people undertook to
create a university that would be northern in philosophy and approach.^ The UCN
would encourage northern social values and allow students to acquire knowledge that was
required for life and work in the North. It would provide a supportive environment to
satisfy the educational and psychological needs of students of different cultural
backgrounds. It was also to be a centre for northern research. The founders sincerely
desired to create a university that would make higher education available for anyone who
wanted it The directors, however, were initially caught up in the enthusiastic pursuit of
an ideal northern institution. They underestimated their own inexperience and, more
importantly, the amount of time, thought, money and effort that starting a new university
was going to take. They also underestimated the importance of government and public
good-will and support
The story of the University of Canada North is rife with ironies. However, there
are two particularly great ironies. The first is that it was conceived as a uniquely northern
institution by all of its founders and is still considered to be so by those who remember
their involvement with it Yet the founders chose to establish a university, an institution
that developed in European culture and that was essentially as foreign to northern
Natives as was government, health care, welfare and education. The second is that the
idea and early impetus came not from a resident of the North but from Richard Rohmer,
a Toronto lawyer with rather predictable motives. Like Warner and Innes-Taylor, Adams,
Hill and Lotz, Rohmer was convinced that a northern university would be of great

^t was possible the UCN would have a typical “Western” university structure.
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benefit to the development of the North and that development of the North would be
of great benefit to Canada.

Rohmer. Mid-Canada Development and a Northern University
Rohmer had first become interested in the development of northern Canada in
1967. Needing an election platform in a brief flirt with federal pohtics,^ he focused on
northern development He began by assuming that the Canadian Subarctic was “one
million square miles of wealth” ready for development^ Rohmer proposed that a
railway, running east-to-west through the Subarctic, would expose vast areas of hitherto
undeveloped land. Regional cities and ports, connected by new roads and new communications technology, could then be built to exploit the hinterlands.^ He formed the MidCanada Development Foundation to finance and foster discussion and research. Acres
Research and Planning Limited was commissioned to explore the idea. The Acres report,
Mid-Canada Development Corridor: A Concept,^ provided the basis for organizing the
Mid-Canada Development Conference. The conference, run as two sessions a year
apart,^
emerge [d] from the conviction that only with a pohcy and a plan can intelligent and
rational development of Canada’s habitable Mid-North take place, and then only

^He withdrew his candidacy before the election.
'^Title of Chapter 2. Richard Rohmer, The Green North (Toronto: Maclean-Hunter, 1970),
Hbid., 13-16.
^(Toronto: Acres Research and Planning Limited, 1%7).
^August 1969-1970.
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when the development of the Mid-North becomes Canada’s National Plan.*
Rohmer’s interest in a northern university thus stemmed from his work with the MidCanada Development Concept and conference.
In early July, Rohmer was on a trip to Inuvik, NWT. He had a copy of Jim Lotz’s
book, Northern Realities with him, as he intended to write a review of it for the Globe
and Mail on the plane. The book prompted Rohmer to begin to plan the development
of a northern university.^ In his review of the book, published in the Globe's 1 August
‘‘Books” section, Rohmer called Lotz’s idea of a northern university “compelling.”
Despite Lotz’s criticism of Rohmer’s Mid-Canada Development scheme (“the objectives
of which,” said Rohmer, “he clearly does not understand”), Rohmer declared Lotz’s
approach “much more practical and can be translated into reality.”^® He found Lotz’s
arguments so compelling he immediately “wrote a three-page memorandum as to how
one would proceed to organize such a university.
Rohmer’s organizational memo called for regional colleges in Inuvik, Whitehorse
and Yellowknife. Each college would specialize in “certain disciplines relevant to the
north.The choice of disciplines included ecology, forestry,*^ mining, communication,

*Richard Rohmer personal files, Toronto, Ontario (hereafter Rohmer personal files),
Mid-Canada Development Corridor Conference flyer, 20 August 1969.
^“First Northern University Near Reality,” Campus, January 1972, 20-21.
^°“The North Wasn’t All Left for Cain,” 1 August 1970.
^Ubid.

i^Rohmer personal files, “UCN Organizational Memorandum, 1970.” Used with
permission.
^*Forestry was probably intended for the Whitehorse campus as there is a small industry
in the south-east Yukon.
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agriculture,^^ transportation, languages and culture. Rohmer expected that each campus
would also be assigned a traditional professional school such as dentistry, medicine, law
or engineering. The administrative headquarters would be in Inuvik because it lay at the
hub of air routes from Edmonton and Vancouver and it was “neutral,” that is, not a
territorial capital.Other sections of the memo dealt with site selection, building design
and other physical matters.
While in Inuvik, Rohmer assembled five area residents who represented a variety
of interests, Richard M. Piill, Wally Firth, Agnes Semmler, Tom Butters, and Nellie
Coumoyea, and discussed the memo with them.*^ At that meeting, on 6 July 1970, they
adopted Rohmer's plan and agreed to form the University of Canada North Society^^
to promote and organize the establishment of a Territorial University with coUeges
at Inuvik, Whitehorse and Yellowknife to be named The University of Canada
North which will:
a) serve the people of the Northwest Territories and the Yukon Territory;
b) provide the central co-ordinating base for research on the social and
physical sciences in relation to the North.
Due to the informal nature of the meeting, there were no minutes taken, so there is no

^'*There were experimental agricultural stations located at both Haines Junction, Yukon
and Fort Smith, NWT and agriculture had been successful in various parts of the Yukon
from the gold rush on.
i^Rohmer personal files, “UCN Organizational Memorandum, 1970.” Used with
permission.
^^Hill was Mayor of Inuvik, founder of the Mackenzie Institute, director of the Inuvik
Research Laboratory, municipal politician and local entrepreneur. Firth was involved with
the Committee on Original Peoples’ Entitlement (COPE). Semmler was the first president
of COPE. Butters was founder of the Inuvik Drum and a municipal politician who later
became the MLA for the region. Cournoyea was an announcer/operator with the Inuvik CBC
Radio affiliate, CHAK, and later its manager.
^^Rohmer personal files, Richard Rohmer to David H. Searle, 15 July 1970. Used with
permission.
“Organizational Memorandum, 1970,” 3. Used with permission.
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evidence how the goals of the society were defined. It is, however, notable that research
should figure so prominently. By the early 1970s northern dissatisfaction with the conduct
of research in the North was reaching critical levels. Northerners had begun to explore
ways of becoming more involved with northern research. Southern researchers were also
beginning to recognize the uncoordinated character of northern research. DIAND was
aware of the problem as was the Association of Universities and CoUeges of Canada
(AUCC). As further evidence of this, both Adams and Lotz (both researchers) had
included the conduct and co-ordination of research as major elements of their northern
university proposals. The 1970s would also witness calls by both northern residents and
southern organizations for research co-ordinating centres in the North.
The University of Canada North Society was expected to have a short existence.
It would be dissolved as soon as the University became a legal entity.Even before the
society was formed, the Inuvik group began work on the organization of the new
university. The participants decided that the University’s Board of Directors would have
thirty members, ten each from the three regions. Each region would be responsible for
the siting, design, construction, development and operation of its own college. The full
board would have authority over curricula, engagement of teaching staff, and raising and
allocation of capital and operating funds. The society would hire a consultant (who would
’

I

later be named President) to advise the board on all aspects of establishing the
university.^

^®The person was to advise the Board on “the suitability of potential sites, the
development of campus sites, the allotment of curricula, course and special disciplines among
the colleges, the engagement of staff including the Principal of each constituent college, the
general administration of the university, the engagement of consultants for the development
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The planned university was to have buildings; in that sense it would be unlike
Adams’ university, beginning as an association of existing institutions and the antithesis
of Western’s “University of the Air.” That the founders agreed to this suggests that they
also subscribed to Rohmer’s planned curriculum. This entire approach would later prove
unworkable for a variety of reasons including insufficient financial support and differing
visions of the purpose of the university.
Upon returning to Toronto, Rohmer wrote, on 15 July 1970, to David H. Searle,
a barrister and solicitor, in Yellowknife.^^ He asked Searle whether “you and your
associates would see fit to gather. . , ten significant people from the Yellowknife and
region community to serve on the Board of the Society.” Rohmer also cautioned him to
keep his activities as quiet as possible:
bearing in mind that in our society it is not the function of Government to create
universities (also bearing in mind that the Government of the Territories tends to
be somewhat paternalistic) it is respectfuly suggested that we keep the formation
of the Society with a minimum visibility publicity wise until we are set with the
group in Yellowknife and the group in A^itehorse. At that time we should be able
to file for the creation of the Society.^
Rohmer told Searle he would contact Rolf Hougen, a leading Whitehorse businessman
and the Chair of the Whitehorse Chamber of Commerce’s Yukon Research and
Development Institute.^ Rohmer wanted Hougen to “head up that end, obtain the

of Stage I for the university and each of its colleges, and the raising of capital and operating
funds.” Ibid., 4.
^^Rohmer personal files, Richard Rohmer to David H. Searle, 15 July 1970. Searle was
an MLA in the Northwest Territories Legislative Assembly at the time and was later the
Speaker of the House of the NWT.
^Ibid.
^Garth Graham, one of UCN’s Yukon founding directors, described the YRDI in a 1991
interview as “a sort of think-tank. . . that was Rohmer’s point of contact.” G. Graham
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required number of people and have a preliminary selection of a suitable site.”^
Rohmer telephoned Rolf Hougen and on 21 July 1970, having secured Hougen’s
interest and agreement, sent him copies of the application for incorporation of the
Northwest Territories University of Canada North Society, the proposed by-laws and the
organizational memorandum. He wanted Hougen to register a Yukon UCN society
identical to the NWT society. The two would then agree to “work jointly along the line
of the organizational memorandum.”^ Rohmer offered the Mid-Canada E>evelopment
Foundation as a “participating catalyst” and suggested the Foundation could share its
contacts with UCN “in the fundraising effort which must follow.”^ The foundation,
however, would not actively finance the UCN.
While the northern residents assembled the “significant people” to begin the work
of founding the societies, Rohmer canvassed various acquaintances for their reaction to
the idea. David Morgan^ of Confederation College in Thunder Bay, Ontario warned
Rohmer that colleges should be “unique—not a copy of our stereotyped universities

interview, 23 December 1991, Guelph, Ontario. The YRDI was formed out of the
Whitehorse Chamber of Commerce Committee of Research, Planning and Development. Its
primary goal was to conduct research, planning and development for the economic benefit
of Whitehorse and the Yukon. Rohmer had been in touch with Hougen and the YRDI in
relation to the activities of the Mid-Canada Development Conference. Rolf Hougen, personal
communication, September 1993.
^^Rohrner personal files, Richard Rohmer to David H. Searle, 15 July 1970. Used with
permission.
^YA, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 2. Richard Rohmer to Rolf Hougen, 21 July 1970.
^Ibid.

^Morgan was active in the conversion of Lakehead College to Lakehead University and
had been involved with the Mid-Canada Development conference session held there in 1969.
In 1971 he was working at the new “Con” College. His experience was useful to the UCN
directors.
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across the country.”^ Others viewed the UCN proposal with complete disbelief, arguing
that the population in the North was too small for a northern university to be viable.
Most comment, however, was muted by a wait-and-see attitude and the business of
founding the UCN continued enthusiastically.
On 10 September there was another UCN meeting—this time held in
Yellowknife. Those who attended were primarily Northwest Territories residents; only
one person was present from the Yukon. They confirmed that a university ought to be
formed. They also agreed to call it The University of Canada North. In what appears to
have been a unilateral undertaking, Rohmer had prepared a draft application to incorporate The University of Canada North as a non-profit corporation under Part II of the
federal Companies Act. The draft, along with a set of proposed by-laws, was circulated
for comment^^
The incorporation of the university raised a legal question about jurisdiction. A
legal opinion by a colleague was submitted to Rohmer in late September. The opinion
surveyed the legal options for the UCN’s creation. The federal government certainly had
the power to charter a university in the North. Territorial legislation offered another
possible avenue:
the Commissioner in Council may grant a charter under Section 13(r) or 13(w).
Obviously these two heads of jurisdiction never contemplated a university but would
likely give the Commissioner in Council the power. A third alternative would be for
the Governor in Council to designate the creation of universities as a further head

2«Rohmer personal files, David Morgan to Richard Rohmer, 27 July 1970. Used with
permission.
^Ibid., “Memorandum, 30 September 1970, Re: University of Canada North Meeting at
Yellowknife, 10 September 1970.” Used with permission.
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of jurisdiction under 13(y).^
Rohmer thought it better to create the UCN by incorporation than by legislation. He was
concerned that neither the federal nor the territorial governments had seriously
considered a northern university before and might not agree to permit one. Requesting
territorial legislation, therefore, had the potential to jeopardize the entire UCN project
Another matter that required attention was securing land for the three colleges.
For the NWT founders, securing grants of land for the colleges was relatively easy. Land
for the Inuvik campus appeared to have been up someone’s sleeve. By 10 July Dick Hill
had arranged for the town council to set aside a large parcel of land for the Inuvik
college. On a map Hill submitted along with his comments on Rohmer’s status report the
reserved lands were labelled the “Mackenzie Institute Campus of UCN.”^^ Hill had
probably arranged for the land to be set aside for the Mackenzie Institute^^
merely transferred it to The University of Canada North. A site for the Yellowknife
campus had been found by mid-October. Norman Byrne, an alderman involved with the
UCN, told Rohmer he would “register the proposed project with the City and obtain
approval in principle. An area. . . has been reserved as University lands.Land for
proposed Whitehorse college was less easy to locate. Rolf Hougen was apparently

^Ibid.y “Memorandum Re: UCN.” Legal Opinion by “RJS,” 21 September 1970. Used
with permission. There is no indication who R.J.S. was or which law firm he was with. He was
referring to the NWT Act. The corresponding Yukon Act sections are 16(r) [education], (w)
[expenditure of territorial funds] and (x) [all matters of a local or private nature in the
territory]. The order is the same.
^Ubid., “Status Report,” n.d. Used with permission.
^^The Mackenzie Institute is discussed in chapter 2. See page 35.
^^Rohmer personal files, “Status Report, 14 October 1970.” Used with permission.
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unsuccessful in his attempt to lease unused Grown property. The interim Yukon Board
directed a committee of three to look into acquiring a site. At the same meeting, a
director reported that land was available.^ A parcel in the north-east area of the
downtown had been set aside for the UCN. Evidently the grant was later rescinded,
because, in 1972, the Yukon Board directed its chairman to try once again to have land
set aside for the college.^
Work on the preparation of the UCN incorporation application continued, though
now on four fronts. In addition to the representatives from Inuvik and Yellowknife, the
September organizational meeting in Yellowknife had attracted a fair number of
interested people from Fort Smith, NWT. There is no indication how the news of the
UCN reached Fort Smith. Fort Smith was still smarting from the federal government’s
1967 choice of Yellowknife as the capital of the territory. (It had been the administrative
centre for the NWT for many years.) Residents and boosters had felt that Fort Smith had
aU the necessary amenities, including a vocational training school, to be the capital. It is
not, then, surprising that they were anxious not to be left out of the UCN plan. There
were enough Fort Smith supporters that the allocation of directors was changed from ten
from each region to fifteen from each territory—fifteen from the Yukon and five each
from Yellowknife, Fort Smith and Inuvik.^ Richard Rohmer would be the one Director-

^Graham personal files, [file 3] “UCN 1974-,” “Minutes of a meeting of the Directors
of the Yukon Division of the University of Canadan North held in the City Hall, Whitehorse
on the [29 March 1971] at 7:30 p.m.” Used with permission.
^^YA, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 4, “Minutes of Directors Meeting, Thursday, May
4, 1972.”

^Ibid., file 2, “Memorandum of Advice re Completion of Application for Incorporation
and By-Laws for the UCN.”
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at-Large. Each territorial society was asked to assemble the required number of directors
and to sign the preliminary application documents. The Yukon Society’s documents were
delayed somewhat as the principals thought it “desirable to have incorporators from parts
of the Yukon other than Whitehorse.
In the meantime, news of the northern university idea was spreading by letter and
word of mouth because no formal announcement had yet been made to the press.
Reactions were again mixed. Hougen mentioned the plan to the Yukon Commissioner,
James Smith. Shortly after the conversation. Smith wrote Hougen “to confirm support
for such a venture even though we agree it could be some years off.”^ G. H.
Macdonald, an Administrative Assistant with Anvil Mining Corporation had received a
letter from Robert Byron,^^ one the Yukon incorporators, announcing the project
Macdonald seemed dubious of the UCN’s financial ability to provide adequately for
individual students. He thought there was no need for the UCN. The system of territorial
support for students pursuing higher education outside the territory was good enough.
He reiterated the argument that a university needed a certain minimum level of
enrolment to survive and a northern university would never be able to attract sufficient
students. His letter continued with a suggestion and a warning:
I believe that a program of this type should proceed in an orderly fashion starting
with a regional college in one of the larger northern centres when there is sufficient
population to make it a viable entity and that unless the proper ground work is

Robert Byron to Richard Rohmer, 5 November 1971.

^Ibid., James Smith to Rolf Hougen, 25 November 1970.
^^Byron was City Development Officer for the City of Whitehorse.
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done a university started prematurely would prove disastrous."”^
In spite of Macdonald’s critical but, as it turned out, prophetic comment, reaction in the
North was cautiously positive but planning for the new university had remained fairly
private and details had still not been made public.
Technical and legal details of the application required attention. On 18 December
Rohmer met with the Acting Director of Corporations “to sort out the wording of the
application.”'*^ The Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs then requested an
outline of the background of the UCN. Rohmer provided it in the form of a
“Memorandum Re: The Incorporation of the UCN” that contained the rationale for the
creation of the UCN and a projection of the costs of the first year’s operation of the
university.

The Incorporation Documents
The incorporation documents reveal only some of the confusion the founders felt
about the UCN. On the surface, they appeared to have thought the whole thing out
carefully. They appeared to have a goal and a purpose for the UCN firmly in mind.
Some of the material in the incorporation application suggests otherwise. The preamble,
resolutions and objects of the corporation are often contradictory. They show that the
founders were sincere in having the UCN meet the post-secondary needs of northerners.
Those needs, however, were so broadly conceived there was really little chance of
bringing the university to fruition. The UCN, as the incorporation documents have it,

*®Rohmer personal files, C. H. Macdonald to Robert Byron, 1 December 1970. Used with
permission.
"*^YA, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 2, Richard Rohmer to Robert Byron, 21 December
1970.
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offered no real solution to the post-secondary education requirements of northern
people. The following discussion of the content of the incorporation documents shows
that the initial conception of the UCN was of a traditional university and a unique
northern institution only insofar as it was established by northerners, located north of
60®, and many of its students were to be First Nations.
The long preamble is a series of twenty-two statements that describe the problems
that the The University of Canada North was to address and remedy. Specific paragraphs
show that the founders, a number of whom were First Nations, intended the University
to encourage northern development and to improve the social condition of Native
northerners.^^ The first three paragraphs stated that northern Canada was relatively
undeveloped, that “wise use of tax dollars could provide unlimited opportunities for
Northerners,” and that “Canada should begin to think big about the Development of the
North.” Sixteen of the remaining nineteen statements focused on the government’s
chronic mishandling of the problems of First Nations people in the North. A selection
of the statements highlight the emphasis the founders placed on the development needs
of the northern First Nations as a rationale for creating the university:
WHEREAS, The Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development
recently stated that Canada must pay attention to the special educational needs of
Native People, and,
WHEREAS, The present educational programs in Northern Canada
represent one of the world’s greatest failures as it relates to Native People, and,
WHEREAS, In Northern Canada our Native People have suffered social,
educational and cultural genocide since the arrival of the Whiteman, and.

'^^This opinion comes as a bit of a surprise as the documents relating to the initial
meetings do not report that the founders had worked on the wording of the preamble or that
there was a consensus about the stated direction of UCN beyond the need to establish a
northern university.
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WHEREAS, The present and proposed educational programs in the North
are completely irrelevant to the native People, and,
WHEREAS, Participation in the political, social and educational life of the
north so far has been denied Native residents, and,
WHEREAS, The experience of other nationalities and groups throughout the
world would seem to prove that a people must possess a cultural, educational and
intellectual centre of its own in order to survive and advance, and
WHEREAS, If Northern Canadians are to preserve their identity a Native
controlled university would seem a necissity [sic]. . .
It is uncertain how much discussion there was of these statements in the months leading
to the submission of the application for letters patent The evidence suggests that
Rohmer wrote the application himself. A draft of the application was circulated to all the
founding members for comment There is, however, no indication how much was altered
because no annotated copies of the draft have been located. In addition, no record
survives of any particular discussion surrounding the wording of either the preamble or
any of the subsequent portions of the incorporation application. In practice, in the later
history of the UCN, no reference is made to the contents of the application documents
and the specific goals described in them did not form the basis for the subsequent work
of the UCN in either territory. Certainly, the statement that the North needed a “Native
controlled” university does not appear, given the later history of the UCN, to have had
the force of law. The statement that “a people must possess a cultural, educational and
intellectual centre of its own in order to survive and advance” appears, in the context of
the preamble, to refer to the needs of northern First Nations. Taken out of context,
however, it neatly summarizes the aim the directors actually had for the UCN. It was to
be “a cultural, educational and intellectual centre” for all northerners, regardless of

'^^YA, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 2, “Application for letters patent,” 1.
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origin. The breadth of this goal, however, ultimately made it difficult to achieve.
The second part of the application listed eight resolutions that provide a shghtly
more focused picture of what Rohmer (and the founders) hoped to create. The
University of Canada North would hold “as its first priority, the self-determination of the
Native peoples who live north of sixty.” It would serve as a “resource centre for the use
of the Native People north of sixty.” It would “train its students in leadership, community
development and legislative process with programs for persons at all levels of previous
education and for aU age groups.” Ironically, the resolutions also stated that the UCN
would offer courses in “history, fine arts, music, literature, physical sciences, human
sciences and White studies.”^ There was no suggestion or elaboration of how such
courses might be useful to northern First Nations people.
The sixth resolution stated that UCN would
recruit the services of Mr. Richard Rohmer, Dr. Andre Renaud, Professor Walter
Currie, Mrssrs. [sic] Dick Hill, Rolf Hougen and other persons who are willing to
help make the University of Canada North a credit to aU of Canada and to all
Canadians.
The seventh resolution stated that the Constitution of the university be amended at the
1972 Annual General Meeting to provide that nineteen of the Board of Directors and
eight of the Executive be “Northerners of Native Origin.”'’^
The application then went on to list the objects of the proposed corporation. This
list plainly enumerated what the UCN was being created to do. Despite the previous

^Ibid,^ 2. There was nothing in the document to suggest what was meant by “White
Studies”; perhaps it was intended as a sort of anthropology course.
^Hbid.

^Ibid.
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mentions of the First Nations people, the objects do not refer to them at all. The UCN
corporation was:
1.

To promote and organize the establishment of a Territorial University with
colleges at various places in the Yukon Territory and the Northwest
Territories to be named THE UNIVERSITY OF CANADA NORTH which
will:
(a) Serve the people of the Yukon Territory and the Northwest Territories,
and
(b) Provide a central co-ordinating base for research in the social and
physical sciences in relation to Mid-Canada and the Arctic.

2.

To advance learning and disseminate knowledge, including, without limiting
the generality of the foregoing, to advance learning and disseminate
knowledge respecting the social and physical sciences in relation to MidCanada and Arctic Regions.

3.

To establish and maintain faculties, schools, institutes, departments, chairs
and courses.

4.

To seek legislation, to raise funds and to do aU things necessary to give effect
to the above purposes.^"^

Thus, the University of Canada North, according to the incorporation documents, would
have a political agenda, in that it supported self-determination of the First Nations. It
was to function as a resource centre, as a training centre for anyone who wanted to learn
politically-useful leadership skills, and as a school. It would offer traditional universitytype courses in a variety of traditional disciplines offered in the traditional university style
of “faculties, institutes, departments, chairs and courses.” It might be intended to be a
Native-controlled institution but the document stated that the corporation would recruit
four specific non-aboriginal individuals to make the UCN a “credit to all of Canada and

3.
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to all Canadians.”^ There was, therefore, from the beginning, contradictory visions of
the UCN that would contribute substantially to the difficulty of establishing the new
institution.
The by-laws attached to the incorporation application provide the regulation of
the corporation’s organisation. Among other arrangements, the by-laws specified that at
the first general meeting thirty-one directors would be elected from the members (anyone
over the age of 18 who had paid a one dollar fee) of the corporation. Fifteen would be
drawn from the Yukon Territory and five each from the Inuvik, Fort Smith and
Yellowknife regions of the Northwest Territories. One would be a director at large.^^
The UCN Board of Directors’ would then elect, for a term of one year, “a President
(Chairman), two Vice-Presidents (Vice-Chairmen) being one each from the Yukon
Territory and the Northwest Territories, a Secretary, a Treasurer and such other officers
as are deemed necessary.”^
The by-laws also provided for (but did not require) the election of an Executive
Committee “which shall have a Yukon Territory Division and a Northwest Territories
Division. Each Division shall be comprised of six (6) members of the Board.In
practice, the wording of this section of the by-laws led to the (illegal) establishment of
two separate territorial divisions of the University, whose chairs (or territorial presidents)
were the two vice-presidents of the Board of Directors. In a recent interview Rohmer

^Ibid.
The University of Canada North By-Laws, Section 6 (1).
^^Ibid., Section 6(4).
^Ubid., Section 10.
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stated that he had intended to create two separate but equal divisions to ensure each had
territorial autonomy.The separation of the UCN into two divisions at the Executive
Committee level was to permit the UCN in each territory to form different types of
institutions if they needed to. In fact, the by-laws were never revised at a general meeting
of both divisions, so the authority of the full Board of Directors of the UCN was never
delegated to the Territorial Divisions of the Executive Committee. The demise of the
Northwest Territories Division, in effect, rendered many of the actions of the longer-lived
Yukon Division technicahy invalid.^^
Rohmer’s December Memorandum was included with the application and
described, less formally and more fully, the rationale for the creation of the UCN. The
introduction stated that “the people of the major communities of the Northwest and
Yukon territories^ believe that there is a need to organize and create over a number
of years The University of Canada North.The next section described the applicants
as “responsible, influential members of their respective communities.” Rohmer claimed
that
these people also believe that the University must be created by members of the
general community of the Territories, not by other universities in Canada South and
not by government On the other hand they will seek co-operation and assistance
from universities of Canada South and as well from the Government of Canada and
from the Territorial Governments.^

^^Richard Rohmer, interview, Toronto, Ontario, 22 August 1991.
^^Fortunately, the operations of the Yukon Division never reached the point where a
close examination of the by-laws would lead to any legal liability or other awkwardness.
^'^Yellowknife, Fort Smith, Inuvik, and Whitehorse.
^^YA, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 1, R. Rohmer, “Memorandum Re: The
Incorporation of the UCN.”

^nbid.
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The Memorandum also outlined the planned start-up of the university. As Rohmer had
suggested in his “Organizational Memorandum,” its headquarters would be in Inuvik and
an administrative centre would be built there in 1971. One of the first activities of the
Board was to be to hire an Executive Director, This person would organise the construction of the first buildings, formulate academic goals, and prepare and execute a
fundraising campaign. David Morgan, acting as an advisor to the incorporating members,
estimated that, assuming fifty students, the UCN would require a first-year budget of
about $150,000 to “retain the Executive Director or acting President, to provide for all
operating expenses and staffing.The memo then optimistically declared that classes
would start in the fall of 1972.^
Incorporation and Reaction
The application for incorporation was filed with the federal Department of
Consumer and Corporate Affairs on 15 January 1971. The press release announcing the
filing was carried by the Canadian Press wire service. As a result, news of the filing
appeared in many major Canadian newspapers and sparked interest from both the
private and public sectors. Gordon Lennard, Regional General Manager of the Canadian
Imperial Bank of Commerce in Edmonton, wrote to David Searle saying he thought that
The University of Canada North was a “most ambitious and imaginative project

He

offered the University “any Alberta support including contact with our friends in the

^Ubid.

^^Rohmer personal files, Gordon H. Lennard to David Searle, 19 January 1971. Used
with permission.
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petroleum industry.’"^ Another expression of interest came from G. C. Butler, Regional
Director of Medical Services, Department of National Health and Welfare. In December
1970 Butler had suggested to the Director General of Medical Services that a training
program for dental nurses be set up in Inuvik. He told Searle in a letter that he could
“see no reason why this could not be a part of the nucleus of a university.Butler
thought the University might be allowed to use the money allocated to the Northwest
Territories in the Health Resources Fund. The money was, after all, available to support
northern medical research and training.
Officials of the Government of the Northwest Territories claimed they had not
been informed of the UCN’s plans for incorporation. The News of the North, reporting
the event on the front page of its 21 January 1971 edition, declared that
the announcement landed with a dull thud on Territorial administration
headquarters in YeUowknife.
Director of Education, Bernard Gillie, was taken by surprise and said in a
subsequent interview that he regretted very much not having advance information
or consultation on the proposal. In an area of such limited resources and people,
he said, it is a pity that the various groups concerned with higher education could
not get together.
Commissioner Hodgson appeared to have been caught equally unaware
although he noted that the idea was not a new one. He noted that the establishment
of a university is a costly venture and that there were alternative approaches which
could have been considered along with that put forward in the application.
Mr. Gillie was not, in fact, being very accurate when he “regretted not having advance
information” on the proposal. On 31 August 1970 W. Peter Adams had sent Gillie copies
of his considerable correspondence concerning his idea of a university of the Arctic.

^Ibid.
^Ubid., G. C. Butler to David Searle, 18 January 1971. Used with permission.
62«will Ivy Take Root in the North?,” News of the North, Yellowknife, 21 January 1971.
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Along with copies of various letters dating to 1969, was a copy of one from Richard
Rohmer to Adams and a copy of Rohmer’s 9 July 1970 UCN “Organizational
Memorandum.”® Gillie had replied to Adam on 16 October 1970:
My sincere thanks for the various letters and other material you have forwarded to
me during recent months. I must apologize for the delay..but I felt I should wait
until I had an opportunity to consider the whole matter, and discuss it with senior
members of the Territorial Government staff. As the result of these discussions and
an interview with Mr. John Parker, Deputy Commissioner of the NWT, we have
decided to prepare and present to the Territorial Council as soon as possible, a
policy paper on this whole matter.. .
Certainly, both territorial governments had been deliberately excluded from being
informed ofiScially of the planning of the university. Rohmer feared the project, owing
to its grass-roots origin, might not win the approval of the territorial governments. That,
however, had not prevented some officials from finding out about it in other ways.
The article continued with an outline of the organization and academic structure
of the proposed university, most of which appears to have been based on Rohmer’s
December Memorandum. Gillie suggested that a meeting between the UCN and the
GNWT would be a good idea. He also told the reporter that the GNWT had been
dealing with several southern universities with courses and programs running in the territory. One of the government’s greatest concerns was
that the announcement, without prior warning, may have upset relations with other
universities with programs in the North. Some were considering increasing them and
meetings have been scheduled, Mr. Gillie said.
Commissioner Hodgson told the News of the North he thought the better
plan might have been to develop upwards from a community coDege. A university

®Adams annotated the copies of his correspondence showing what other materials were
included. The letter to Gillie is annotated showing Gillie had received “Items 1-10.”
Rohmer’s letter and memo were listed as item 10. *
®Adams personal files, B. D. Gillie, Director of Education, GNWT to W. P. Adams, 16
October 1970. Used with permission.
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isn’t an easy thing to start and finance, he cautioned.^
The application also caused a stir at the federal level. By the beginning of
February the application had been conditionally approved but was being delayed by the
Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development (DIAND). That Department
was not sure if it was DIAND policy to permit the incorporation of a university in the
North. It was within the legislated power of the Minister to prohibit the university but
as education was a territorial matter it was not entirely appropriate for the Department
to interfere.
Rohmer was annoyed by what he saw as obstruction of the incorporation by
DIAND. In a letter to David Searle in Yellowknife, he said, “this is bad and furthermore
I don’t think it is proper for any government to make this kind of decision.”^ The result
was only a minor delay and, despite DIAND’s and the territorial governments’ misgivings,
the Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs approved the UCN application on
17 March 1971 and issued letters patent incorporating “The University of Canada North”
bearing the original filing date 15 January 1971. The University of Canada North had
become a legal entity.

^Rohmer personal files, Richard Rohmer to David Searle, 8 February 1971. Used with
permission.

CHAPTER 4
PLANNING THE UCN: THE FIRST SEVEN MONTHS

Once the letters patent had been secured, The University of Canada North directors
were faced with the task of turning the words in the document into reality. They met
officially only three times between April and October, though they corresponded
regularly. Individually and in groups, they wrestled with the problem of designing an
institution that would fulfil their dream of a cultural, educational and intellectual centre
for the Canadian North. Many of the directors had been to university but nevertheless
appeared unclear how such institutions operated and how they came to hold their
positions in society. They wanted the UCN to meet the needs of northerners but were
unable to define just what those needs actually were. They knew they wanted a postsecondary school of some kind, one that would also carry out and coordinate research
in the North, but they did not know what it might teach and how or to whom it would
teach.
The Native organisations began to doubt the UCN would answer any of their
needs because there was nothing concrete on which to base their assessments. They were
also hampered by their own uncertainty about the needs of their constituents. The UCN’s
answer was plan to hold a conference, in conjunction with its first annual general
meeting, to discuss the matter with education experts, northern residents and other
interested people. This chapter traces the activities of The University of Canada North
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from April to the middle of November 1971. The events of the seven months show the
difficulties the directors faced in making the UCN a reality.
The University of Canada North began organising in earnest when Rohmer was
informed on 17 March that the letters patent had been issued. He telexed Rolf Hougen
in Whitehorse two days later to give him the news. The first Interim Executive
Committee^ meeting was scheduled for 6 April in Inuvik. In Whitehorse, the Yukon
Division met on 29 March. Rolf Hougen chaired the meeting. He began by praising the
work that Rohmer had done for the UCN, because “without his energies and enthusiasm
the Directors would not be sitting down today speaking seriously on the subject of a
university.Six people were selected from among the Yukon directors to attend the
Inuvik meeting. At the same time, a three-person committee was directed to look into
securing land for the Whitehorse campus. One director reported that the Whitehorse
Metropolitan Plan Steering Committee had “unanimously agreed on a site in the northeast comer of the Whitehorse valley in the area of Long Lake.”^

Further Reaction to the Incorporation of the UCN
The official incorporation of The University of Canada North provoked further

^The Executive Committee of the UCN was made up of six directors from each territory
with one additional member. At the meetings held over the summer of 1971, the extra
member was Richard Rohmer.
^Graham personal files, [file 3] “UCN 1974-,” “Minutes of a meeting of the Directors of
the Yukon Division of the University of Canada North,” 29 March 1971. Used with
permission.
Hbid. As mentioned before, this land was apparently later withdrawn. In 1972, the Yukon
directors delegated Garth Graham to once again look into possible sites: Graham personal
files, [file 7] “Flo Whyard,” “UCN, Minutes of Directors Meeting, Thursday, May 4, 1972,”
2. Used with permission.
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public reaction both for and against the plan. Ted Horton, a former GNWT employee,
wrote to Dick Hill calling the University of Canada North “some enormous hoax.” He
thought that the University was somehow anti-Canadian:
efforts of this type, parochial in outlook can only serve to help on [sic] building a
ghetto in the north—to segregate Canadians along boundary lines at a time when,
if ever, a united Canada is needed.'*
Horton stated that, though he was now living in Edmonton, he was aware of
developments in the North. “I am still concerned about the north and its development
along sane lines. . . . Estrangement, division and segregation are not sane lines.
The Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada (AUCC) was also
concerned about the North and its development As early as 1967 the AUCC had
“expressed concern about the involvement of universities in activities related to the north
and its people.”^ It had established a study group, the Commission on the University and
the Canadian North, to investigate the state of post-secondary education, research and
university activity in the North. The 1968 discovery of oil at Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, and
the subsequent discovery of oil and gas deposits in the Beaufort Sea near Tuktoyaktuk
had sparked a renewed interest in northern research but much that was being conducted
was haphazard and uncoordinated.
At the 1970 AUCC annual general meeting in Winnipeg, the study commission
reported that “the universities are an important resource in the development of the

*Hill personal files, Ted Horton to Dick Hill, 14 April 1971. Used with permission.
Hbid.
^Del Koenig, Northern People and Higher Education: Realities and Possibilities, Phase II
of The University and the Canadian North (Ottawa: AUCC, 1975), 2.
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North.

The AUCC resolved to hold a conference on “The University and the

Canadian North” the following spring at Resolute Bay, NWT. Northerners and university
people would meet and discuss “the future development of higher education for northern
people.”*
Early in 1971, the AUCC invited interested academics and government officials
to attend a conference-planning meeting in Ottawa in early April. The announcement
that the UCN had been granted letters patent caught that group by surprise. In a draft
of a paper to be presented at the planning meeting, Dr. Graham Rowley, DIAND
Scientific Advisor, declared that he thought “any idea of a university in the North is
premature.”^ Responding to Rowley's request for comments on the document, Don
Simpson, Assistant Director, Education Branch, agreed but only if the community-related
functions of a university such as northern social development were being adequately
provided by southern universities operating in the North.Simpson, focusing on more
practical concerns, thought that perhaps “the first phase in developing a university might
well be the establishment of a community college, which could include some element of
teacher education and health worker training.”^^

^J. Holmes and J. Rondeau. The University and Canadian Development, Proceedings of the
Annual Meeting of the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada, (Ottawa: AUCC,
1970): 57, quoted in Koenig, Northern People and Higher Education, 2.

mid.
^GNWT Archives Accession #G88-004; History of Education Records; NWT Executive,
History of Education Project, McPherson Collection, Box #6, file: University of the North
(hereafter referred to as GNWTA, McPherson Collection), text of presentation to the ad hoc
planning committee meeting on the Canadian North and its Education.
^mid., D. W. Simpson to G. W. Rowley, “Comments on Universities and the Canadian
North,” 2 April 1971.

mid.
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The UCN issue was still current, when, on 3 April, the AUCC planning committee
met to discuss holding the conference. The meeting began with a discussion of the type
of conference that should be held. Northern post-secondary education, it was agreed,
“should be a major topic of [the] conference” but that since the issue was still new, other
topics should also be considered.It was eventually decided that a conference, held in
conjunction with the annual National Northern Research Conference, would likely be the
most feasible and useful.
Discussion then turned to the UCN initiative. The university representatives at
the meeting “emphasised that no university has proposed the establishment of a
university in the North at this time, and that such a step would be premature.” Jim
Arvaluk, Baffin Island Administrator, noted that “if there were going to be a university
in the North it must not be the same kind of university in the south.

He was firm that

a northern university must be created in the North. Bernard Gillie, NWT Director of
Education, said that he was concerned about potential consequences of the UCN and
there were political implications to consider. The project had strong local support and,
he thought “any views presented appearing to negate these views would meet with some
northern opposition.The group agreed that it was crucial that the southern
universities
become involved in education planning, since entrepreneurs are entering this field,
using extremely sophisticated public relations. It is important to bring together
groups with an interest in northern education to present positive alternatives to the

^^Ibid., “Minutes of a meeting of ad hoc planning committee for proposed conference on
the Canadian North and its Education.” 3 April 1971.

^Hbid.
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University of Canada, North plan.^^
The fledgling UCN was soon to face other groups with doubts. Intimations of the
problems surfaced almost immediately. On 6 April 1971 the Indian Brotherhood of the
Northwest Territories (IBNWT) issued a press release, “University of Canada North—No
Local Involvement,” to coincide with the first official meeting of the interim Executive
Committee in Inuvik. The release accused the UCN founders of not consulting
northerners. It stated that “many persons fear that the University is being created for and
by outsiders without enough local participation.” The Indian Brotherhood misconstrued
Rohmer's involvement in the UCN and charged that the meeting was being run by the
Mid-Canada Development Foundation. James Washie, IBNWT president, was quoted
as saying that “at no point since the inception have Indian people been invited to
participate as equals.” The release noted that Chief Elijah Smith of the Yukon Native
Brotherhood had never heard of the UCN and that COPE was opposed “unless [the
UCN] changes its attitude. Like the other two native groups C.O.P.E. did not want to see
the university go out of native hands.The Native organisations feared
an establishment of corporate donors, businessmen, and officials will take over and
set standards for teachers, teaching methods, and courses which could discriminate
against natives.^’
Washie called for immediate involvement of Native people because, he said, “without
Indian participation from the beginning, Indians on the Board can only serve to justify

3.
*^YA, UCN Records, COR 0322, file 12, Indian Brotherhood of the Northwest
Territories, press release, “UCN—No Local Involvement,” 6 April 1971.
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the plans that were made without their say.”^* The UCN Interim Executive Committee
meeting in Inuvik thus opened against a backdrop of mistrust and doubt In fact, item
four in the minutes was to be a “representation by Native people [to] the Board.”
The First Interim Executive Committee Meeting. Inuvik
Richard Rohmer began the first Executive Committee meeting with an account
of the incorporation of the UCN. He reported that DIAND had “no comment” on any
policy it may or may not have regarding establishing post-secondary institutions in the
North. The agenda shows they planned to discuss such concrete matters as budget, fundraising, academic goals, buildings and campus locations, staffing, interim administration
facilities, terms of reference for the President, and potential liaisons with universities in
Canada South.It was soon apparent that the executive was unprepared to make any
decisions on such matters. Given the group’s uncertainty, Rohmer suggested that they
start by discussing “in general terms, some of the notes on the agenda, get the feeling of
the situation, [and] determine where to go from here.”^®
Before the round-table discussions began, the committee briefly reviewed the
application by the recently-formed IBNWT “requesting representation on the Board and
stating there should be fifty percent native representation.” Rohmer said he thought that
“what we do next is strictly up to the people here and others who may join us. This is a

mid.
^’Graham personal files, [file 1] “UCN 1970-1973,” “The First Executive Committee
Meeting of the Board of Directors of the UCN, 6 April 1971, Inuvik.” Used with permission.
'^Ibid., “Minutes of the First Executive Committee Meeting of the Board of Directors of
the UCN, 6 April 1971, Inuvik,” 1-2. Used with permission.
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start There will be all kinds of approaches. . . and all will have various ideas.
Discussions on the application were postponed until the representative of the
Brotherhood joined them to give his presentation later in the meeting.
The UCN executive began to wrestle with the question of what form the new
university was going to take. Each executive member was asked to give a “summary of
their own reactions and suggestions.”^ Robert Spence was concerned that the UCN
might restrict choice for university-bound northerners. He also wondered if the UCN
would attract southern students interested in specialized courses. Paul Kaeser felt that
local interest and conditions should be considered when planning the offerings at the
various colleges. He suggested the mining course be centred in Yellowknife, oil
technology at Inuvik, and agriculture, forestry and education at Fort Smith. Father
Charles Gilles was excited by the prospect of the university. He thought the UCN was
in the vanguard of national interest in the North:
Here we are at the last frontier, planning for the organization of a university for
these regions, to provide educational facilities for the pupils of our secondary
schools. . . . The interest of the whole Country is focused on the north now. . .
scientific and intellectual, political and social as well as fi*om a cultural point of
view.^
He was certain that in a few years northern students would be ready to take advantage
of the UCN.
Art Pearson thought they should first decide on the purpose of the UCN. He
seemed to have had second thoughts:

21/hid., 2.
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Why do we want a university of the north? There is nothing wrong with the postsecondary education available to northerners now. Our students are getting some
tremendous financial support and this is good. I don’t believe they should go to a
university in the town where they were raised. Are we talking about a technical
college, some kind of community college. . . or a real university which would give
cultural, social stimulus to the entire north.. . a centre of academic freedom which
would speak out on the problems of the north? This is its real value.^"^
Robert Byron raised the issue of the difficulty of establishing an organisation that would
be able to “bring these things about” Rolf Hougen thought the UCN would mainly
attract students firom elsewhere. He also said the Yukon directors were worried that a
northern university would lead to the discontinuation of the territorial educational
bursary and grant programs. Another Yukon director, R. E. (Buzz) Hudson, thought the
way to start was through research: “We could achieve,” he said, “some acceptance or
accreditation in the field of graduate work, attract graduates here.”
Richard (Dick) Hill of Inuvik stated the problem that was really facing the
executive:
What is a university? Everyone has a different definition. We are a frontier situation
with a total population of 50,000 people. We need northern adaptation, 50% of our
people are indigenous—^we have to adapt conditions to northerners. There are
financial and practical aspects. The way to move is in research, as for example, did
the University of Alaska, which was in the north, for the north and by northerners.
There will be a great deal of reliance on the south, but direction fi*om within the
north. The most realistic way to arrive is through research. . . .
Other problems relate to funds. The normal Canadian university gets 80% of
its funds from the public body; here we don’t have the capability of raising such
funds.
With the small northern population of only 50,000 there is the likelihood that
not more than five students will want the same course at the same time. We must
rely on the south for larger sized classes, but be careful that southern financing
doesn’t become detrimental to northern students.^
Agnes Semmler, a Dene from Inuvik, said that northern Native parents wanted their

^Ibid., 5-6.
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children to attend a northern university “so as not to forget their own culture, language
etc.”26 She admitted, though, that she did not know what students wanted. The other

directors probably agreed.
Rohmer summarized the directors’ comments and presented his own ideas, some
of which were substantially different from those expressed in the December
Memorandum:
So far, no one denies the need for a university. There is a strong belief that
research is a basic aim. ... we hope for participation by the native people at these
meetings. Our major thrust must concern their interests.
Respecting funding we look to the traditional sources, private enterprise. And
there is nothing to prevent us, if we put together a budget and program, from
approaching the usual corporations for grants.... We can invite them to undertake
long term participation because it will be attractive as a visible investment Their
contributions disappear in large universities in the south. . . .
It will take a long time, and we must get the best possible advice from
academics, on the administrative side.. . .we will be looking for people to take part,
and hire someone as president to put it all together for us. The documents to date
are merely a starting point There may be substantial changes needed or a different
nature of representation on the Board.^^
What emerged from the discussion was the realisation that none was prepared to found
the university immediately. The vision was lovely but the practical and philosophical
aspects were overwhelming. Most hoped that more thought and consultation would
clarify the problems.
The executive directors then turned to the issue of Native representation on the
Board. James Washie then joined the meeting and presented a point-by-point response
to Rohmer’s July 1970 Organizational Memorandum that was essentially an elaboration
of the objections raised in the press release. The memo had been prepared before the

26/hi^., 6.
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Fort Smith contingent had become part of the UCN. Some of Washie’s concerns were
therefore invalid; there would, in fact, be a college in the upper Mackenzie area where
the majority of the Dene lived.
Washie thought the university was not going to meet the needs of the Native
people. The structure proposed in the original Organizational Memorandum, would likely
result in the regional UCN boards in the NWT being dominated by non-natives in
Yellowknife and by Inuit in Inuvik. That domination would allow those people to control
curricula at the colleges. Thus, the organisation and courses would, he said, prevent
Indians participating “as equals,” and would “discriminate against Indian interests.”®
He was particularly concerned that the headquarters of the university were to be in
Inuvik because that would place it farthest from the area inhabited by the Dene.
Rohmer denied the possibility of insufficient Native contribution to the creation
of the UCN. He stated that the original memo should be considered as only a rough
plan, “a work sheet . . , something to gather the people together.” He dismissed it as
“not [being] worth a damn, it has aU sorts of insufficiencies.”® He said the matter of
the university’s organisation and direction was in the hands of the members present
Washie pointed out that
nobody questions the need for a University of Canada North. . . such an institution
would benefit the overall population of the Territories . . . but we have a concern
regarding native participation. We have contacted the Yukon Indian Brotherhood
and they have similar feelings at this point
He hoped there would be time for the UCN and the Native organisations to meet before

®YA, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 1, “The University of Canada North and the Indian
people of the Northwest Territories.”
®Graham personal files, [file 1] “UCN 1970-1973,” “Minutes of the First Executive
Committee Meeting of the Board of Directors of the UCN, 6 April 1971, Inuvik,” 8.
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the September meeting to “coordinate the ideas of the native organisations and start off
on the right foot, participating from the very beginning, [so] we will have an institution
supported by everybody.”^
Other directors stressed Rohmer’s position. Buzz Hudson drew a distinction
between representation and participation. He told Washie that while participation was
important, representation was
another thing. Anyone elected to this Board is not representing anything more than
his own personal interest in this project Byron is not representing the City of
Whitehorse, Father Gilles is not representing the Church; he is here as an
interested person. Once we are composed as representatives of other background
groups and only here to fulfil our duty to another organization, the result is that
interest in the University itself dissipates. We must represent only [our own]
interests and not pressure groups like the Church, or for me, the Bar Association,
or the Indian Brotherhood or any others. . . . These people are here because they
were able to come.^^
Washie was also assured the interim directors were working in a strictly informal way
until the first annual general meeting. Major decisions about the UCN would be made
then. Any member could attend that meeting and have the same “input into future
direction that [the directors] have.”^^ The directors gave Washie a copy of the bydaws
and the incorporation documents but warned him that the by-laws could be changed at
the annual general meeting. Hill suggested that the Brotherhood prepare a submission
on its ideas for the UCN for the general meeting. As an initial solution to the problem
of perceived exclusivity, the directors proposed that once membership cards had been

^YA, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 1, “The University of Canada North and the Indian
People of the Northwest Territories.”
^^Graham personal files, [file 1] “UCN 1970-1973,” “Minutes of the First Executive
Committee Meeting of the Board of Directors of the UCN, 6 April 1971, Inuvik,” 10.
9.
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printed, they would be advertised widely in both territories.
The meeting continued with discussion on other matters. Budget discussions were
hampered by the recognition that the university’s goals were not yet determined. Graham
stressed that the Committee could not agree on what a university should be. Hudson
suggested that looking at the origins of the University of Alaska might provide some
answers. Rohmer said some Lakehead representatives were keenly interested in the UCN
because of their recent experience of starting a university. The executive committee did
agree that they wanted “researchers. . . [to] come and live here. . . while they carry out
northern research projects.”^
Hougen suggested that the UCN hold a full-scale conference to precede the
annual general meeting.^ He thought that representatives from University of Western
Ontario, Lakehead University, University of Alaska and the University of Calgary’s
Boreal Institute might have useful contributions to make. The other directors thought it
a good idea. Hill felt it should be limited to one hundred participants. He suggested that
the AUCC and representatives from the territorial education departments might also
want to attend. Washie mentioned that some teachers from the school at Rae-Edzo,
NWT, had gone to Arizona to consult Native educators at the Navajo College. Graham
said that the Yukon Territorial Government (YTG) was going to want to see an outline
for the structure of the UCN. He thought that such an outline could be prepared by the
conference date. The others agreed particularly because “there was bound to be a
confrontation because of the basic philosophy, as stated by Mr. Rohmer ’Governments

^The by-laws stated the annual general meeting had to be held the third Tuesday in
September.
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do not create universities.’”^^ The directors agreed unanimously to hold a symposium
before the annual general meeting.
The directors also examined the matter of establishing relations with the
territorial Departments of Education. They agreed to coordinate their approaches once
the minutes of the meeting were available. One director was appointed to apply for
charitable organisation status.
The minutes of that first meeting are extensive. They reveal the board was
struggling with the scope of the task they had undertaken. They seemed overwhelmed
by the larger issues. Rohmer’s presence at the meeting served to steady many of the
members. His summaries of the discussions appeared to simplify things for the rest of the
board. Obstacles, however, remained. There was no real agreement about the direction
the university would take. There was no substantial understanding of what a university
was. Yet the board had been able to make a start. They had managed to make some
small decisions. The interim board positions had been filled. Rohmer was elected the
chairman. Father Gilles the treasurer. Hougen and Hill became the two territorial vicechairmen; election of a secretary and an auditor was deferred. They had agreed on the
design of the membership cards and had decided to have them and some letterhead
printed and they had agreed to meet with Native organisations and the territorial
education departments. It was a small beginning.
Further First Nations’ Reaction
Shortly after the Inuvik meeting, the Yukon Native Brotherhood, lacking details
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on the UCN, wrote to Jim Lotz to see if he had any information. John Hoyt, a nonNative consultant working with the Brotherhood, told Lotz that the Brotherhood was
“under pressure to take sides in this issue and are completely in the dark.”^ Hoyt
wanted to know how close the UCN was to Lotz’s idea of a northern university. Lotz
replied that he had nothing to do with the UCN and suggested that Rohmer was backing
the UCN idea because he had purchased a residential lot in Inuvik and “stands to gain
from any university there.He said it was “a waste of time to fight Roehmer

and

suggested that, if Hoyt were interested in the idea of a northern university, he should
contact either Don Simpson at University of Western Ontario who was involved with
Hart on the University of the Air proposal or the AUCC.
The discussions at the Inuvik meeting also caused the Yukon Division some
concern. In May, the Yukon Division met in Whitehorse to discuss a report on the Inuvik
meeting. The Division Board agreed that it would continue with discussions to establish
The University of Canada North but that “the [Yukon] Division should preserve its
independency of action.”^ This is the first instance of this sentiment being raised; it is
a theme that reoccurs throughout the first several years of the UCN’s existence.
Early in June Rohmer responded to a critical letter from Chief Elijah Smith of
the Yukon Native Brotherhood.^^ Rohmer was stung by Smith's criticisms of the UCN

3«YA, UCN Records, COR 0322, file 17, John P. Hoyt to Jim Lotz, 13 April 1971.
Jim Lotz to John P. Hoyt, 16 April 1971.
^®YA, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 3, “Minutes of the Meeting of the Yukon Division,
18 May 1971.”
^^The Smith letter has not been located. One can guess the content from Rohmer’s
response.
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and of himself. He reminded Smith that he was not just another Toronto person, that he
was a member of the Bar of the NWT, spent a good deal of time in Inuvik and had
arranged for a Toronto radio station, CHUM, to help a group in Tuktoyaktuk set up a
small station there. He stressed that he had done everything possible to ensure Native
participation in the creation of the University of Canada North. He invited the YNB to
sell UCN membership cards to its members so “the original people of the Territories will
be able to nominate directors and participate in the election of the directors to whatever
extent they consider appropriate.”^ Rohmer closed the letter saying—in contrast to the
optimism expressed in the December Memorandum, that classes would begin in the fall
of 1972—
it win take a very long period of time to get the University going, to raise money
and to ’open the doors’. Before any of these things can be done the full
participation of all people of the Territories, both original and white must be
encouraged.^^
He then invited Smith to attend the June meeting in Yellowknife and offered to arrange
a Pacific Western Airlines pass for him.'^^ Smith declined the pass and the invitation^^
but explained that “the criticism voiced by the Yukon Native Brotherhood was due
primarily to lack of information on our part at that time.”^

UCN Records, COR 0321, file 3, “Minutes of the Meeting of the Yukon Division,
18 May 1971.”
*Ubid., COR 0322, file 12, Richard Rohmer to Elijah Smith, 7 June 1971.
‘’^The company had agreed to provide a small number of free flights to UCN directors
travelling back and forth on business.
'’^YA, UCN Records, COR 0322, file 12, Elijah Smith to Richard Rohmer, 14 June 1971.
^Ibid., Elijah Smith to Richard Rohmer, 17 June 1971.
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The Second Interim Executive Committee Meeting. Yellowknife
The second Interim Executive Committee meeting was held on 17 June in
Yellowknife/^ Further to the Yukon Division Board meeting, Rolf Hougen, as the
Yukon Vice-Chairman, asked to be put in the record
as reserving the right at some future date to [rejconsider their [the Yukon
Division’s] position as participants in the University of Canada North, their feeling
being that the Yukon’s desire for autonomy is such that they might have to consider
alternatives to further participation.'*^
Rohmer announced that several private sponsors had made funds available to support
the work of the Board. He said he did not expect much difficulty raising enough to cover
the expenses of the Inuvik conference. Much of the rest of the meeting was devoted to
the discussion of planning the conference. Hougen and Hill were requested to prepare
a draft program. The directors also discussed UCN’s position on the subject of
“government participation or assistance,” Again the directors agreed that “relevant
agencies should be kept fully informed but that no financial assistance should be
accepted firom government at this stage.Informal discussion after the meeting
resulted in the date of the proposed conference being set for November.

'*^Those Directors at the second meeting were: Nellie Cournoyea (Inuvik), Richard Hill
(Inuvik), R. E. Hudson (Whitehorse), Paul Kaeser (Fort Smith), H. Nethersole (Fort Smith),
Art Pearson (Whitehorse), Richard Rohmer (Toronto), Dr. Aubrey Tanner (Whitehorse),
C. Taylor (Whitehorse), Robert Spence (Yellowknife), Mark de Weerdt (Yellowknife).
Observers included: James Washie (Indian Brotherhood of the Northwest Territories), Addy
Tobac (Tree of Peace, Yellowknife), Phoebe Nahanni (Tree of Peace, Yellowknife), S. Hume
(reporter, Edmonton Journal), C. Alexander (publisher, News of the North), and S. Hook
(Station CFYK, CBC).
^Graham personal files, [file 2] “UCN July 21, 1970 to Oct. 11, 1973,” “Minutes of a
Meeting of the Executive Committee of the Board of Directors of the University of Canada
North, Yellowknife,” 1. Used with permission.
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The First Nations Inuvik Meeting
First Nations organisations were still unclear what the UCN might mean to them
and how they should address the issue. A group of people, representing three territorial
Native organisations (IBNWT, YNB, and COPE), met in Inuvik on 12-13 July to discuss
their organisations’ position with regard to the University of Canada North.'** Their talk
revolved primarily around the political implications of the UCN and the issue of northern
education in general. The minutes show that the three groups were uncertain about how
to cope with the UCN. This is probably due to the fact that the UCN had no idea where
it was going. In addition, the lack of solid information about the UCN was exacerbated
by the fact that none of the organisations the delegates represented was yet three years
old and all three were being forced to address a broad range of social and political
issues.An observer might have thought it odd that a group of people with little or no
experience of university should be discussing whether to support one or not Yet in 1971,
for the First Nations of the Canadian North, it was not odd; it was politically necessary.
The YNB representatives, Oliver Jim, Jr. and Mike Smith, were present primarily
to find out more about the UCN. They wanted to know how the UCN had been started.
They were told, inaccurately, that the “Mackenzie Institute thought of the Idea.”^
Agnes Semmler, also a UCN founding director, opened the meeting with her thoughts

^Those at the meeting were: Raymond Yakeleya (Fort Norman), Harold Cook (Fort
Good Hope), Addy Tobac (Inuvik), Agnes Semmler (Inuvik), Nellie Cournoyea (Inuvik),
Alestine Andre (Inuvik), Jean Mackenzie (Yellowknife), Oliver Jim, Jr. (Whitehorse), Mike
Smith (Whitehorse).
^^“There is so much to be done, so much by so few people.” YA, UCN Records, COR
0322, file 12, Nellie Cournoyea to Oliver Jim, Jr., 26 August 1971.
^^Graharn personal files, [file 2] “UCN July 21, 1970 to Oct. 11, 1973,” “University of
Canada North Organizational Delegates Meeting,” 12-13 July 1971. Used with permission.
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on post-secondary education:
What we really have to make up our minds about is whether the young people want
a University; a University in the north or are they satisfied in going south to train.
That’s one of the main things you have to think about. If we do have a University,
maybe our native kids will stay in the north, take courses in the north. And anything
that isn’t offered by the University of Canada North, like lawyer’s or doctor’s
degree, they can go south to train. But do we need a university in the north?
The big majority of these kids that train in the south stay there and contribute
their education to the south. But in reality, the kids that go south shouldn’t stay
there, they should come home and train their own people. The only time the kids
can make anything of themselves and brighten the future of the native people of the
north is to come back home and train their own people. If you have a university in
the north, maybe 2 or 3, they would be home and able to train their own people.^^
Jean Mackenzie of Yellowknife suggested that a northern university might be useful as
many of the Native students who go south to the city do not succeed. Addy Tobac
wondered what would be taught in a northern university. Ray Yakeleya thought Some
northern people should teach at the UCN. Oliver Jim suggested asking high school
students what they would like to study.
The group was particularly frustrated because no one understood the power and
decision-making structures of a university. They decided they also needed more
information about the organisational structure of the UCN. They debated whether any
of them would attend the next directors’ meeting, scheduled for August in Whitehorse.
They agreed that they wanted to work to ensure that Native people had majority
representation on the UCN board. Nellie Cournoyea said that the Yukon Native
Brotherhood was not sure “if [UCN] will work for them. It appears they would like to
talk to their people.”^^ Mike Smith replied that for the YNB, it was a question of

^^Graham personal files, [file 2] “UCN July 21, 1970 to Oct. 11, 1973,” “University of
Canada North, Organizational Delegates Meeting, Inuvik, July 12-13, 1971,” 1. Used with
permission.
52/hid., 2.
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relevance. “If it is relevant, we certainly would go all out to get in on this University of
the North, and that’s what we’re discussing.
The difficulty, for the delegates, was deciding, while lacking good information,
whether Native organisations were going to work for representation on the UCN Board.
Withdrawing from the project did not appear to be a possible solution. MacKenzie
argued against it, at least for the time being:
This isn’t a question of pulling out, it’s making a stand right now and deciding how
far we are willing to go to make sure your views are heard. You can easily let it
slide and let those thirty seats be filled by chance. Or you can make sure that the
native people are represented. In the Northwest Territories if we don’t get a
majority we’ll pull out The native people are the majority, so why shouldn’t they
have the majority of seats?^
The crux of the matter was the delegates’ fear that the UCN was going to turn out to be
yet another southern institution.^^ The discussions continued in a second meeting the
following day. The delegates agreed to work on ensuring that Native people in both
territories would have seats on the Board of Directors. They also agreed, on behalf of
their respective organisations, to write down and exchange their ideas about the UCN.^
In the weeks following the meeting, the YNB debated whether or not to support
the UCN. In a memo to Dave Joe, YNB consultant John Hoyt wrote that he thought.

^Tn this context, “southern” means non-Native or imposed. The point is that, in this era,
many First Nations people had become fed-up with the colonial attitude of the Department
of Indian Affairs and Northern Development. The Native organizations were actively
examining ways to gain control of land, social programs, education and the like.
^^YA, UCN Records, COR 0322, file 14, “Report on University of Canada North Meeting
with Delegates from Northwest Territories, July 12/13, 1971, by Mike Smith and Oliver Jim
Jr.”
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but was not entirely sure, it had been decided at a meeting before Smith and Jim went
to Inuvik
that [because] so few native students were qualifying for University entrance in the
Yukon at the present time. . . it is felt that efforts of the native people in the
educational field towards reform should be concentrated on an up-grading of the
present elementary and secondary school systems. If this is the feeling then for
heaven’s sake let us make the point, make it strong and make it clear. . .
The situation, however, was actually not so clear for the YNB. It was caught in a difficult
situation. It saw that it had to at least attempt to participate in the UCN because if the
university succeeded and the YNB had withdrawn it would be difficult for the YNB to
regain lost face with its members and its lost voice on the UCN Board. If the university
succeeded with YNB presence, then YNB had backed the right horse, so to speak. If the
university failed and the YNB supported it, then it would have been a dreadful waste of
the organisation’s valuable time and extremely limited resources. If the YNB did not
become involved and the UCN failed, then the YNB would gain for having been wise
enough to see the shape of the future. It was an unpleasant predicament and there were
no obvious answers.

The Third Interim Executive Committee Meeting
The third UCN interim Executive Committee meeting was held on 19 August, this
time in Whitehorse. The minutes show that the directors had taken to calling the
University of Canada North, UCANORTH.^ Rohmer opened the meeting by outlining

file 12, John Hoyt to Dave Joe, Acting Consultant, 30 July 1971.
^®The name only remained current for a couple of years.
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“the origin of the name UCANORTH through a meeting with Marshall McLuhan.”^^
After discussion about membership cards and the procedures for electing directors, the
directors heard a presentation from the YNB. Many attending the meeting^ must have
had a case of dejd vu when a letter signed by Elijah Smith, Chief of the YNB was
presented by Brotherhood spokesmen, Oliver Jim and John Hoyt Jim said that while the
UCN idea was a good one, “it would not meet the needs of the Indian people, and
therefore, they were going to withdraw from UCANORTH.Smith wrote, “to us, the
university would only be an extension of the present system. A system which does not
meet the needs of the Indian people, the original residents of this land.”®^ xhe directors
responded quickly to the criticism. Charles Taylor said he had been to two meetings that
had had no representation from Indian people of the Yukon. He pointed out that the
UCN was distinct and separate from the YTG Department of Education and he hoped
the Indians would help to determine the UCN’s shape and purpose.^ Agnes Semmler
said she thought the letter was “very narrow-minded, seeing no further than tomorrow

^^Graham personal files, [file 1] “UCN 1970-1973,” “Minutes of the Third Meeting of the
Executive Committee of the Board of Directors of UCANORTH, Whitehorse,” 1. Used with
permission. The minutes do not state why Rohmer talked to McLuhan or what the reasons
were for the name.
^Attending were: Renee Alford, H. E. Boyd, Dr. W. Buchan, Robert Byron, Wally Firth,
Fr. Charles Gilles, Garth Graham, Dick Hill, Rolf Hougen, R. E. Hudson, Harry Johannes,
Art Pearson, Richard Rohmer, Agnes Semmler, Addy Tobac, Aubrey Tanner, Charles Taylor,
and Flo Whyard. Observers from the YNB included Oliver Jim, John Hoyt, R. Sam and
David Joe.
^^Graham personal files, [file 1] “UCN 1970-1973,” “Minutes of the Third Meeting of the
Executive Committee of the Board of Directors of UCANORTH, Whitehorse, 19th Day of
August, 1971,” 2. Used with permission.
^^A, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 6, Elijah Smith to Richard Rohmer, 18 August 1971.
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or next year when they should be looking to the future.”^ Hougen said the Brotherhood
was wrong to assume that the UCN would be an extension of the present system.
Rohmer emphasized that the Inuvik Conference was being held to get advice on how to
put the university together and to find out what northerners thought the “concept of the
University of Canada North should be.”^^ The First Nations could make an enormous
contribution to the process if they wished to. He hoped they would.
Turning to discussion of the planned conference, Rohmer informed the executive
directors that he had successfully solicited corporate donations from Rothman’s, Shell
and Gulf and that he had approached Hudson’s Bay, Imperial Oil and the Canadian
Imperial Bank of Commerce as weU. He was confident there would be no difficulty
raising the necessary funds. Rohmer also reported he had met officials of the AUCC. His
impression was the association had a “monopoly on the education system in Canada” but
was “insufficiently organized” to come to the conference.^ In fact, Dr. W. J. Waines,
an Associate Director of the AUCC, did attend.^^
At the close of the meeting, Hougen thanked Jim and Hoyt for giving the board
their views. He said he hoped that by being in on the directors’ meeting they would “see
the Directors had no developed concept of the university.” He reiterated Rohmer’s
invitation for the YNB to send representatives to the Inuvik conference. He emphasised

^Graham personal files, [file 1] “UCN 1970-1973,” “Minutes of the Third Meeting of the
Executive Committee of the Board of Directors of UCANORTH, Whitehorse, 19th Day of
August, 1971,” 2. Used with permission.
3
^Ibid.
^^John Hallward, ed., Concepts Conference: The University of Canada North, Inuvik,
Northwest Territories (Toronto: UCN, 1972), 8.
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that **the native people can contribute much” to the direction the university would
take.^
Despite the Board’s assurances, the Native organisations continued to be sceptical
of the UCN. YNB representative, Oliver Jim, Jr., sent Nellie Cournoyea an account of
the Whitehorse Executive Directors’ meeting. He told her the bulk of the discussion at
the meeting had been about the annual meeting and conference. He specifically noted
“there were no Indian delegates invited to attend [the conference].” He reported that the
YNB’s position on the UCN had come under attack by “virtually all parties,” though he
also conceded there had been some support for the YNB view. He asked Cournoyea not
to jump to conclusions because “we really haven’t taken a negative stand on this
matter.”^ Cournoyea replied that she had seen a copy of Smith’s letter and thought
maybe the misunderstanding had arisen from the vague reference to “a system.” She did
not think the context explained what system Smith meant Cournoyea thought action on
the UCN should be delayed until 1974. That would allow time for the Native
organisations to “gather ideas on how and what the University should [do].” She felt all
the organisations were under too much pressure, to right all the wrongs immediately and
that there were too few people to do the work: “I understand your problems on priorities
as well. All the things that must be done are overwhelming—^we must play for time I
guess—some way.”^°

^Graham personal files, [file 1] “UCN 1970-1973,” “Minutes of the Third Meeting of the
Executive Committee of the Board of Directors of UCANORTH, Whitehorse, 19th Day of
August, 1971,” 3. Used with permission.
®^YA, UCN Records, COR 0322, file 12, Oliver Jim to Nellie Cournoyea, 23 August 1971.
'•mid.
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Towards the Concepts Conference
With the Inuvik Conference planned for mid-November, Dick Hill and Rolf
Hougen, the two Divisional UCN chairs, dedicated themselves, through much of the fall,
to planning the conference program. They had been appointed to organise the
conference agenda. Hill’s first draft was completed on July 29, 1971^^ and was circulated
to the directors in August Hill and Hougen refined it almost daily during September and
October.^2 Rohmer and Hougen worked on locating and inviting experts from across
Canada and fi’om several circumpolar nations. Rohmer was able to draw on the contacts
he had made through the Mid-Canada Development Conference. Native groups were
invited to have representatives attend the conference but they evinced a growing
reluctance to become involved in discussions on the creation of what would likely be little
more than a “stereo-type” southern. White university.^ Some Native activists urged the
planners to invite people
who know Indian people and recognize their potential and abilities and who,
besides, have had practical experience in higher education with Native students and
who are presently involved in new planning.^^
Elijah Smith suggested that Hougen and Rohmer invite Native education experts from

^^Graham personal files, [file 1] “UCN 1970-1973,” “Minutes of the Third Meeting of the
Executive Committee of the Board of Directors of UCANORTH, Whitehorse, 19th Day of
August, 1971” 2. Used with permission.
^^A, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 8. The file contents consist of eighty items—letters,
telexes and drafts of the conference agenda—^sent back and forth between Whitehorse and
Inuvik during the fall of 1971.
''Hbid., file 7, Elijah Smith to Richard Rohmer, 30 September 1971.
^^YA, UCN Records, COR 0322, file 12, Peggy [Robbins] to Barbara [Cleall], IndianEskimo Association, 5 September 1971. Emphasis in the original.
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the innovative Native American school, Navajo College, in Arizona.^^ Hougen and
Rohmer initially appeared, to the COPE and to the YNB, to have disregarded this
request Several telexes between those two organisations show the First Nations’
mounting frustration. Ultimately only one American Native educator, Thomas Atcitty,
was able to accept the UCN invitation. YNB representatives consented to attend,
intending to “determine after the conference whether or not UCN can be relevant and
meet the needs of the Yukon Indian people.
In Ottawa, the DIAND was still wondering whether the territories really needed
a privately-established university. L.A.C.O. Hunt,^ Executive Secretary of the
interdepartmental Advisory Committee on Northern Development (ACND), noted, in
a report to the Committee, that federal statutes did not prohibit the establishment of a
private school using private funds. His tone suggested that he was not delighted with the
UCN project: “Unless each Council enacts legislation to control post-secondary
education, there is little that could be done to prevent anyone from establishing an
institution of higher learning.”^* Hunt was concerned that UCN activities might “not be

^^YA, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 6, Elijah Smith to Richard Rohmer, 14 September
1971.
'’^Ibid.y

COR 0322, file 12, John Hoyt to Indian-Eskimo Association, Ontario, 18 October

1971.
^Tjeonard Arthur Charles Orga Hunt emigrated to Canada in 1928 as an apprentice to
the Hudson Bay Company but resigned in 1938. In 1950 he returned to the North as
government administrator at Aklavik, NWT. He then went on to Ottawa, then to the United
Nations in New York. He later returned to Ottawa to become the Executive Secretary of the
Advisory Committee on Northern Development.
^^GNWTA, Norman McPherson Collection, Box #6, file: University of the North,
L.AC.O. Hunt, “Memorandum to the Advisory Committee on Northern Development, Draft
document XND-73,” August, 1971, 1.
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compatible with the views of the legislative Councils”^^ and that, without proper
legislative controls, there would be no way to prevent UCN (or organisations like it) from
doing as it pleased. He trusted that private funding “could not operate this institution
indefinitely”*® and that when and if government were asked for assistance it would be
able to exert some control. With that in mind, he thought that territorial legislation
should be enacted
spelling out how post-secondary education can be conducted under their respective
jurisdictions before these private organizations become too enmeshed in supplying
a service to the public which is by federal statute clearly a responsibility of the
territorial governments.*^
Don Simpson, Assistant Director, Education Branch, DIAND, was asked to comment on
the document For the most part he agreed with Hunt He thought that legislation should
“control and rationalize the establishment of universities and other post-secondary type
institutions so that they would indeed provide a service to the northern residents.”*^
Ironically, he was concerned that the UCN “not become some type of political ’football,’”
as indeed it was. Simpson thought that southern universities were providing adequate
education and research services. He realized that southern universities performed less
well in the area of sustained community services and thought this one weakness gave
northern residents a good argument for a northern university. To anticipate any public
objection to the activities of southern universities in the North, Simpson proposed that
legislation should be framed that would “rationalize the services being provided so that

5.
^nbid.
^Ubid.

^Hbid,, D.W. Simpson to L.A.C.O. Hunt, “Northern University,” 13 September 1971.
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not only is costly duplication avoided but that all areas are ensured of adequate
services.”*^
In early October 1971, the Yukon Division held a meeting in Whitehorse at which
concern was raised about the degree to which the Division was organisationally tied to
the Northwest Territories Division. At the meeting, the chairman remarked
that the Yukon Division has always taken the position that if it became apparent
the best interests of the Yukon lay on a course separate than that now being taken
in conjunction with the N.W.T. then action would be taken by the Yukon to develop
its concepts.*^
The Division directors feared if Northwest Territories Native representatives on the
Executive Committee were in the majority, they might compel the Yukon side to
compromise its vision for the Whitehorse Campus of the UCN.
By November planning for the Inuvik “Concepts Conference,” as it came to be
called, was almost complete. A press release on the conference was issued on 8
November. Dick Hill was quoted as saying that “the aim [of the UCN] is to pioneer a
new form of educational institution appropriate to northern needs where purpose is all
important and northerners, especially the original people are fully involved.”^ The
organisers were busy with last minute details and any friction between the two divisions
seems to have diminished in the face of the conference.
The northern public was giving some thought to the idea of the UCN. The

^Ibid. Simpson’s suggestion included asking the AUCC to help frame the legislation. This
is revealing of the government’s attitude towards UCN, for the AUCC was opposed to the
UCN and as we have seen, DIAND had been working quite closely with AUCC on the
northern education conference.
*‘*YA, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 6, “Minutes of the General Meeting of the Yukon
Division of UCANORTH,” 6 October, 1971.
^Ibid., file 8. Press release, 8 November 1971.
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Whitehorse Star reprinted an article by David Judge on the UCN, which had originally
appeared in the July 1971 issue of Canadian University and College, “Vision of a
University.” It outlined the history of the UCN and raised a few questions:
If it can be proved viable in terms of numbers of northern students needing
university education, what will northern youth prefer; to stay or go elsewhere for
their studies? Which is more desirable for the north?*^
Larry Carlyle, a recent university graduate living in Whitehorse, outlined his thoughts on
the subject in a letter to the Staf^ editor. He said he believed that a small university
would be feasible and that a majority of northern students would prefer to stay in the
North. He believed that the financial saving would be attractive and that the social
difficulties northern students often experience at large universities could be avoided. He
thought a UCN would be desirable if there would be a broad range of courses and
qualified faculty.
There is no doubt that a University of Canada North is desirable. A university in
the North would raise the general level of higher education of all people here. It
would allow northern businesses to get their supervisory personnel here rather than
“outside.”*^
Carlyle concluded his letter by congratulating the directors of the UCN and wishing them
luck in their endeavour.
The directors were being swamped with conflicting ideas for the University. They
had a hard job ahead of them to make the UCN a single cultural, intellectual and
educational centre out of the desires of the various northern interest groups. More and
more they hoped the Concepts Conference would clarify the issue for them. They needed

*^David Judge, “Vision of University,” Whitehorse Star, 18 November 1971.
*^Larry W. Carlyle, Letter to the Editor, Whitehorse Star 25 November 1971.
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the conference delegates to give them the answer. As it turned out, some did not want
to hear it

CHAPTER 5
RE-EXAMINING THE UCN IDEA:
THE CONCEPTS CONFERENCE, INUVIK, NOVEMBER 1971

The Concepts Conference was conceived and structured as a weekend of workshops and
plenary discussions. On the Monday following, The University of Canada North would
hold its first annual general meeting followed by the Executive Committee meeting. The
conference itself was intended to clarify the “precise role the University should fill”
because the directors were unable (or reluctant) to do so themselves.^ The first annual
general meeting would follow so members could adopt any useful proposal that arose
fi:om the conference discussions.

The Conference Format
The conference was to be a working weekend. Dick HiU had prepared a package
to introduce the participants to the aims, goals and style of the conference. Introductory
material sketched the evolution of the UCN concept and explained that the directors had
agreed there was a place for a northern university, but that “no action should be taken
until the appropriate needs and opportunities for a university type education facility in
the North were thoroughly studied and clearly stated.The conference was to provide

^Hallward, ed., Concepts Conference^ 4.
^Adams personal files, file “UCANORTH Conf.,” R. M. Hill, “Concepts of a University
in Canada North,” 1. Used with permission.
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a forum to do just that Hill’s document claimed the directors had received many
suggestions for the form of the new university:
Some see it as [a] centre for native culture or as a source of information on how to
operate in the North. Others see the university as a research centre or as a specialty
campus with students from all over the world coming to learn about the North.^
The organizers
proposed that the aims of the Conference should be:
1.
To examine the need for a University of Canada North;
2.
To examine the academic approach that should be taken, particularly
with regard to the needs of the native people;
3.
To examine the approach which should be taken to the development of
a physical plant'*
To facilitate a “broad, open discussion” the participants were organized into eight panels.
There were to be no lectures per sc. Each panel would discuss a particular topic with
specialists and respondents. People not specifically chosen as either were encouraged to
witness the opening statements and participate in the ensuing discussion. The specialists
were to begin by presenting their thoughts on a specific aspect of the panel topic,^ the
respondents would comment and then the entire group would discuss the issue.
Discussion was deemed central to the success of the conference and the participants were
sternly reminded that they were “expected to take part in every discussion.”^
One hundred and twelve people took part in the Concepts Conference.^ Twentyone (18.8 percent) were academics from Canada, the United States, Sweden and Norway.

Hbid.
^Ibid.
^The specialists had been given a topic before the conference.
^Adams personal files, file “UCANORTH Conf.,” R. M. Hill, “Concepts of a University
in Canada North,” 2. Used with permission.
'’A list of participants is included in Appendix II.
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The rest were northerners representing a variety of interest groups. Many more,
northerners and academics, representatives of the conference’s sponsors and various
officials, also attended the conference. Between thirty-two and forty (28.6 percent to 35.7
percent) were First Nations from the territories, Alaska, Arizona and southern Canada.
Some of the transportation between Inuvik and Edmonton was provided by
Alberta Gas Trunk Line Company. It, and a commercial Pacific Western Airlines flight,
brought the southern participants into Inuvik in the early afternoon on Friday 19
November. That evening, at the opening banquet, Nellie Cournoyea gave the key note
address on the “involvement of northern people in a northern university.”*
Hill’s introductory material lists the topics of the eight panels and under each
heading he had listed about ten questions designed to direct the discussions. The
questions underscore the depths of the directors’ uncertainty about what northerners
needed or wanted in a post-secondary educational institution. It is possible, however, that
the directors simply wanted to ensure as complete a discussion of the matter as possible.
The substance of much of the panel discussions has been lost Thfe panel sessions were
audio-recorded but the tapes have not been located; they were also broadcast live
throughout the Mackenzie Delta by CBC television.^ The audio tapes were given to John
Hallward of Toronto after the conference who used them to compile the proceedings.
Several participants took notes, which, along with the conference program, the published

*The conference program has Agnes Semmler scheduled to give the address but, for
unknown reasons, Cournoyea replaced her.
^“University Idea,” The Drum, Inuvik, NWT, 24 November 1971.
^®They may have been returned to Dick Hill. He mentioned in a later letter that the
editing was nearly complete. However, his reference may be to the film or video recordings.
When interviewed, he did not say he had either audio or video recordings of the conference.
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proceedings and Dick HiU’s account that appeared in the Inuvik Drum have been used
here to reconstruct some of the content of the panel discussions.”
The Panel Discussions
Participants in Panel I were to address the question of the need for a University
in Canada North:
The purpose of this panel is to discuss the real need for a university in the North
from the viewpoint of the original people, northern communities, northern
government, and northern industry. What is a university? Is a northern university
relevant? . . .Is the time right for structuring a university? . . .Should there be a
university in the North now, sometime in the future, or never?^^
The speakers for the panel were Roy UHommecourt (IBNWT, Yellowknife), Paul
Kaeser (Mayor, Fort Smith), Ken McKjnnon (Territorial Councillor, Whitehorse), Wilf
Bean (Fort Simpson), and Jack Underhill (Imperial Oil, Toronto). The respondents were
Garth Graham (Whitehorse), Tadit Francis (Chief, Fort McPherson) and Ruth Spence
(YWCA, Yellowknife).
The speakers did not answer the panel questions. Three of the four felt postsecondary education in the territories ought to be focused on job training. Only one
accepted the premise of a northern university but, even then, not entirely. L’Hommecourt
thought a university was premature: there were too few high school graduates and no
jobs available for the UCN’s future graduates. Kaeser too, thought education ought to

”The conference proceedings excerpt portions of the participants’ comments but do not
place them in context of the particular panels. With the notes taken by W. Peter Adams,
Garth Graham and Ro Whyard, and the panel reports prepared for The Drum by Dick Hill,
however, some of the excerpts can be located in the discussions.
^^Adams personal files, file “UCANORTH Conf ,” R. M. Hill, “Concepts of a University
in Canada North,” 2. Used with permission.
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be related to northern job opportunities.*^ McKinnon agreed there was a need for
academic post-secondary education but its form should not be a southern “transplant’'
He also thought that the two territories were going to have to go their own ways because
their different education problems were going to require different solutions.*^ He
thought the Yukon should have a junior college “so young people can take their first
years of university in a northern setting.”*^ Bean felt the north needed not an “educated
elite”

but

technicians

and

builders.

Underhill

also

thought

that jobs

and

technicaWocational training should be the first priority. A community college could be
the next step.
The respondents were also divided. Francis said “we are all waiting for one
another; who's going to move? I think we should have [a] UCN. Alaska has [one, as
does] Russia. We should.”*^ Graham felt the speakers had prejudged the case and they
had not “coped with the question of need because they dealt with the practical rather
than the impractical.”*^ Graham was convinced a northern university would be of
benefit to all northerners. He thought it would “help us know who we are.”*® Spence

*®Hallward, ed., Concepts Conference, 10.
*'’Graham personal files, [file 1] “UCN 1970-73,” MSS notes on Concepts Conference
(hereafter Graham Concepts Conference notes), Graham personal files, [file 7] “Flo
Whyard,” Whyard, MSS notes on Concepts Conference (hereafter Whyard Concepts
Conference notes), and Adams personal files, file “UCANORTH Conf.,” Adams, MSS notes
on Concepts Conference (hereafter Adams Concepts Conference notes). Used with permission.
*^Hallward, ed., Concepts Conference, 10.
*^Whyard Concepts Conference notes. Used with permission.
*'^Graham Concepts Conference notes. Used with permission.
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thought that going away to southern schools gave northern students exposure to new
things.^®
Dr, W. Peter Adams (Chair, Department of Geography, Trent University,
Peterborough, Ontario) felt that there was such a multiplicity of wants and visions for the
UCN that a university would be the only institution “capable of meeting such a variety
of needs and fulfilling such a variety of functions.” He also thought, as he had in the past,
that a university “pitched deliberately at the national level could succeed. Then it would
fulfil all of the needs expressed at this conference better than any other institution.”^
The First Nations position was less certain. Nellie Cournoyea, COPE
spokesperson, asked.
Will you institute ideas which are for your benefit or will you simply come and
research us and go away and write fat books? . . . Token participation is not
enough. Something imposed fi’om above will not reach us.^^
The Native people had not yet decided to support the UCN and were at the Concepts
Conference to make up their minds. Their experience told them that a university, like
any number of other institutions established to benefit people, might only benefit its
founders. Cournoyea and the others were still not convinced of the need for a University
of Canada North.
Panel II, “Northern University Experience,” acknowledged the presence of
southern universities in the North. The panel was to discuss “current university

'^Whyard Concepts Conference notes and Adams Concepts Conference notes. Used with
permission.
Adams personal files, file “UCANORTH Conf.,” MS text of an address to UCN
Concepts Conference. Used with permission.
^^Nellie Cournoyea, quoted in Hallward, ed.. Concepts Conference, 11.
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experience in Canada North and in other comparable areas.” Some of the suggested
questions included
What university programs are in North now? What research is being carried out?
Could a university in the North help or hinder these activities? . . .Is there enough
university activity in the North now? Are these activities best coordinated by a new
university in the North or by a southern organization?^
Under the chairmanship of Rolf Hougen, five speakers, fi-om Canada, Alaska, Norway
and Sweden, outlined their experience of university activities in their parts of the
circumpolar North. Dr. R. G. Williamson (Rankin Inlet, NWT; University of
Saskatchewan) and Dr. John Stager (University of British Columbia) talked about the
northern teaching and research work being done by southern Canadian universities. The
universities were teaching northern studies courses whose curricula were designed for
southern students. Research, much of it funded by the federal government, was shown
to be unco-ordinated but a body called the National Northern Research Group had been
established to remedy that problem. The problems were many. Stager emphasised that
current northern research practices had alienated many northerners. Researchers must
work to improve the quality and relevance of northern research by involving northern
people.
Dr. Victor Fischer (University of Alaska College [Fairbanks]), Professor KarlGustav Paul (Ume^ University, Sweden) and Professor Oernulv Vorren (Troms0
University, Norway) outlined their institutions’ experience in the North. Without
exception, each was located in a region with a greater population than that of the
Canadian North. The University of Troms0 was not yet open but Professor Vorren was

^Adams personal files, file '‘UCANORTH Conf.,” R. M. Hill, “Concepts of a University
in Canada North,” 3. Used with permission.
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able to contribute useful suggestions on how the UCN should relate to government:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

tell politicians how you are going to solve their problems;
tell them what you are going to do and get their consent;
good results force politicians to give more money;
the plan must have only a short lag between investment and results;
people must trust you.^

He suggested the best way of approaching the UCN was to get going as soon as possible.
The organisers should determine their minimum requirements and match them to
existing buildings. The UCN should make the new university fit into society. Establishing
a new institution provided an opportunity for thought and consideration. It must teach
and research but most important of all, it must serve society and maintain a strict loyalty
to that society. The university and society must trust each other.^ Professor Paul
explained that his university had contributed to a brain drain from the North; educated
graduates could not find work in the region. The situation was less critical by 1970 and
teaching professors were beginning to be less difficult to attract
One of the respondents, Cliff Reid (Local President, United Steelworkers of
America, Pine Point, NWT) thought the university would train workers for northern
development and improve the “quality of living”^ and that all negative thinking should
cease and planning for the university should go ahead quickly. Another, Marshall Smith
(Geologist, Whitehorse) was concerned about curricula. He wondered if the UCN would
end up offering basic southern-university-type courses merely sporting a bit of tacked-on

^Graham Concepts Conference notes. Used with permission.
2‘*Graham Concepts Conference notes, Whyard Concepts Conference notes and Adams
Concepts Conference notes. Used with permission.
^“University of Canada North Conference,” The Drum, 1 December 1971.
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northern content^
Panel III asked participants for their ideas on the organisational structure for the
UCN. The directors recognised that a northern university would need to relate to the
needs and aspirations of northern residents. The main question for the panel was what
kind of organizational structure would be most likely to be responsive to northern
needs.^
Ron Hodgkinson (Executive Assistant to the Commissioner of the Yukon) began
with a presentation on the UCN’s possible relations with northern government He
pointed out that the territorial governments were not eligible for federal universities
support The UCN might well be in a precarious position because it “straddles political
boundaries of two governments”^ and would need the approval of both.^ Lome Johnston (Ontario Department of Colleges and Universities, Toronto) spoke on the
possibilities for administering the UCN. Based on his experiences in Ontario, he
suggested six principles to guide the UCN as it moved towards a new system of
education:
1. try not to copy any existing system; pick the best one and incorporate sensitivity
to public concerns;
2. the UCN should offer students a second chance at higher education;
3. it should provide for requalification;
4. it should make provisions for students to drop in/drop out;
5. it should accept life experience as education; and

^Ibid.

^Adams personal files, file “UCANORTH Conf.,” R. M. Hill, “Concepts of a University
in Canada North,” 3. Used with permission.
^Adams Concepts Conference notes. Used with permission.
^Whyard Concepts Conference notes. Used with permission.
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6. it should operate year-round for extra flexibility.^
Phoebe Nahanni, the student who had initially raised the northern university issue at the
University of Western Ontario in 1969, addressed the UCN’s involvement in the northern
community. She insisted that most northern institutions were informed by non-Native
cultural ideas to the detriment of the Native people.^^ Northern Native people should
question the ideologies of those institutions for they presented a “one-way street” that
leading directly to a foreign place.^^ “Native people,” she said, “must have their own
institution;”^^ a university must not “be forced on them.”^ She thought that “nothing
new should be created but that the available skills should be channelled into existing
structures such as the Tree of Peace organization in Yellowknife.”^
Professor Walter O. Kupsch (University of Saskatchewan) talked about the UCN’s
relationships with other universities. He saw that the UCN could go in one of two ways:
either as an independent institution or as one tied to an existing university. He preferred
the latter: a formal connection would ease the problem of transferability of credits.
Whichever route was chosen, Kupsch emphasised that quality was the key to anything
the UCN hoped to do. Dr. William Waines (Associate Director, Association of
Universities and Colleges of Canada, Ottawa) addressed administrative structure. He

^Whyard Concepts Conference notes and Adams Concepts Conference notes. Used with
permission.
^^Graham Concepts Conference notes and Whyard Concepts Conference notes. Used
with permission.

^^Hallward, ed.. Concepts Conference, 12.
^Adams Concepts Conference notes. Used with permission.
^^“University of Canada North Conference,” The Drum, 1 December 1971.
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explained how many of the AUCC members administered their institutions. He suggested
that UCN decide first what it was going to do and then adapt the administration to
achieve those goals. He acknowledged that an administrative structure capable of the
required flexibility would necessarily be fairly complex.^ The respondents' comments
were only briefly noted. Charles Taylor (Whitehorse) thought UCN’s interterritorial links
were an advantage. Fred North (Principal, Sir Alexander Mackenzie High School, Inuvik)
thought the UCN should be entirely student-run.
Panel IV was devoted to discussion of the physical form of the UCN. Traditional
university campuses are generally composed of many buildings constructed fairly closely
together but would UCN need that kind of arrangement? Would it be a head office of
some kind, effectively operating as a sort of organizational umbrella (as Adams originally
suggested)? Participants were also asked if the open university concept would be useful
to the UCN.37
James Arvaluk (Director, Inuit Tapirisat, Iqaluit) explained how the informal
Eskimo University^ at Frobisher Bay (Iqaluit) met two to three times a week in a
borrowed building. Dr. Fred Terentiuk (Director, Department of Continuing Education,
University of Calgary) advocated the UCN adopt the flexible “Open University” distance
education model, obviating the immediate need for dedicated buildings. Thomas Atcitty
(Vice-president, Navajo Community College, Arizona) suggested the founders ask the

^Graham Concepts Conference notes. Used with permission.
Adams personal files, file “UCANORTH Conf.,” R. M. Hill, “Concepts of a University
in Canada North,” 3-4. Used with permission.
^The Eskimo University was the name for an informal gathering of people interested in
learning Inuit culture and Inuktitut. An elder was asked to instruct.
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people who would use the university what they wanted. Flo Whyard (Whitehorse)
suggested that a number of resident northerners, mostly professionals, might be able to
teach in the UCN.^^ Nellie Cournoyea understood the term “facilities” in a more
figurative sense. She said that the “real university of the North was in the oldtimers who
taught the lore of the land and a special way of living.”^ She thought “the facilities
needed are just the mobility to give anyone a chance to do their own thing.
The respondents seemed particularly affected by Cournoyea’s presentation. Their
comments echoed the themes she had raised: identity, control, empowerment, and
cultural preservation. A consensus, however, was not reached about the facilities the
UCN was going to need.'*^
Panel V concerned the curricula for a University in Canada North. In the
statement of assumptions guiding the discussions, the organizers appeared to be veering
fi:om their more recently-stated goal of having the UCN focus primarily on meeting
(undefined) northern needs. “To be successful,” they thought, “the University of Canada
North must offer relevant programs serving the community, regional, territorial, and
national needs.” Many of the panel's suggested questions emphasised possible areas of
academic specialisation and specifically directed discussion toward “effectively [involving]

^^Graham personal files, [file 7] “Ro Whyard,” MS text of address to this panel. Used
with permission.
University of Canada North Conference,” The Drum, 1 December 1971.
'^^Hallward, ed.. Concepts Conference, 11.
^^Graham Concepts Conference notes, Whyard Concepts Conference notes and Adams
Concepts Conference notes. Used with permission.
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the Indian and Eskimo people of the North.
Professor Louis-Edmond Hamehn’s (Laval University, Quebec City) presentation
on possible northern specialty courses was explicit and focused:
The university should be developed around the things of the north: 1) native
languages; 2) emerging problems related the people and the environment; 3)
medicine. Important courses would be: 1) perma-frost engineering; 2) biogeography;
3) political science and economics; 4) Eskimology — study of the history, language,
habitat and cultural anthropology of the Eskimo people. There should be a study
of Indian and Eskimo rights by historians and ethnographers rather than by lawyers.
The lateness of Canada in this field is something to be ashamed of.
What is needed in this university is a high standard and quality based on a
few subjects. We badly need cooperation between existing universities operating in
the north.
We must communicate the need for a university in the north to the people
of Canada. We cannot continue studying the north (from the outside).'*^
The other speakers discussed the issues in more general ways. They emphasised the
importance of a balanced presentation of course material; curricula should avoid a racial
basis of organisation.^^ Mark Poudrier (Inter Universities Office, Le Pas, Manitoba) told
how in Le Pas, 4-6 percent of the population had taken advantage of the adult education
and extensions programs offered in the community. Tracking the demand for such
courses provided the University of Manitoba with the data to judge the need for further
post-secondary facilities. The consensus of the participants in this panel was that the
university could teach anything people wanted to learn: “a university is an umbrella
under which anybody’s ideas can take root”^ Terry Forth (NWT Continuing and

Adams personal files, file “UCANORTH Conf.,” R. M. Hill, “Concepts of a University
in Canada North,” 4. Used with permission.
^Louis-Edmond Hamelin in Hallward, ed., Concepts Conference, 9-10.
‘*^Graham Concepts Conference notes. Used with permission.
'*^W. P. Adams in Graham Concepts Conference notes. Used with permission.
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Special Education, Inuvik) spoke about existing facilities that could be used
immediately/^ Peter Adams (Trent University) addressed the question of attracting
southern students to the UCN and Father Lemeur of Tuktoyaktuk stated that he hoped
the UCN would forge links with the schools “so that the pupils will have a chance to
learn directly.”^
The sixth panel was asked to consider the situation of northern research and the
research opportunities of a northern university. It was recognized that much northern
research was being conducted by southern organizations and universities, so some of the
questions the UCN directors wanted the panel to consider were:
Could this research be carried out better by resident scientists attached to a
northern university? Would the research be of a better quality with northern in-put?
. . . Should the University of Canada North contain an Arctic Science City for
specialized northern research? Are the research aspects of a university important
for the University of Canada North?^^
The speakers were asked to address specific aspects of northern research. Professor
Walter Currie (Chair, Indian and Eskimo Studies, Trent University, Peterborough), who
had been asked to speak on “Northern Culture and Involvement Programs,” stated that
“involvement” was an empty word for most Native people and that Native education in
Canada had been a matter of cultural genocide. Northern involvement in northern
research was imperative to reverse the damage.^ Jim Lotz (Cody International Institute,

'*'^“University of Canada North Conference,” The Drum, 8 December 1971.
^Ibid.
^^Adams personal files, file “UCANORTH Conf.,” R. M. Hill, “Concepts of a University
in Canada North,” 4-5. Used with permission.
^^Graham Concepts Conference notes, Adams Concepts Conference notes and Hallward,
ed., Concepts Conference, 9.
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Nova Scotia) “described the needs for social research in the North and how northerners
must participate in doing their own thing for their own good.”^^ Dr. Art Pearson
(Canadian Wildlife Service, Edmonton) thought the UCN could provide an “academic
community [assembled] around the university research structure that would provide [an]
unbiased group” able to approach northern research with a less southern perspective.^^
The consensus was that northern research would benefit greatly from having a local
university involved. The criticisms of contemporary northern research were too loud to
avoid and the UCN would offer a neat solution to many of them. Bob Christie
(Geological Survey of Canada) outlined his northern research program and stated that
“many of his native acquaintances in the North had the natural inquisitiveness to make
them good researchers.”^^ Gerry Glassford (Physical Education Department, University
of Alberta) talked about recreational research and referred to the successful Territorial
Experimental Cross-Country Ski program (TEST) as a good example of what could be
accomplished.
The seventh panel was to focus on the people the UCN would likely serve. The
r

participants were asked to discuss who (and how many) could be expected to come to
the university and what special arrangements might be needed. Would the university
attract students fi*om elsewhere? How could northerners be “trained to participate?”^
The chair of the panel, Bertha Allen (Inuvik) thought that northern students

^^“University of Canada North Conference,” The Drum, 8 December 1971.
^^Hallward, ed., Concepts Conference, 9.
^^“University of Canada North Conference,” The Drum, 8 December 1971.
Adams personal files, file “UCANORTH Conf.,” R. M. Hill, “Concepts of a University
in Canada North,” 4-5. Used with permission.
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would find a home-grown university a boon as northern students were often
disadvantaged by southern academic standards and competition. She thought the UCN
entrance requirements should be based on intelligence rather than on southern academic
standards.^^ Bob Spence (Giant Yellowknife Mines) provided estimates of the number
of northern students who might want to attend the UCN. Subsequent discussion revealed
that the panel could not come up with many answers to the questions because it did not
know what the UCN was going to be. The form and purpose would influence what kind
of people attended the UCN and where they would come from. The discussion in this
panel also showed that many of the young people at the conference wanted a panel
session of their own. A special Youth Panel was therefore arranged.
The Special Youth Panel was convened in the afternoon of the 21st Flo Whyard,
writing for the Whitehorse Star described the session:
Speakers included university and high school students and graduates from the
Indian, Eskimo and white communities, chaired by Jennie Jack of Whitehorse.
Gordon Duncan, Ron Chambers and Andy Joe were other Yukoners taking part
George Erasmus of the Tree of Peace told the gathering “most people here want
to do something good for the Yukon and the Northwest Territories but if we build
a university tomorrow, white people would come from the south, there would be a
sprinkling of Indians. It’s time to slow down for a minute, looking for the answer.
We don’t have Eskimo or Indian people here in the university because they don’t
have anything to do with the present education system. We must move to Eskimo
and Indian thinking before we set up this university.”^
Some students discussed their university experiences. Mike Smith stated that the nonNative post-secondary system had “screwed up our minds. [We] go Outside, come back

^^Whyard Concepts Conference notes. Used with permission.
^^Graham personal files, [file 7] “Flo Whyard,” MS text of a news story. Used with
permission. The Tree of Peace was an experimental Native folk school formed in Yellowknife
on 26 June 1970 (see first Tree of Peace annual report in YA, UCN Records, COR 0321,
file 3).
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and [we] don’t fit in.”^^ James Arvaluk told the panel that he had found out who he
was, his identity, at university in Alaska. Noah Carpenter, a Sachs Harbour resident
interning at a hospital in Edmonton, spoke of the need for youth to become more
involved in current events.^
The UCN seemed a good opportunity for the northern students but only if they
had some say in how it was going to be. Gordon Duncan insisted northerners must have
control of the UCN, which he thought might best operate as a resource centre. Andy Joe
agreed with him. Knute Hansen, a University of Alaska student from Aklavik, thought
the UCN should be a university for northern people first but open, as well, to people
from the south.^^ Arvaluk thought credit should be given for Native languages. Addy
Tobac outlined some of the programs the UCN could offer:
In the UCN—History—[there is a] definite need to record the history of native
people; [a] definite need for geography of the Eastern and Western Arctic—use
travel to gain knowledge. Languages: we need Indian and Eskimo in schools right
now. We need a good school of psychology and counselling services in communities
and in schools. The north can contribute to Canadian culture. Politics should be one
of the first things taught . . .We need teachers to learn from us rather than teach
us what they think we need to know. We’re coming back, here, realizing that all the
universities in the south can’t make up for half of what our own people can teach
us.^
The student panel received quite a bit of attention from the media in the days and weeks
after the conference. For many it was the most poignant part of the two days of talk.
Panel VIII focused on the gritty question of financing the UCN. How much might

^^Whyard Concepts Conference notes. Used with permission.
^®“University of Canada North Conference,” The Drum, 8 December 1971.
Adams Concepts Conference notes. Used with permission.
^Addy Tobac quoted in Whyard Concepts Conference notes. Used with permission.
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it aH cost? Who would pay? How much could students be expected to pay? The UCN
wanted to know how much support it could expect from government, industry and other
funding sources.^^
Don Rickerd (President, Donner Canadian Foundation, Toronto) told the panel
that the government was the only source of capital for major expenditures. The UCN
should “opt for a wide variety of approaches’’^^ as it was possible to raise funds for
modest programs from non-governmental sources. He cautioned that the ultimate
problem might well be a shortage of people and ideas. He urged UCN supporters to take
the initiative and, in that, the Donner Canadian Foundation could “provide
encouragement”*^ but not direct funding. Jack Underhill (Corporate Frontier
Coordinator, Imperial Oil, Toronto) stated that industry advocated and supported greater
opportunities for advanced education. The UCN, however, should not look to industry
as a source of major financing. Most companies would be willing to cooperate as partners
in certain projects but would not directly underwrite educational institutions; Imperial
Oil, he said, would rather provide money for scholarships to fund people rather than
contributing directly to the institutions.^ B. C. Gillie (Department of Education,
GNWT) told the panel that the NWT government was already spending $30 million a
year on education and costs per student exceeded $1600 per year. He did not offer much

^^Adams personal files, file “UCANORTH Conf.,” R. M. Hill, “Concepts of a University
in Canada North,” 5. Used with permission.
^^Graham Concepts Conference notes. Used with permission.
^^Whyard Concepts Conference notes. Used with permission.
^Adams Concepts Conference notes and Graham Concepts Conference notes. Used with
permission.
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encouragement and regretted that the UCN and the NWT Department of Education had
not been in touch from the outset^
One respondent, Jake Harron (Inuvik), suggested that portions of northern oil
royalties be contributed to higher education in the territories so that northern products
could pay for northern education.^ Paul White (Yukon Airways, Whitehorse) proposed
that the matter of aboriginal rights (i.e., land claims) be settled quickly and some of the
“material rewards gained therefrom’' be used to assist the “financing of higher education
in and for northern Canada.
The conference closed, on November 21, having raised many more questions than
were answered. Political, moral and social issues had all surfaced during the discussions.
The Concepts Conference had been a unique forum. It assembled people from across
Canada and from elsewhere and gave northern people, particularly Native people, a
chance to voice their concerns. The cause of the UCN may not have exactly benefitted
from the result It was, however, the kind of discussion some of the founders hoped
would become a permanent feature of any University of Canada North.

1971 Annual General Meeting and Directors’ Meeting
The following day, the UCN held its first Annual General Meeting (AGM). Hill
thought that having the meeting immediately after the conference would allow “the full
membership of The University of Canada North [to] hold the . . .election of directors,

Adams Concepts Conference notes and Whyard Concepts Conference notes. Used with
permission.
^Ibid.
^^Graham personal files, [file 1] “UCN 1970-1973,” Paul White, proposal. Used with
permission.
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discussion of conference presentations and the drafting of a program for future
action.”^ The uncertain results of the conference, however, limited the actions the
directors and members could undertake immediately.
The members passed several resolutions.^^ The first was to ask the GNWT
formally to include post-secondary education as a parameter in its incipient commission
of inquiry into education in the Northwest Territories. The second directed the UCN
executive to establish close haisons with both territorial Departments of Education. The
third, sponsored by Ron Chambers of Whitehorse, directed the Executive to confirm the
eight resolutions that formed a part of the incorporation documents. Flo Whyard, UCN
director and editor of the Whitehorse Star reported on the meeting. She focused
particularly on the third resolution and noted it was agreed that “the UCN constitution
should be amended at the 1972 annual meeting to provide [that] sixteen of the thirty-one
directors and eight of the twelve executive committee members be northerners of native
origin. ”70
Following the AGM, there was a Director’s meeting. Several of the UCN
executive positions were filled: Richard Rohmer, Chair; Rev. Fr. Charles Gilles,
Treasurer; Dick Hill, NWT Chairman; Georges Erasmus, NWT Vice-Chairman; and Flo
Whyard, Secretary. Directors were also elected. The Yukon executive positions were to

^A, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 7, “Draft of University of Canada North, RMH, 24
September 1971.”
^^A complete list of members was not located.
70Graham personal files, [file 7] “Flo Whyard,” “UCN names directors.” Typescript of
newspaper story. 2. Used with permission. In the letters patent application the figure for
number of Native directors was nineteen, not sixteen.
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be filled at a later meeting in Whitehorse.^^ The NWT Division held its meeting
immediately after the annual general meeting. The, primarily Native, directors agreed to
try to meet in Yellowknife within three months “to begin definite programming for establishment of a University of Canada North.Dick Hill noted, with some pleasure, that
the Concepts Conference marked the real beginning of the UCN “because of the fi*ee
exchange of ideas among educators, industry, northern residents and native peoples.”^^

Initial Public Assessment and Reaction
David N. Wilson of the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, Department
of Educational Planning, wrote about The University of Canada North in 1972.^'^ He
said that the “re-constitution” of the NWT directors was important because it led to
“greater proportional representation for Indians, Eskimos and Metis than were included
on the earlier, interim Board of Directors.

The influence of COPE members, he

thought, would ensure the UCN would “concentrate on local culture and the welfare and

complete list of members is not available, but the Yukon Directors elected at the
meeting were (of Whitehorse unless noted): Garth Graham, Renee Alford, Ken McKinnon,
Aubrey Tanner, Jack Bredin, Mike Smith, Buzz Hudson, Flo Whyard, Andrew Joe, Rolf
Hougen, Ron Chambers, Eric Wurmann, John Ho)^, Mike Stutter (Dawson), and Dixon Lutz
(Watson Lake). Graham personal files, [file 7]. “Flo Whyard,” “UCN names directors.” Typescript of news story. Used with permission.
^^Graham personal files, [file 7] “Flo Whyard,” “UCN names directors.” Typescript of
news story. Used with permission.

^'’Wilson wrote two papers on the UCN for The Comparative and International
Education Society of Canada’s 1972 Annual Meeting but did not attend the Concepts
Conference.
^^David N. Wilson, “University of Canada North: Promise For An Alternative University
Structure” (unpublished paper prepared for The Comparative and International Education
Society of Canada, 1972), 8.
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advancement of the original inhabitants of the Territories.”^^ Wilson, like many of the
conference delegates, hoped UCN would take special care not to “replicate the
alienation and de-culturation manifested, not only in ^southern’ universities, but also at
aU levels of education experienced by Indian and Eskimo youth.
The mixed hopes and visions that emerged from the Concepts Conference
predictably fostered mixed reactions. The conference proceedings stated that the exercise
had been useful and had provided some direction for UCN. The conference summary
stated that a consensus had emerged, but it was not what the organizers had hoped for:
There is a widespread agreement that fresh evidence should be given to postsecondary or further education in the north and that, as a first step, a community
college or its equivalent should be established in the Territories. At the outset it
would have no degree-granting function and would be conceived in such a form as
to meet the need of northern residents and in particular, of the native people. . . .
It is also agreed that, regarding the Northwest Territories, the native people should
have a major if not [a] controlling voice in deciding what is to be done and how."^*
Their envisioned university had been demoted to a community college.
The press was perceptive in its assessment of the conference. The Native Press of
Yellowknife reported the results of the conference in cautiously positive terms,
emphasising the hope the UCN might be a Native university: “the people agreed that we
need a university and we will work to see that it is really suitable for native People and
not just an imitation of Southern Colleges.””^ It reported that nine of the fifteen NWT

It appears Wilson uses the term “COPE” to mean politically-active First Nations
people generally and not that organisation specifically.
'’nbid.

'^Hbid., 16.
'^^Native Pressy Yellowknife, 26 November 1971.
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Division Directors were Native.*® Its correspondent reported that the proceedings had
been occasionally acrimonious owing to the vastly different concerns of the Native and
non-Native delegates:
A lot of arguments surrounded the idea at first when he [Rohmer] was accused of
trying to force his ideas of what the university should be on the people and not
having anything but token Native representation on the Board.
Ail through the meeting, Native people were always asking if this university
was really needed. Will it really be for us? Tbese questions that were always coming
up bothered some white people there and one lady tried to whitewash the Native
People’s attitude as childish.
Walter Currie, an Ojibway professor fi*om Trent University in Ontario,
crushed this very quickly by pointing out that Indians and Eskimos all over North
America are worried about their identity and losing the traditional ways.*'
The editor of The Drum was negative but astute:
Even at a week away fi*om the UCN conference it is difficult to determine
whether the delegates laboured and brought forth a mouse, made a beginning or
delivered the embryo of a northern university—stillborn.
What is clear was that it was much too early to discuss ’ways and means.’.. .
What did happen at the University of Canada North conference? Where is
the concept going?
The DRUM suggests the concept has been put back 10 to 15 years. Probably
this is just as well for the concept as advanced was more vision than reality.
How fortunate the delegates never really got around to talking financing.
They, at least, spared themselves the disappointment of discussing that painful but
most important necessity.*^
The correspondent for Yellowknife’s News of the North, in contrast, was positively

*®The NWT Directors were: Chief Tadit Francis (Fort MacPherson), Addy Tobac (Fort
Good Hope), James Arvaluk (Frobisher [Iqaluit]), Dr. Noah Carpenter (Sachs Harbour),
Richard Hill (Inuvik), George Erasmus (Yellowknife), Rosemary Thrasher (Providence),
Phoebe Nahanni (Fort Simpson), Prof. R.G. Williamson (Rankin), Ches Russell (Rankin),
Fr. Charles Gilles (Fort Smith), James Mason (Fort Smith), Cliff Reid (Pine Point), Rev.
Turk McCollom (Hay River), and Mona Jacobs (Fort Smith). Richard Rohmer was elected
Director-at-Large. Graham personal files, [file 7]. “Flo Whyard,” “UCN names directors.”
Typescript of news story.
Press, Yellowknife, 26 November 1971.
*277ie Drum, Inuvik, NWT, “Publisher’s Comment,” 1 December 1971.
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overwhelmed by the conference proceedings and what they had accomplished. The
reporter wrote that
something great happened here over the weekend. . . . There is no way any
participant can be truly objective in reporting what happened. It was a tremendous
emotional experience. Most people came with preconceived ideas, but left shaken
and confused. . . .many more meetings will be necessary, but something
good—^something northern has been started.*^
The Whitehorse Star was positive. This may have been because its editor (and the
reporter filing the story), Flo Whyard, was actively involved with the UCN. Its Monday,
22 November edition proclaimed that the University of Canada North was a “’Unique
Opportunity’ in North for University.”*^ An article in the Thursday edition of the Star
read “Northern University: You’re Launched.” The article reported that:
Directors of the University of Canada North were given a mandate fi'om the final
conference meeting here Monday morning to proceed with further planning for ’an
experimental program-in the light of the expressed needs of the native peoples.’.. .
Conference moderator Dick Hill said the meeting at Inuvik had been the true
beginning of a university because of the free exchange of ideas among educators,
industry, northern white residents and native peoples. He congratulated those who
took part on their open-minded approach to the university concept*^
Some of the directors had apparently ignored the writing on the wall.
Arnold Edinborough, a Toronto-based freelance journalist who attended the
conference as an observer for Rothman’s, reported on the conference in the Financial
Post. As an observer his vision was clearer, for he saw a deep and important difference
of opinion at the conference that stemmed from the different racial balance in the two
territories. Yukon supporters favoured a conventional university. The NWT First Nations

^News of the North, “Northern University Moving Ahead,” 25 November 1971.
^Whitehorse Star, 22 November 1971.
^Whitehorse Star, 25 November 1971, 36.
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delegates "Svanted a university that would be a centre for study of the native cultures by
the natives themselves.”^ Edinborough concluded by speculating on the direction the
UCN would realistically have to adopt to be successful:
A junior college in Whitehorse which could serve those who have not the
qualifications to go south for a full university course and yet need a good postsecondary vocational education. An Institute of Indigenous Studies with one branch
in Inuvik for the Indian Culture and one at Rankin Inlet for the Eskimo. .., plus a
research centre for the social and natural sciences at Yellowknife.*^
Edinborough's assessment might well have been accurate had UCN evolved that far. The
two territories were different enough in important ways that a common approach to
higher education was unlikely to work.
W. Peter Adams reported to his MP, Hugh Faulkner, after the conference.
Adams called the weekend “a most enlightening experience.” He also said he had
received the impression that “the Yukon will likely *go it alone’ in this matter.”**
Faulkner wrote back saying that he had mentioned the UCN to the DIAND minister.
Though the department had been asked its opinion on the incorporation, its scientific
advisor and assistant director of its education branch had discussed the subject at great
length, a specialist fi'om the department’s Northern Science Research Group had been
at the conference and the newspapers had carried stories about the UCN, the minister
told Faulkner “[we] apparently do not know anything about its aims and plans. ”*^

*^Arnold Edinborough, “Out of the dark, a northern university and native protest,” The
Financial Post, Vol. 65, 4 December 1971, 17.
^'^Ibid,

**Adams personal files. “UCANORTH Conf.,” W. P. Adams to Hugh Faulkner, MP, 23
November 1971. Used with permission.
^^Ibid., Hugh Faulkner, MP to W. P. Adams, 9 December 1971. Used with permission.
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CBC Yellowknife conducted a short interview with Georges Erasmus in early
December that illustrated First Nations qualms about the UCN project and underlined
the position Erasmus had taken at the conference. The interviewer said that Erasmus
“feels there has to be more input from people right across the Territories and from aU
sections of the community before the university ideal will work.”^ Erasmus then said
that he thought the success of the UCN would depend on the people in the Territories.
“We could start constructing the buildings and everything but I don’t think this is what
we want especially, but I haven’t heard too many people saying things on it yet”^*
By the end of 1971, The University of Canada North was no closer to reality than
it had been a year earlier. Some thought had been given to its form and organization but
the UCN concept seemed even more elusive than it had been the previous spring. The
bold plan outlined in Rohmer’s background report—that classes would commence in the
Fall of 1972—seemed impossible. Closer examination of the whole idea had shown UCN
directors that establishing some kind of university was going to be a great deal more
difficult than anyone had imagined. Garth Graham of the Yukon Division conceded in
an interview, some twenty years later, that he thought some of the biggest obstacles the
University of Canada North faced were the inexperience of its founders and their lack
of unified vision. The Concepts Conference made that brutally clear.

^Hill personal files, CBC Yellowknife, transcript of “Mackenzie News” interview with
Georges Erasmus, 2 December 1971. Used with permission.

CHAPTER 6
RETHINKING THE UCN:
DIFFERENT VISIONS, DIFFERENT PATHS, 1972-1975

The discussion at the Concepts Conference served to split opinion about the nature of
the future UCN. Many who attended the conference came away convinced the UCN
should be established as a community college, which could answer the North’s need for
technical and trades training. Some, too, were drawn to the college concept because they
were reluctant to support the creation of an institution that might produce only overeducated, unemployable scholars. Others thought the UCN should be a Native cultural
centre. A few continued to prefer the UCN be a university or “academy.” They genuinely
felt the North was ready for and needed an intellectual centre that could be “genuinely
and forcefully critical of society.”^ In their view, a true UCN would offer the opportunity
to bridge the gap between Native and non-Native northerners by creating an
environment conducive to discussing, questioning and resolving cross-cultural conflicts.^
Between 1972 and 1975, the UCN transterritorial connections of the organization
began to fray so that, by 1974, only the Yukon Division was active. The disintegration
was partly due to the diverging opinions, mainly along territorial lines, about the form

^Cyril S. Belshaw, Towers Besieged: The Dilemma of the Creative University (Toronto:
McCelland and Stewart Ltd., 1974), 13.
^Garth Graham, interview, Guelph, Ontario, 23 December 1991.
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of the institution itself. Other, external, conditions also contributed. Over these four
years, the UCN faced obstruction from the federal and the territorial governments, a lack
of funding, and a decline in public support The Yukon Division, disappointed in its plans
to embark on a higher education study, undertook, instead, a variety of activities to
establish, publicly and politically, its commitment to the Yukon and to its higher
education needs.
Rohmer^s Revised UCN Concept
Richard Rohmer became ill before the Concepts Conference and was unable to
attend. He was informed of the discussions after. He appeared to agree with the
“overview consensus” that “fresh emphasis should be given to post secondary or further
education in the north and that, as a first step, a community college or its equivalent
should be established in the Territories.”^ Though he did recognize the situation was not
the same in the two territories, Rohmer now believed the way for the UCN to be a success would be
to create a Community College of the North which will be specially responsive to
the peculiar needs of the native Indian and Eskimo in the NTWT. As to the Yukon,
a similar structure may well be appropriate, although I must confess I see the
college in the Yukon being structured differently than the college in the Northwest
Territories because of the differences in the people and the terrain.'*
Thus abandoning his original concept for the UCN, boldly outlined in the incorporation
documents, Rohmer began acting on his new beliefs and the recommendations of the
Concepts Conference.

^Hallward, Concepts Conference, 16.
'*Rohmer personal files, Richard Rohmer to Donald L. Mordell, President, Ryerson
Polytechnical Institute, 4 February, 1972, 1. Used with permission.
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In late January 1972, Rohmer, acting as the Chairman of the UCN, had “extensive discussions” with Donald Mordell, President of Toronto’s Ryerson Pol5rtechnical
Institute, about establishing a “formal link.”^ Rohmer thought the UCN might benefit
greatly from a connection with an established but innovative institution like Ryerson
because twinning the two would provide the UCN with “guidance, assistance, expertise,
and the encouraging spirit of genuine interest” Rohmer continued,
Ryerson would be the perfect . . partner because of its historical background and
orientation to the skills and needs of the people, because it is a degree granting
organization and yet is not an old school university in the traditional, rigid sense. . . .
We urgentty need an anchor in Canada South. . . . ^
Rohmer’s new vision was rejected by the Yukon Division. As a group, it continued to
believe the UCN should be established as a university. There is no evidence for the
NWT Division’s reaction. It is unlikely, however, that it was ready to consider formal
links with anyone beyond those it had constitutionally with the Yukon Division. It had
other problems.

The NWT Division’s College North Project
r

The NWT Division directors faced great difficulties because of the distances
between Inuvik, Fort Smith and Yellowknife. Some directors were also involved with
various First Nations political organisations, which limited the amount of energy they
could spare for the UCN. In addition, the general failure of the elementary and
secondary school system to graduate Native students meant that creation of a northernbased post-secondary institution was not perceived as an immediate necessity. The NWT

Ubid.
Hbid.
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directors, therefore, focused on developing a practical plan that would chart a course
towards eventually establishing a territorial community college that could later become
degree-granting.
Five of the NWT Division directors and Richard Rohmer met in mid-March 1972
in Inuvik to “set their immediate objective as a ’community college program’ involving
northerners.”^ It was a three-phase plan in which Phase I would be the “development
of a plan for the organization of a community college program,” Phase II, the
“Community College Program,” and Phase III the “University and Community College
Program.”* The directors also thought the “institution should provide academic
enrichment plus continuing education and applied research in areas not covered by other
organizations.”^ A meeting was held in early April to examine the options for funding
the research to complete Phase I. Soon after, Dick Hill wrote and submitted an
application for funding from the federal Opportunities for Youth program.^® The
application was rejected and the project languished for a year.” The division, too,
languished. Its energies were absorbed by other issues; it did not meet officially again.
In April 1973, a small group of people, some of whom had been at the Concepts

^The directors were George Erasmus, Mona Jacob, Fr. Charles Gilles, Addy Tobac and
Dick Hill. The meeting was held over the weekend of 17-19 March 1972. “University of
Canada North Moves Towards Community College,” The (Inuvik) Drum, 24 March 1972.
Also YA, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 4, Richard Rohmer to Garth Graham, 4 April 1972.
*YA, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 4, “Suggested Program for the Development of the
University of Canada North in the Northwest Territories,” n.d.
^“UCN Moves Towards Community College,” The Drum.
^°Hill personal files, Dick Hill to Robert G. Wray, Government of Canada, Edmonton,
4 April, 1972. Used with permission.
^Ubid., [“College North Report,” October 1973], 1. Used with permission.
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Conference, did receive Opportunities for Youth funding from the federal government
and took up the previously shelved College North project. They intended to complete
Phase I. It involved first hiring a co-ordinator who would outline a primary study “to
investigate the best ways of communicating the goals for a community college to the
communities and recycling the ideas.” Researchers would then be hired to carry out the
primary study and contact individuals in the communities “to collect input for the
organization plan.” The last stage involved drafting a master plan for a community
college program in the NWT.^^
There is no firm evidence about who actually undertook the first phase of the
NWT Division’s community college program. It appears that it was not, at least not
entirely, the UCN (Northwest Territories). A section of a preliminary paper, which
outlined the project’s expenditures, gave the rationale for the project but did not say
exactly who had supported it The budget documents mentioned only the individuals who
would undertake the research. The final report said that
the people who had come up with the original plan for the project did not actually
take part in it but after reviving the idea, handed it on to other interested people
who had never actually been involved with the University of Canada North.
The NWT Division initially supported these “other interested people.” The evidence
distinguishes between the UCN and the college program researchers. The final report
says the University of Canada North “originally agreed to give financial support but
shortly afterward withdrew all support because they did not feel that they would have

^^Graham personal files, [file 1] “UCN 1970-1973,” “Planned Expenditures: University
of Canada North Research Project, May 1 - Sept. 1 1973,” 2. Used with permission.
^^Hill personal files [“College North Report,” October 1973].
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enough control over how their money was being spentThe report must mean
financial support only, for the NWT Division later presented the College North final
report as evidence of its own activities and on 18 June 1973, Georges Erasmus, Chairman
of the NWT Division, sent a letter to all NWT board members asking them for their
assistance in collecting data. They were encouraged to canvass their own communities
and to contribute to the project in any way they could.^^ He also promised the report
of the project would be presented to the NWT Division Board in September. Erasmus
evidently considered the project to be a UCN one.
The GNWT Department of Education supported the project in principle but the
territorial executive did not approve the co-ordinator's application for extra funding
because it—along with DIAND and the Yukon Territorial Government—
felt that the aims of this project are premature as the possibility of a university is,
as far as the government is concerned, still some years away and that when such a
project is needed it should be carried out by the Department of Education itself.
With the OFY money, the co-ordinator, Stan Dodman, was able to hire one researcher,
two secretaries and ten field workers. The NWT Department of Education did contribute
some money specifically directed towards the project’s orientation workshop, which was
held in Yellowknife on the 4-6 July 1973.
The project was to have completed the first part of the three-phase plan, but it
was soon discovered that “it would be impossible to come up with a complete and
workable plan for a uniquely northern community college in the short time that was

2, emphasis mine.

mid.
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available [about 8-10 weeks].The plan, therefore, was modified
to gather information fi-om the people of the Northwest Territories and from people
involved in research and higher education in southern Canada and elsewhere. [The
organizers] wished to make the people of the north aware of what post-secondary
facilities are available to them at this time and also what possibilities there are for
future facilities. From them [the organizers] hoped to discover whether or not
[NWT residents] were completely satisfied with what is already available and if not,
what type of facility they feel would best serve them. From the [people] contacted
outside the north [the researchers] wanted any information that . . might be
helpful. . .
The office staff in Yellowknife co-ordinated the research and contacted southern
universities, students who had attended universities in the South and in Alaska, and
various northern organizations. The field workers visited many NWT communities, often
hitching lifts on cargo and bush planes, interviewing people about what they wanted in
the way of post-secondary education in their communities.
The interviews were completed by mid-August and the fieldworkers submitted
their findings to Dodman, the co-ordinator, soon after. He and the researcher, Elaine
Dodman, then prepared the final report*^ The report made fourteen recommendations,
divided into two broad categories, the first that a community college be established,
should a territorial plebiscite favour it, offering both college-level courses and the “first
two years of university programs” and the second, that all vocational and academic
curricula be evaluated for their cultural content and practical relevance.^ It stressed the

^nbid,, 3.
3-4.

^nbid.
^It was also recommended that an attempt be made to have school curriculum materials
written by northerners. The point was made that material produced for northern applications
in the South often demonstrated a lack of understanding and knowledge about the North.
For many of the respondents, this was inexcusable and easily corrected.
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college should emphasise programming in Native and Northern Studies and should “keep
a hbrary of the results of all research projects which are carried out in the north.
Despite the confusion surrounding the identity of the organizations responsible
for it, the College North project emphasises the fundamental difference in the
approaches to higher education taken by the two divisions. These differences—in
population composition, historical development and geographical size—partly account
for the disintegration of the NWT Division. There was simply too little to build on and
too much distance to span. Decades of relative neglect of the Native population meant
that few were in a position to need or want the kind post-secondary education the
University of Canada North appeared to offer. Non-Native students who might have
benefitted from the UCN were generally anxious to leave the remote and under-serviced
territory for their further education.^
The NWT Division faded away almost completely after the completion of the
College North project Its disintegration, however, had truly begun even before the
Concepts Conference. Meetings of the NWT directors were difficult to convene and joint
meetings with the Yukon directors were too expensive to hold regularly. Rolf Hougen
complained to Rohmer that meetings between the two divisions were almost impossible
to arrange. Rohmer replied that he thought that UCN had “come to the point where we
should recognize that there is need for a meeting of both. . . groups only once a year at

^Ubid.
2^This was certainly true in the Yukon and likely the case in the NWT where distances
between communities exacerbated feeling of isolation.
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the annual meeting.truth was that the divisions had little in common. Several
of the NWT members later attended a two-day conference in Whitehorse but, despite
the organizers’ hopes, were not able to generate the impetus needed to strengthen the
NWT Division or renew a united vision of the UCN.

The Yukon Higher Education Project
After the November 1971 Concepts Conference, the Yukon Division directors
began to work to turn their vision of the UCN into a reality. They rejected Rohmer’s
assessment that the UCN should employ the community college model, fearing their
independence and vision would be compromised by such a move.^'* In addition,
Rohmer’s new lesser vision of the UCN compelled the Yukon directors and members to
question his dedication to the project Some thought Rohmer was abandoning the UCN;
he did not appear as committed to the concept as he had before the Concepts
Conference.^ Indeed, he began to suggest that the northerners should take over all
control and direction of the UCN. It may have been that his attentions were being drawn
elsewhere. Rohmer had a highly visible and successful legal practice; he was often fuUy
occupied and may have had little extra time for the university.
Rohmer’s notions did not alter the Yukon directors’ plans. They wanted an
academy, a proper university and were prepared to invest time and energy in its creation.

^YA, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 4, Richard Rohmer to Rolf Hougen, 22 February
1972.
^^Graham personal files, [file 1] “UCN 1970-1973,” “Minutes of a meeting of the Board
of Directors, Yukon Division, University of Canada North, at Whitehorse, March first/72,”
2. Used with permission.
^Renee Alford, interview, Whitehorse, Yukon, 9 September 1993.
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At a board meeting on 1 March 1972, the directors heard that “the conference at Inuvik
had convinced many of those present they were not ready for a university at this
stage.

The Yukon members, however, supported a motion to seek funds to hire a

“qualified staff person to start putting things together in the Yukon, prepare a position
paper and get things rolling.”^ The directors approved a resolution calling “for the
appointment of a senior staff member with potential presidential qualifications to
organize and institute the functions of a University of Canada North, with duties to
commence in September, 1972.”^
Graham told Rohmer, two days after that meeting, that, while the Division was
in “a fluctuating state. . . the Yukon group is eager to make some definite beginning.”^
As part of that “definite beginning’" Renee Alford and Rolf Hougen were asked to investigate an offer the University of Saskatchewan had made at the Concepts Conference “to
assist UCANORTH planning.”^ Acting on one of the resolutions of the Inuvik AGM,
the Board agreed to inform the Department of Education of each meeting and invite an
observer from the department to attend.
Discussions about the Yukon’s UCN continued. At a meeting in early May, the
Board was assured that the “twinning” with Ryerson, despite what Rohmer had said
about a formal link, was to be an informal arrangement only. The directors again

^YA, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 4, “Minutes of the Yukon Division Meeting, 1
March 1972.”
^Ibid.
^Ibid.
^Ibid., Garth Graham to Richard Rohmer, 3 March 1972.
^Ibid.
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rejected the notion. They thought
the Yukon version of the University of Canada North should be a ’higher
educational program’ rather than a ’community college concept’ as presented by the
University of Canada North (North West Territories [^^]) in their master plan.^^
They discussed a report on the NWT Division’s “Proposed Community College
program.Goaded to action, the Yukon Board passed a resolution
that a committee be formed to establish goals of a higher educational facility for the
Yukon and to suggest programs for the development of such a facility, to enable the
committee to draft applications for funds.^
A second resolution directed Graham to “proceed at once to negotiate to have land set
aside to be designated as a site for the proposed post-secondary institution.”^ The
Yukon Native Brotherhood (YNB) reversed its earlier position, adopted about the time
of the Concepts Conference, and agreed to became more involved with the UCN project
Elijah Smith told YNB members that four of the fifteen Yukon directors were Yukon
Indians and, with more Native involvement, “there is a very good chance that the UCN
win become a real Indian school with Indian teachers and Indian students.
By the middle of May, the Yukon Division had drafted the goals of its “higher
education program.”^ Rohmer approached the Donner Canadian Foundation (DCF)

^^Graham personal files, [file 7] “Flo Whyard,” “Minutes of Directors Meeting, May 29,
1972,” 1. Used with permission.
^^This was the three-phase College North proposal.
^^Graham personal files, [file 7] “Flo Whyard,” “University of Canada North, Minutes of
Directors Meeting, Thursday, May 4, 1972,” 2. Emphasis in original. Used with permission.
Duplicate in YA, COR 0321, file 4.
^Ibid.

^Ibid.y “Goals of a higher education program for the Yukon Territory,” 18 May 1972.
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in late May with an outline of the proposal, hoping to secure funding from that source.
On 20 June, Graham submitted the Division’s Yukon Higher Education Project funding
application to the Secretary of State^^ and sent Rohmer a copy to present to the
DCF.^ The Higher Education Project was
1.

To develop a plan for the establishment of a higher education program for
Yukon.

2.

To deliver information and ideas gathered, to the Directors of University of
Canada North (Yukon).

3.

To publicize the proposed program for higher education and seek support
from industry, government, educators in the community and elsewhere, and
from Yukon citizens in general.

4.

To make an early start in the accumulation and analysis of information on the
Yukon Territory and its communities with particular emphasis on human
resources and needs. This information should be made readily available to all
Yukoners and to any interested outsiders,

5.

To provide a Northern Canadian Institution for the education of Yukoners,
other Canadians and foreigners who choose to study in a northern
environment At the present time, many students are leaving Yukon to attend
the University of Alaska.

6.

To investigate all possible funding sources from the Yukon and Canadian
Communities, industry, foundations and governments.^^

The project would also assess Yukon needs and desires for post-secondary education and
develop mechanisms to “co-ordinate the plans of the University of Canada North with
those of the Territorial Department of Education and the Federal government”^

^^Graham personal files, [file 1] “UCN 1970-1973,” Garth Graham to Hon., G. Pelletier,
Secretary of State, 20 June 1972 and attachments. Used with permission.
^The Donner Canadian Foundation subsequently turned down the application.
^^Graham personal files, [file 1] “UCN 1970-1973,” Garth Graham to Hon. G. Pelletier,
Secretary of State, 20 June 1972 and attachments. Used with permission.
^Ibid.
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Expectations were high that the division would receive money from one or the other
source. The Secretary of State acknowledged the application on 12 July.*^^ On 25 July,
the Co-ordinator of the Citizenship Secretariat also acknowledged its receipt of the
application.^^
The business of the Division was next attended to in mid-October 1972, after a
summer hiatus. Discussion first centred around the constitutional requirement for an
annual meeting and election of officers to fill vacant positions."*^ The directors then
turned to local matters. Wishing to begin research on courses the university could indeed
offer, one committee was created to investigate the possibility of presenting teaching
assistant training courses. Another was created to inquire into the use of video tape as
an instructional tool.
At some point in the fall, Graham was advised, unofficially, that the Secretary of
State had refused the Yukon Division’s funding request'*^. The directors were extremely
disappointed. For a few, it marked the end of their association with the UCN. The failure
to secure funding left some questioning the government’s actions and motives and cynical
about the chances for a small group of private individuals to introduce a new institution
to the North when government was against it. Others simply began looking for other

^^YA, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 5, Pierre Emond, Executive Assistant, Secretary of
State to Garth Graham, 12 July 1972.
Ilona Vaijassy, Co-ordinator, Citizenship Secretariat to Garth Graham, 25 July
1972.
‘*^This by-laws problem would surface again and again over the life of the Yukon Division.
'^'’YA, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 5, Garth Graham to Richard Rohmer, n.d.
(Probably before 6 December, 1972.) He was not informed officially until after 22 January
1973 (Ibid., Jocelyn Nadon Maitre, Citizenship Secretariat to Garth Graham, 22 January
1973).
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ways to get the UCN off the ground.
Other Directions for the Yukon Division
In early November, Richard Rohmer was, somewhat surprisingly perhaps in light
of previous occurrences, awarded the NWT Commissioners Award for public service to
the NWT in 1972. Commissioner Stuart M. Hodgson, apparently no longer offended by
the secretive way the UCN had been organized nor fearful that its founding would
jeopardize northern relations with southern universities, told a Canadian Club lunch in
Toronto:
Mr. Rohmer has made, in my opinion, a great contribution in focusing attention of
Southern people on the North with first the concept of the Mid-Canada Corridor,
then Mid-Canada Development and from there to the University of the North.^^
V

The recognition and the award did not improve the fortunes of the UCN in either
territory. Holding an annual general meeting continued to be the most important task:
failure to hold an AGM could result in the revocation of the UCN federal charter. No
plans were made, however, for the 1972 annual meeting. There seemed to be nothing to
meet about and there was no money.
In December, Rohmer informed Graham that the Concepts Conference
proceedings had finally been published. He took the opportunity to voice again his
opinion that the goal of a northern university was unlikely to gain enough support to
succeed:
if [the proceedings’] findings are correct I think we should change the name of our
organization to The Community College of the North and then press the Territorial
Governments and the Federal Government to give us support Without their

^^“Rohmer Wins NWT Public Service Award,” The Drum [Inuvik, NWT], 4 January 1973.
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investment I don’t think we are going to be able to do very much.^
Rohmer’s opinion was discussed again when the Yukon Division held its regular board
meeting on 13 December. Despite the potential benefits of a name and focus change, the
Yukon board again agreed that “it is wrong to change the name from UCN to
Community College, that UCN will work eventually and the nucleus should keep going
forward finding ways to accomplish something locally.”'*'^ The remainder of the
December meeting was devoted to planning a Native teacher training program. The 1970
Levirs Report on Education in the Yukon had pointed to the need. The directors
debated whether the Division could put together a program outline to present to YTG,
the Yukon Teachers Association, the Yukon Native Brotherhood, and the Yukon
Association of Non-Status Indians. The question was not resolved and the Teacher
Training Committee was asked to obtain further program information from universities
in Alaska, Manitoba and Saskatchewan and report back to the directors.
Local conditions began making the work of the UCN more difficult The political
and social climate in the Yukon was becoming more turbulent The YNB was preparing
its land claim statement and popular sentiment was, for the most part, negative. The
climate influenced one director to resign in frustration. In her resignation letter to
Rohmer, Flo Whyard wrote that “there has been nothing ve^ encouraging for UCN
directors, either [in the NWT] or on the Yukon side.”"'* She explained why she thought

^^YA, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 5, Richard Rohmer to Garth Graham, 6 December
1972.
‘‘^Graham personal files, [file 7] “Flo Whyard,” “Minutes of Yukon Board of Directors,
Wednesday, December 13, 1972,” 2. Used with permission.

^Ibid., Flo Whyard to Richard Rohmer, 26 January, 1973. Used with permission.
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UCN was having problems:
The present unhappy situation between YNB and YANSI and the basic problem
of land claim settlement certainly overshadows any other interests for our native
people this year and we seem to be at the bottom of the totem pole regarding any
encouragement from the Secretary of State’s office for our UCN proposal of a
Yukon study/^
Garth Graham, one of the directors most keen on an academy-type UCN, also
recognized that things were not going to proceed quickly. In a letter to Michael P. J.
Kennedy^ he outlined the UCN’s most important problem and its potential solution:
Since the Inuvik conference the activities of the University have become more
localized. The Yukon and the NWT are each pursuing their own paths and neither
is receiving much sympathy firom the federal government—sympathy meaning
money. For the immediate future it is not going to be a question of type of
institution. If activities under the heading of UCN do continue they will be in the
form of a series of separate experimental projects that can be operated using local
resources.^^
Maybe it was unrealistic of Graham to expect assistance from the federal government.
The federal government had essentially, though unofficially, formulated its position with
regard to the UCN in September 1971. It did not want the UCN to be the sole provider
of post-secondary education in the territories and, judging from the difficulty Graham was
having securing funding in 1972 and 1973, it had obviously not changed its mind.
Rohmer wrote to Graham in mid-March 1973, enunciating, in his letter, two of
the difficulties facing the Yukon Division. The first was the continuing failure to hold the
required annual meetings. Without them the federal government might revoke the

^nbid.
5°Kennedy was a PhD in Canadian Literature who had applied for a teaching position at
the University in September 1972. He was therefore interested in the progress of the UCN.
^^YA, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 5, Garth Graham to P.J. Kennedy, n.d. The material
in the file is arranged in roughly chronological order, which implies this letter dates from
January or February 1973.
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institution’s charter. It was vital that UCN retain its letters patent, for they supposedly
represented the power to grant degrees.Rohmer insisted that “we should in no way
give up our powers under the charter and should do all things necessary to maintain the
charter in being.The second problem was funding. His initial conviction had been
that the various governments should not be permitted any opportunity to wrest control
of the UCN from its founders (i.e., by dictating the disposition of government funds).
Since the Concepts Conference, however, Rohmer had advocated a government-funded
community college:
the principal point is that neither the Yukon nor the NWT side is going to achieve
any success whatsoever unless the Federal Government is prepared to participate
in and support financially its endeavours. This is no more than any Province does
for any university within its confines. Without this support there can be no progress.
Unfortunately, the decision is not made by Commissioner Smith or anyone in the
Territories, but rather by Indian and Affairs and Northern Development in Ottawa
which is a group somewhere back in the stone age and about as far removed from
an understanding of the cultural growth of the Territories as the rest of this planet
is from Mars.
While I have the greatest admiration for [Commissioner] Jim Smith and I do
understand that “in law” the Territorial Government is responsible for “education”,
the decision to support the University or not will be made in Ottawa.
Therefore, if you are preparing a program or course of action, I suggest,
respectfully, that you make arrangements to attend upon the Minister. If you can
arrange to have an appointment with him it will be a miracle.^
The struggle to find funding was proving a major obstacle to the, now more
modest, aims of the UCN. The Yukon directors approached several funding agencies and
rethought the programs the UCN might offer and reluctantly conceded that the goal of

^^In Canada, universities must have their programs accredited before they can grant
degrees. In fact, the letters patent did not automatically bestow the power to confer degrees.
^^Graham personal files, [file 1] “UCN 1970-1973,” Richard Rohmer to Garth Graham,
16 March 1973. Used with permission.
^*Ibid.
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establishing a University was not going to be possible in either territory. The Yukon
Division decided to “aim [its] sights. . . at something specific,thinking support would
be more forthcoming for programs with immediate and short-term benefits. The
“specific” projects were the Teacher Training Program and “the establishment of a
summer school in 1974.” The summer school would hold “two credit courses in
Whitehorse. . . and one northern orientation course that would be an initial step in the
establishment of a university program.”^
The December 1972 creation of the Teacher Training Committee and the April
1973 resolution marks the crucial shift in the Yukon directors’ understanding of what
would be possible. From this point on, the UCN (Yukon) altered its goals several times
to protect the letters patent and to find way of offering post-secondary education in the
Yukon.
The Yukon Division was also not blind to the other contributions it could make.
In the spring of 1973 it prepared and submitted a brief on the YTG’s proposed changes
to the School Ordinance. The government intended, among other changes, to include
three new paragraphs under Section 117 (2) that effectively gave the commissioner
power to make regulations concerning post-secondary education. The UCN (Yukon)
directors objected to a matter as serious as post-secondary education being regulated in
this fashion. Submitting the brief brought the directors and the Department of Education
into greater contact with each other. The relationship was not entirely amicable but it

[file 2] “UCN July 21, 1970 to Oct. 11, 1973,” “A Brief Submitted to Mrs. Hilda
Watson, &ecutive Committee Member, Yukon Department of Education, On PostSecondary Education in the Yukon, In Response to the Policy Paper on Education, March,
1973, Prepared by the University of Canada North (Yukon).” Used with permission.
^Hbid.
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was a beginning. One director, Renee Alford, said in a recent interview that she thought
the government was too concerned with consolidating its control of the territory to be
willing to have Yukon post-secondary education in the hands of a private group.^^ That
private group, however, felt it was addressing an important need and felt the Yukon
government was obstructing their endeavours.^

A New Yukon Division Directorship
At the June 1973 Yukon Division directors’ meeting, two new members of UCN,
Tony Penikett and Roy Obomsawin, were nominated for the position of Yukon Division
Chair. Rolf Hougen, one of the original applicants and the first divisional chair, refused
nomination. It was yet another sign of the new orientation the Yukon Division was
adopting. The funding difficulties had shown the Directors that a traditional-style
university was not going to be immediately possible. The changing Yukon directorship
reflected that: those people who had supported the UCN idea primarily for its obvious
economic benefits now realized the process was going to take too long. Their efforts
would likely be spent more usefully on other, more feasible, projects. Only one of the
1973 Yukon Division Executive—Garth Graham—had been among the original
applicants. Two or three of the Board members had been among the original group but,
on the whole, a new group was leading the UCN in the Yukon. The new members were
of a more socially hberal bent and saw the UCN, not as a collection of classrooms and

^^Renee Alford, interview, Whitehorse, Yukon, 9 September 1993.
^*This sentiment surfaces in all the interviews the author has had with UCN (Yukon)
directors and executive. All clearly believe they could have been successful if it hadn’t been
for what appeared to be government obstruction of all their efforts.
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faculty,^’ but as an umbrella for short-term, locally-supported programs. They thought
the UCN could bring higher education to the people of the Yukon. For many of them,
a building, and its operation and maintenance, would only serve to divert energy and
attention from the programs and courses they wanted to offer. They wanted students
taking courses; they did not want to waste their energy debating maintenance details.^
To begin the work of the UCN, committees were struck to examine the possibility
of educational television or a “university of the air,” and to look into offering a summer
course in Resource Managements^ Another committee was formed to investigate ways
to increase UGN membership and membership involvement At a subsequent meeting,
on 4 July, Tony Penikett was elected divisional chair and Ned Henry, a Native member
of UCN, the Vice-Chair, which effectively signalled the takeover of the UCN (Yukon
Division) by a younger, less “establishment” group. While the new executive was determined to make something of the UCN, the old problems of meetings and money would
continue to hamper their efforts.
The Yukon Division was busy during the summer of 1973. The Yukon Archives
opened, and the UCN Yukon Division decided, in July, to place its corporate records on
deposit The Division’s Education Committee continued planning the 1974 summer
school program. It intended to offer two education courses, “Teaching English as a
Second Language” and “Principles and Practices of Teaching in Indian and Northern

^niiis view is occasionally referred to as an “edifice complex.”
^John Hoyt, interview, Whitehorse, Yukon, 17 June 1993.
^^YA, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 5, “Minutes of a Board Meeting of the Yukon
Division of the UCN,” 11 June 1973 and YA, UCN Records, COR 322, file 9, “University
of Canada North Action Conference and General Annual Meeting,” 6-7 October 1973.
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Communities,” and two anthropology courses, “Ethnohistory and History of the People
of the Yukon,” and “Contemporary Native People of the Yukon,” in cooperation with
the University of Saskatchewan. At the 4 July meeting, the new Resource Management
Committee was asked to look into offering a fifth course—a six-week experimental noncredit course in resource management—particularly for First Nations people.®^ Needing
someone with a background in Native cultures, the Yukon Division invited Julie
Cruikshank, an anthropology graduate student, to join the committee.^ She did and by
November had prepared a comprehensive case for the Resources Management course.
Cruikshank believed the UCN offered a unique opportunity to bring advanced
education to all the people of the Yukon.^ Her own wish for the Resource
Management training program was to integrate Native and non-Native knowledge and
present it in a way that would benefit all the students. She visualized the course as
a learning process in both bush setting and classroom which would introduce
students to traditional native knowledge in concert with academic and professional
expertise. The aim would be to create a dialogue among older Indian people who
have generations of expertise, academics with a different kind of experience, and
local professionals involved in the day to day problems of resource management
With such a resource group, students of all ages could be introduced to concepts
and questions underlying resource managements^
The directors were very excited about the plans and were eager to begin offering courses.
s^Graham personal files, [file 1] “UCN 1970-1973,” “Minutes of a Board Meeting of the
Yukon Division of the University of Canada North held at the Whitehorse Library on
Wednesday, July 4th, 1973 at 8:00 p.m.” Used with permission.
s^The motion to invite Ms. Cruikshank was made at the 15 August 1973 meeting. Graham
personal files, [file 1] “UCN 1970-1973,” “Minutes of University of Canada Board of
Directors, Wednesday, August 15, 1973.” Used with permission.
^Julie Cruikshank, personal communication, June 1993; also interview, 5 July 1993,
Whitehorse, Yukon.
^^Graham personal files, [file 8] “[Parnell file] UCN Resource Man. Training,” “Progress
Report: Resource Management Training,” 1-2. Used with permission.
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This was what they had hoped to do since they signed the incorporation application. It
seemed that The University of Canada North, whose buildings were obviously still in the
future, was, nevertheless, about to become a reality.
The other Yukon Division committees had also made some heartening progress:
The Member Involvement Committee recommended the two Divisions hold a joint
“action” meeting and annual general meeting to encourage interdivisional activity. A
Steering Committee was formed to organise the meeting, which it chose to call the
“Action” Conference, to be held in Whitehorse in October.
The Action Conference and Beyond
The Action Conference and Annual General Meeting was held in WTiitehorse on
Thanksgiving Weekend, 6-7 October 1973. Those present were primarily Yukon Division
directors and members. Only one NWT director, Addy Tobac, and four members were
able to come: COPE had generously sponsored the five NWT delegates. The meeting
began in the morning on Saturday, 6 October. The Yukon Division presented a summary
of its work towards offering the various summer courses. An NWT delegate outlined the
College North project Discussion then centred about the communications each Division
had been establishing with their respective Departments of Education.^ The Yukon
Division committees working on the summer courses reported their progress. Renee
Alford, chair of the Education Committee, previously the Teacher Training Committee,
presented the rationale for its courses:
(Yukon-based education courses) would place Indian people in key positions in the

^Graham personal files, [file 1] “UCN 1970-1973,” “UCN Action Conference and
General Annual Meeting,” 3. Used with permission.
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system and give them an important status. They would draw on, and consequently
stimulate, the resources of Indian culture. They would facilitate a “rapprochement”
of Indians and Whites and work toward social integration (bilaterally, not
unilaterally). Finally, they would provide another pole, or authority, in the field of
Education, besides the Territorial Department of Education, and stimulate general
development^”^
She then outlined the plans for the 1974 Summer School. The meeting was then
adjourned for the day.
The Action Conference continued on the following day. Addy Tobac read the
College North report submitted by the NWT chair, Georges Erasmus. Discussion
followed but neither its substance nor the delegates’ reactions was recorded in the
minutes. After lunch the Board met in closed session. The minutes show that the
divisions intended to renew their efforts and continue the work of the UCN. The UCN’s
bank account in Fort Smith was reserved for funds that, with approval of both boards,
could be spent on joint projects. Resolutions were made to set up a constitution and bylaw committee and to improve contact between the two divisions. Richard Rohmer had
written a letter that was read at the meeting. He asked that
either the Chairman of the Yukon Division or the Chairman of the N.W.T. Division
become the President of the University and that his counterpart become the VicePresident till the next annual general meeting.
In this way I can be moved out of the executive capacity and the
administration of the affairs of the University be placed in the hands of you people
in the north fully and effectively.
... If you people wish me to stay on the board I would be pleased to do so
and of course to help in any way possible, but I think the time has come for me to
move to the side.^
Rohmer was not permitted to resign; he was acclaimed Chairman of the UCN for
another year. The secretaries of the UCN, the Yukon and the NWT divisions were
7.
^Ibid., 15.
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optimistically asked to establish better contacts with each other to improve liaisons
between the divisions.
In spite of the confident tone of the Action conference, most delegates thought
that without people willing to devote themselves to the full-time promotion of the UCN,
little would be accomplished. The organisation simply did not have the resources to
launch the university. The best that could be done in the Yukon was to approach the
problem of higher education in a piecemeal fashion, providing short but useful continuing
education courses. By late 1973, despite all the talk and all the effort, the Yukon Division
had not yet offered a single course. The NWT Division hoped that the College North
report would goad the GNWT into action, for UCN could not possibly mobilise the
resources to establish a multi-campus community college there. The fact was that neither
government was particularly interested although both were beginning to adopt a new
approach to education to improve the system created earlier by the federal
government^ Thus the improvement of primary and secondary education was still a
priority in the Yukon and at the top of the list in the Northwest Territories.
John Hoyt of Whitehorse, a UCN member involved with the Yukon Native
Brotherhood, was elected Treasurer of UCN at the Action Conference. Father Charles
GiUes of Fort Smith had held that position since the Concepts Conference. Hoyt’s
election shifted control of the UCN Executive westward to Whitehorse and Inuvik where

®^The 1972 GNWT Department of Education policy on education stated that “the
purpose of education is to provide for all people the opportunity for maximum development
of their aptitudes, skills, and competencies along with an understanding and appreciation of
the sum total of human experience.” This was a radical departure from the Department of
Indian Affairs and Northern Development’s policy. Department of Education, “Survey of
Education,” 1972, quoted in Johns, “History of Administration of Schools, N.W.T,” 43.
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Dick Hill was still the Secretary.^® This shift is not at all surprising for the UCN had
effectively ceased in the NWT despite the re-election of the incumbent NWT Directors
at the Action Conference.^* The reality was that there was little money and perhaps less
hope.^ The Yukon Division seemed to have a greater chance at succeeding, though
success at this point would be measured in programming of any sort and not necessarily
in terms of buildings and faculty. Local financial support continued in a rather desultory
fashion: several Yukon companies and the City of Whitehorse had donated small sums
to support the Action Conference.
The Yukon Division continued to work towards offering the summer courses. It
invited Dr. Andre Renaud and a colleague, Dr. Nathan Kroman, to come to Whitehorse
to assess the UCN situation. Both prepared short reports after their visit that
recommended that the UCN increase its public relations because Dr. Renaud found that
“the residents of Whitehorse are rather in the dark as to the nature and purposes of
UCANORTH.”^^ He suggested they also concentrate on offering specific credit courses,
general interest non-credit courses and other public educational activities, and specific
programs for isolated communities. He recommended that the directors consider hiring
a full-time staff person, “someone sensitive and excited by the project, [and] familiar with
^®Hill had been re-elected, in absentia, at the Action Conference.
^*The election of the NWT Directors was primarily a fiction necessary to conform to
federal legislation regarding corporations.
^^This may not be entirely true, as there are few records for the NWT Division.
Conversations with some of those involved, however, support this statement. The social and
political situation in the NWT operated to reduce the issue of post-secondary education to
one of relatively minor importance.
Andre Renaud, “Conclusions, Recommendations, and Suggestions for the Development
of the University of Canada North in the Yukon Territory” (unpublished paper prepared for
the University of Canada North, Yukon, January 1974), 7.
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university operations, particularly extension work.”'^'* Dr. Kroman’s recommendations
were similar though a bit vaguer:
U.C.N. should begin with an initial priority for learning rather than schooling and
to do this should capitalize on the tremendous variability of human resources in the
Yukon. In this concept, U.C.N. is not a school but rather an organization devoted
to the promulgation of learning through whatever means it can find. . . . The
function of the U.C.N. becomes that of a human services and human growth
brokerage or middleman assuming the responsibility of bringing together those with
learning needs and learning resources.^^
Kroman also recommended that the UCN hire an professional to open and run a UCN
office. This, he thought, would “project an image that U.C.N. is here and here to
stay.”^^ The Yukon directors were very excited by the two reports and completed a
second application for funding from the Secretary of State for the higher education plan
and the summer courses.
In mid-January 1974, the Whitehorse Star reported that UCN would be offering
four college courses that summer.^ The announcement was a bit premature as the
Secretary of State, Citizenship Branch subsequently denied the Yukon Division’s request
for the funding for the Resource Management Training Course,^* The Assistant Deputy

^*Ibid.
Kroman, “Thoughts on University of Canada North” (unpublished paper prepared
for the University of Canada North, Yukon, February 1974), 12.
'’Hbid., 14.
^'^“Four College Courses Offered for Summer in Whitehorse,” Whitehorse Star, 14 January
1974.
^*The application was submitted in February 1974. A copy of a memo from the Native
Citizens Program, sent to John Hoyt in July 1974, stated the NCP was “fairly impressed with
the proposal” and “prepared to put $5000 from the Development Fund into this project.”
This offer was apparently stymied by another department. Graham personal files, [file 3]
“UCN 1974-,” Tony Mandamin, Native Citizens Program to Lynn Foster, Field
Representative, 5 July 1974. Used with permission.
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Minister of DIAND informed Tony Penikett that, in contradiction to what the division
had been led to believe,“it would be most unusual for this department to provide
funds directly to assist a private organization to enter the education field.”*® As a result,
the courses were cancelled.
The federal and territorial governments seemed determined to block any attempt
by the Yukon Division to offer courses and to force it to work with the territorial
government by denying funding. In a letter to John Hoyt, Max Beck, Pacific Regional
Director, Department of the Secretary of State, said that
we have now received a response from the Government of the Yukon to our
request for their thoughts on your proposal for developing a University of Canada
North. . . .
They feel, and we agree, that it is the responsibility of the jurisdiction in
which the institution is to function to determine the need for such an institution if
it is to be supported with public funds. Under these circumstances, we feel that to
fund a private group to do essentially the same task as the territorial government
has assumed, would be inappropriate. For this reason, I regret to inform you that
your request for a grant has been rejected. We hope you will be able to work with
the government in this valuable endeavour.*^
In addition to the frustrations caused by the funding difficulties, the old problem
of annual meetings returned to threaten the Yukon Division’s plans. It was, under the
UCN’s by-laws, unconstitutional for the Yukon Division to operate independently of the

^^A, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 11, John Hoyt to B. Ostreys, 6 February 1974. Hoyt
wrote
. .you might be interested in an example of the tactics employed by DIAND to
frustrate northerners who exhibit initiative. In October Digby [Hunt] met with us and agreed
in principle to support this particular project.”
A. D. Hunt, ADM, DIAND to Tony Penikett, 18 January 1974. One might wonder
at Hunt’s comments, for there is a long tradition of private colleges in Canadian higher
education, though perhaps they are funded under some kind of special arrangement with the
provincial governments, not the federal.
Max Beck, Regional Director, Pacific Region, Department of the Secretary of
State to John Hoyt, Director Yukon Division, 2 August 1974.
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NWT division. A legal opinion on the issue had been sought in early 1973, but the
consulting lawyer upheld the by-laws.*^

a critical issue, for if the UCN could not

maintain its corporate identity, the Yukon Division might well come to an end. Rohmer
thought that there might be a way to avoid having Annual General Meetings of the two
Division by using a system of proxies. He said in a later interview that the filings were
maintained until 1983, so whatever arrangement were made must have been adequate.^
In 1973 the Yukon Native Brotherhood published Together Today For Our
Children Tomorrow. This document presented the Brotherhood’s platform for a
comprehensive land claim. Public reaction was generally negative, primarily because the
non-Native community feared that its private real estate holdings might be threatened
or expropriated by a Yukon Indian land claim. In the spring of 1973, several
representatives of Yukon Indian groups approached the Yukon Division about the
possibility of conducting a public information session on the Land Claims. Discussions
on content and approach continued for almost a year. In mid-1974 the Yukon Division
established a Seminars and Forums Committee to offer, not one, but a series of public
seminars on the land claim. While the organising proceeded, the Division continued its
efforts to convince the territorial government of the need for university-level post
secondary education. There was indeed such a need; the vocational school in Whitehorse
offered such courses as pre-employment trades training, heavy-equipment operation and
academic upgrading but no university-level courses.
The reluctance of the Yukon government to establish university-level courses or

*2Reported in ibid.y “Minutes of UCN Special Director’s Meeting,” 27 August 1974.
*^Richard Rohmer, interview, Toronto, Ontario, 12 December 1991. Rohmer was not
certain what those arrangements were. None of the other directors are sure either.
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to fund the UCN to do so left the Division in a position of stale-mate. John Hoyt became
disillusioned and resigned as UCN Treasurer in January 1975. In his resignation letter
to Tony Penikett he said that
it has become increasingly apparent to me over the past two years that unless UCN
Yukon Division is able to create a strong base of public support, its future will
depend entirely upon the acceptance of its goals and objectives by the Territorial
Government*^
He said the same thing to Rohmer, who replied that he agreed and that
not only should there
attempt and not by
government to fund
governments fund the

be a re-organization, but as well, there should be a major
me, but by the people of the North to get the federal
The University of Canada North, just as the provincial
Universities within their respective jurisdictions.*^

The situation did not change greatly in the latter part of 1975. The Yukon
Division was able to take advantage of a visit by Lloyd Barber, Indian Land Claims
Commissioner for Canada, to present a single land claims information session in midFebruary. It was to have been the first in a series but political exigencies prevented the
CYl from supporting the UCN in running further sessions.*^ In late May, Graham spoke
about the UCN and northern education to a group of students from Seneca College,
King City, Ontario. Otherwise there was no activity. The Whitehorse Star reported on 3
September that “University of Canada North Not Open.” “The problem,” Graham was
quoted as saying,
is the same as with daycare or sewer and water lines—money. So untO some money
can be found somewhere—from private foundations or government—the University

*^YA, Hoyt Collection, MSS 225, file 13, John Hoyt to Tony Penikett, 8 January 1975.
*^Rohmer personal files, Richard Rohmer to John Hoyt, 4 February 1975. Used with
permission. Copy also in YA, UCN Records, COR 321, file 11.
*^raham personal files, [file 5] “YNB-UCN 1975-I-,” Elijah Smith to Garth Graham,
24 March 1975. Used with permission.
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of Canada North will remain just a concept. The UCN’s continuation depends on
the degree of interest by Yukon Indians, and the degree to which the YTG is
prepared to help with any schemes.*^
Dick Hill sent Rohmer a copy of the article a week after it had appeared and told him
that “there is little activity on the NWT side but I am optimistic that we can still move
on it sometime.”** As it turned out, Hill was being overly optimistic, certainly for the
Northwest Territories Division, and only slightly less so for the Yukon Division.

*^ax Fraser, “University of Canada North Not Open” Whitehorse Star, 3 September
1975.
**Hill personal files, Dick Hill to Richard Rohmer, 11 September 1975. Used with
permission.

CHAPTER 7
DIVERSIFICATION AND DISSIPATION: 1976-1985

Lacking money, substantial public support and a concrete plan of action, the Yukon
Division of the UCN, the survivor of the grandiose scheme for a cultural, intellectual and
educational centre for the North, continued to cast about for projects that would sustain
and advance its vision. The disappointment of the forced cancellation of the 1974
summer courses and the lack of activity in 1975 continued to weigh heavily on the
directors of the UCN Yukon Division. Many of them withdrew from the organisation,
leaving only a handful to pursue the increasingly elusive university idea. The work of the
UCN faltered. In the years from early 1976 to 1985, the UCN first diversified its
operations, hoping to find a niche it could occupy successfully. As other territorial social
organisations were established, which were able to meet some of the more important
needs the UCN had been founded to address, the UCN began to dissipate as the people
who had supported it turned their attention to other issues.
What little activity there was in the Yukon Division in 1976 involved pursuing the
idea of presenting the information series on the Yukon Indian Land Claim. This was
primarily because the UCN was not operating in a vacuum. Life continued. In 1976, the
Northwest Territories Legislative Assembly gained its first First Nations majority; the
Council for Yukon Indians reached a tentative settlement of the Yukon land claim but
its membership later rejected it; the Dene Nation filed its statement of claim with the
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federal government, announcing its intention to pursue land claims; the Mackenzie Valley
Pipeline Inquiry hearings (Berger Inquiry) ended in May. In addition, social relations
were strained as the Yukon economy deteriorated. During the summer, the United
Steelworkers of America locals at Cassiar, British Columbia, and Faro and Clinton
Creek, Yukon Territory struck when a negotiated wage increase was rolled back by
federal wage-and-price-control legislation. As the strike continued and the national
economic situation worsened, people began to spend less, Yukon power rates were
increased and a general miasma of worry pervaded the territory. It was difficult to keep
the desire for post-secondary education firmly in mind.

Diversification
Discussing a Land Claims Forum, 1976
Following the cancellation of the summer courses and the modest success of the
February 1975 land claim seminar, there was little activity in the Yukon Division. Many
of its directors resigned, leaving the UCN in the hands of two committed individuals.
Garth Graham and Ted Parnell. Parnell had apparently become involved with the UCN
early in 1976. He had been active with the Alberta Human Rights and Civil Liberties
Association and had come to Whitehorse to conduct a workshop. Soon after, he decided
to move to the territory.^ His interest in Native issues led him to investigate the
possibility of the UCN acting as an “organizing and sponsoring agency” for the land

^John Hoyt, interview, Whitehorse, Yukon, 17 June 1993. Parnell is not listed as a UCN
Yukon Director in March 1975 and his UCN files, located in Graham’s collection, date from
early May, 1976.
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claims information sessions.^ His negotiations were lengthy and trying. CYI and the YTG
were both deeply concerned that the information sessions might be construed as public
negotiation of the claim. They felt that “the forum should be viewed as an addition to
and not as a replacement for information or consultation processes carried out by CYI
or other negotiators.”^
Both Graham and Parnell worked on getting permission and co-operation for the
series. Nothing was accomplished over the summer. Graham met with Paul Birkel, Chair
of the Council for Yukon Indians, in early October to discuss the matter. A letter
summarising the substance of their conversation was presented to the CYI Board on 15
October. The Board decided it was “not ready to participate in a land claims information
series.”^ The earliest the CYI was willing to consider for such a project was late
February or early March 1977. On 30 November, Graham chaired a meeting of the
various agencies interested in the information series to begin detailed planning so a
funding application could be prepared. Graham had obtained verbal support from
officials in the office of the Secretary of State and was confident the application would
be approved.^ Graham prepared the documents and submitted them early in February
1977.

Graham personal files, [file 5] “YNB-UCN 1975-I-,” Ted Parnell to Willie Joe, 9 July
1976. Used with permission.
Hbid., Yukon Native Brotherhood to UCN, 2 August 1976. Used with permission.
*Ibid., [file 11] “Land Claims Info Forum,” Paul Birkel to Garth Graham, 5 November
1976. Used with permission.
Hbid., Garth Graham to Agencies With an Interest in a Land Claims Public Information
Series, 17 November 1976. Used with permission.
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Ted Parnell and the UCN Research Division
In 1977, northern development offered the Yukon Division a second direction.
In May 1976, a consortium of companies, Foothills Pipe Lines Limited, Alberta Gas
Trunk Line Company, Westcoast Transmission Company and Northwest Pipeline
Corporation, had agreed to “sponsor a pipeline system to transport Alaskan gas to
American markets via an overland route across Canada.”^ The consortium filed its
application with the National Energy Board and DIAND on 31 August 1976. A revised
project application was subsequently filed on 28 February 1977. The application led to
the appointment, on 19 April, of the Alaska Highway Pipeline Inquiry, chaired by Ken
Lysyk, to investigate the potential effects of the project The Inquiry panel was asked to
submit its report to the Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development on 1
August 1911P
Shortly after the appointment of the Lysyk Inquiry, the UCN Yukon Division
acquired a Research Committee, later the Research Division.® Graham said in a later
interview that Ted Parnell created the Research Division singlehandedly. Parnell had
simply announced to Graham that he wanted to use the University of Canada North as
an umbrella for pipeline impact research. “I said fine,” Graham related in an interview.
Despite the lack of activity in the division,

^Kenneth M. Lysyk, Edith E. Bohmer and Willard L Phelps, Alaska Highway Pipeline
Inquiry (Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada, 1977), 22.
'^Ibid., 22, 155.
®It was not formally established by the Yukon Division directors. First evidence for the
research division is a cheque, drawn on a new account, for office rent, dated 2 May 1977.
The cheques written to 16 May 1977 showed the payer being the “UCN Research
Committee,” after that it is the “UCN Research Division.” Graham personal files, [file 25]
“UCN Research Committee Finances 1977,” cancelled cheques. Used with permission.
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I kept the board together for him as a reference and he went out saying I’m UCN.
And I let him do it I got a big kick out of that as all of a sudden there was a vast
public presence; everybody knew about the UCN. That gave him enormous
credibility and it was free! We just gave it to him and it had an impact He raised
funds in the name of UCN, in a separate account and did social science research
for impact assessment for the Lysyk Inquiry. It was great fun!^
The Research Division’s first contract, signed the same day the research dmsion rented
an office, was with the Council for Yukon Indians “to conduct research relating to the
Alaska Highway Pipeline Application.The Research Division agreed to provide three
case studies of effects of earlier Yukon and Alaska construction projects: the Alaska
Highway, the Anvil Mine at Faro, and the Alyeska Pipeline in Alaska.“
By late May there were seven research associates involved in the project, working
on the three, separate but related, pipeline impact studies. Other opportunities presented
themselves. Parnell and Graham attended two meetings “under the chairmanship of the
Territorial government Economic Research and Planning Unit, to develop a capacity to
co-ordinate research efforts in Yukon.”^^ Parnell had been named the chair of a
subcommittee that was to recommend a structure for research coordination.
At a UCN board meeting on 25 May, the issue of the Division’s legal status once
again became a concern “under the circumstances of funded projects and the existence
^Garth Graham, interview, Guelph, Ontario, 23 December 1991.
^^Graham personal files, [file 5] “YNB-UCN 1975+,” “Letter of Agreement Between
Council for Yukon Indians and University of Canada North (Yukon),” 2 May 1977. Used
with permission.
^^They were published as The University of Canada North (Yukon), Research Division,
Yukon Case Studies: Alaska Highway and Ross River (Whitehorse: The University of Canada
North (Yukon), Research Division, 1977) and The University of Canada North (Yukon),
Research Division, The Trans-Alaska Oil Pipeline: Selected Socio-Economic Impacts (The
University of Canada North (Yukon), Research Division, 1977).
i^Graham personal files, [file 5] “YNB-UCN 1975-f,” “Minutes of UCN (Yukon) Board
Meeting, 25 May, 1977.” Used with permission.
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of contracts with other agencies.”*^ Graham agreed to ask the Yukon’s senator, Paul
Lucier to help clarify the situation. The directors agreed to work on rebuilding the board
to the fifteen members required by the UCN constitution. (Four of current eight
directors were at the meeting.)
In late June the Research Co-ordinating Committee was formed to work with the
territorial government’s Research and Planning Unit to establish a council to co-ordinate
groups engaged in pipeline impact research.^** Discussions proceeded on the matter. The
parties eventually agreed to an arrangement where the Council would operate as an
autonomous division of the University of Canada North. Graham wrote to the Donner
Canadian Foundation to see if it would be willing to assist the project. Graham
envisioned that the Council would serve the territory’s need for an “academic presence”
and would likely become government-funded. He hoped the DCF would assist the
Council initially so it could have “an experimental period of operation in which the
Territory and the community could evaluate the process without direct involvement”^^
The president of the foundation wrote back asking for more details but there is no
indication that the matter was pursued beyond that^^ In September “a contract was
signed between the Economic Research and Planning Unit [YTG] and UCN for the
Research Division to develop a detailed proposal ^for a Yukon Research Co-ordinating

^*^YA, PAM 1977-128, “Minutes of the Research Coordinating Committee,” 29 June 1977.
There had been two previous meetings on the subject in February and May.
^^Graham personal files, [file 11] “Land Claims Info Forum,” Garth Graham to Donald
S. Richerd [sic], 25 July 1977. Used with permission.

^Hbid., [file 12] “Centre for Yukon Studies,” Donald S. Rickerd to Garth Graham, 3
August 1977 and 9 August 1977. Used with permission.
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Council.Parnell worked on the proposal over the winter.
The Research Division also attempted another project In its report, the Lysyk
Inquiry had recommended
that a research program, to provide a data base for the assessment of social and
economic impacts be initiated,.... It is our view that the data should be gathered
by an independent group unrelated to any government or agency. ... In our
estimation, an independently funded and operated Yukon Impact Information
Centre would have many advantages. . . . We recommend that the independent
Yukon Impact Information Centre have a board of directors that reflects, in an
equitable manner, the diversity and variety of Yukon society.**
In early October the Research Division submitted its proposal for an Impact Data Centre
to Nigel Wilford, Senior Co-ordinator of DIAND's Northern Pipelines bureau.*^ Parnell
urged Wilford to consider the UCN Research Division proposal as the Yukon, unlike
Alaska, lacked a developed university and a resident academic community. He thought
it vital that both be “encouraged immediately in the Yukon;”^ a pipeline data
information centre would be an important first step. The matter was later considered in
the Yukon Legislative Assembly. The proposal, however, did not receive funding and the
centre was never established.

[file 12] “Centre for Yukon Studies, CYS-UCN,” Doug Munroe to Ted Parnell,
9 September 1977 (used with permission) and YA, PAM 1977-179, “Summary of a Proposal
for a Yukon Research Coordinating Council,” 30 November 1977.
**Lysyk, Bohmer and Phelps, Alaska Highway Pipeline Inquiry, 103, and The Alaska
Highway Pipeline Panel, Proceedings of the Yukon Workshop on Public Involvement in Pipeline
Impact Management (Winnipeg: The Alaska Highway Pipeline Panel, August 1978), 23-27.
*^YA PAM 1977-336, “A Proposal for a Yukon Impact Data Centre,” 30 September
1977.
^Graham personal files, [file 4] “UCN Feb. 1974 to Dec. 1980,” Ted Parnell to Nigel
Wilford, 26 October 1977. Used with permission.
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The Land Claims Information Forum, November 1977
In May the Division’s application for Secretary of State funding for the Land
Claims Forum and a co-ordinator to organise the series was approved but it was too late
in the season to offer the public sessions: the population of year-round residents of
Whitehorse declined sharply during the summer. The Division intended to go ahead with
the Forum later in the year and a meeting was called on 4 July to discuss the general
structure, processes, dates, for the Forum and to begin the organising. The same day,
Graham proudly informed Rohmer of the advances made by the Yukon Division:
the Yukon Division of the UCN is not only hanging on—but is beginning to grow.
Land Claims and the Lysyk Inquiry are focusing attention on our peculiar services.
The public information forum has $5,000, from a Secretary of State [grant], and
promised support from the Council for Yukon Indians, Territorial Government and
Local Federal Land Claims Negotiations Office. The pipeline impact projects are
funded from various sources to approximately $15,000.
Rohmer wrote back saying he was pleased and added that Dr. Walter O. Kupsch,
Professor of Geology at the University of Saskatchewan and a member of the Science
Council of Canada, had been inquiring about the current status of UCN. “The Science
Council has decided that it would be appropriate to support the creation of a University
in the north,” Rohmer told Graham.^
The Whitehorse Star reported on 9 July that “UCN Here Again. ” Janice Hamilton
reported that “the Yukon’s here again-gone again University of Canada North has once
again surfaced, this time in a form that may prove to be more buoyant” Hamilton
interviewed Graham who said that the

^iRohmer personal files, Garth Graham to Richard Rohmer, 4 July 1977. Used with
permission.
^Ibid., Richard Rohmer to Garth Graham, 19 July 1977. Used with permission. Kupsch
had also been present at the Concepts Conference.
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UCN has changed its focus and will concentrate more on learning, rather than
teaching.
As an institution, UCN has no intention of teaching anybody in the sense of
community colleges or teacher training. . . .
But UCN is involved in learning and the projects UCN is initiating are
specifically useful in the sense of developing an informed public which has the
ability to participate in policy debate and be involved in the issues that affect it^
Graham was quoted as saying that he thought the UCN might be restructured. He
mentioned that there were fifteen-member boards in both territories but that the two had
not had a joint meeting since 1973. He said that the Yukon Division was again becoming
active and that it was progressing with its own programs. “However,” he said, “it is
important to maintain these ties with the NWT although the needs of the two areas are
so vastly different, in order for the university to keep its national charter.”^
Organisation and preparation for the Land Claims Forum began in earnest in
October. Bob Hornsey of Frontier College was introduced at a meeting of the Forum
Advisory Committee on 3 October. He had been contracted by the UCN to coordinate
the sessions. The members of the advisory committee outlined how they wanted the
forum to be run:
There was group consensus that there be four forums, and one a week during the
last four weeks of November. There should be guest speakers or panel discussions
around specific themes and that group facilitators be available to conduct small
group discussion around the themes presented.^
Two days later Hornsey had arranged space for the fora and had scheduled workshops

^Janice Hamilton, “UCN Here Again,” Whitehorse Star, 8 July 1977, 9. Graham’s
sentiments mirror those promoted by Dr. A. Renaud and Dr. N. Kroman in their 1974
assessments of the UCN.

2^Graham personal files, [file 5] “YNB-UCN 1975+,” “Minutes of UCN Public
Information Forum on Land Claims Advisory Committee Meeting, October 3, 1977.” Used
with permission.
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for the group facilitators. The UCN directors discussed the content of the individual
sessions at a meeting on the 12th. All seemed to be going well until the end of October.
Politics then intervened. The directors held a special meeting to consider a request from
YTG to postpone the Forums. Commissioner Art Pearson had requested it because of
questions from the Executive Committee about the content and timing of the series. The
territorial Executive Committee thought the topics had been altered without its
knowledge and consent The members also worried that the forums might provide a
platform for Native politicians who were running in CYI elections, which were being held
during the early part of November. The directors met and decided not to cancel the
series. Graham wrote to Pearson explaining their position and concluded:
because we appreciate that your continued participation is important to this
exercise, we earnestly request that you further consider the position you have taken.
We are convinced that the Public Information Forums on Land Claims will play a
part in helping the people of the Yukon talk together about common problems, that
they are not a threat to racial harmony, and that it is necessary to trust people’s
desire for dialogue in order to have a healthy community.
Pearson responded promptly, noting with approval that further changes had been made
to the program of which YTG had been unaware. He announced it had been decided
that the YTG would continue to be involved with the project.^
The Land Claims Forum public information series was held in Whitehorse on four
Sunday eveningS’ in November 1977. It is notable that this was one of the few UCN
projects ever to receive both Secretary of State funding and (grudging) approval from the
territorial government In a later interview. Garth Graham said the seminars were an
important step towards bridging what he saw as a deep social gulf between Natives and

[file 6] “UCN 1978-1979-1980,” A. M. Pearson to Garth Graham, 4 November
1977. Used with permission.
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non-Natives in the Yukon in the 1970s. The seminars attracted “a consistent audience
of people, more White than Native.”^ A local columnist, John Lammers, commented
after the third forum:
It is the first time that there is a discourse dealing with the truly important
aspects of life in the Yukon and it should give us hope that the initiative is being
taken by the Yukon’s original people. Even where we may not agree with them on
all counts it behooves us to listen carefully, in an atmosphere of friendship and
cooperation, supportive of their goals.^
Graham thought the success of the Forum was in showing people that there could be
some kind of “common ground.” He thought that this, in itself, was “a big leap.”^^ That
big leap may have been the most memorable accomplishment of the University of
Canada North.
Northward Looking: Renewed Interest in a Northern University
In August 1977, the Science Council of Canada reported in Northward Looking:
A Strategy and a Science Policy for Northern Development, that “the relative role of
Canadian universities in northern research and development has declined.”^ To counter
this trend, the Council proposed the creation of an “unorthodox” northern university
aimed at graduate and extension work:^^ “The most immediate value of a University of
the North would be to provide a focus for the development of northern research

^Garth Graham, interview, Guelph, Ontario, 23 December 1991.
^John Lammers, Whitehorse Star, 23 November 1977.
^Ibid.
^Science Council of Canada, Northward Looking: A Strategy and Science Policy for
Northern Development, Report #26 (Ottawa: Science Council of Canada, 1977), 56.
^Hbid., 58.
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activities explicitly designed to solve northern problems.The Council thought that the
presence of this unorthodox university “might stimulate the creation of a northern
polytechnic college.”^ It is ironic that an agency of the Canadian federal government,
the Science Council, should now promote an idea for which tJCN had been fighting since
1971. Yet their visions were not entirely congruous. The UCN was created as an institution if not entirely by northerners then most certainly/or them. The Science Council’s
interest was focused more broadly on national concerns and needs northern research and
development:
What is needed now is a relevant institution, with all the prestige that attaches to
the word “University,” and which provides a vehicle for formal communication with
the intellectual resources of the rest of Canada. Few things could better serve
northern aspirations than a University of the North. The whole of Canada would
benefit^
This passage proclaims a vision of the purpose of a northern university that is utterly
unlike the one held by the founders of the UCN. Indeed, the Council’s university was
rather similar to the one proposed by Jim Lotz and Iris Warner and Alan Innes-Taylor.
The idea of a university in the North continued to circulate in Ottawa the
following year. The first chair of the Science Advisory Council of the NWT (forerunner
of the Science Institute of the Northwest Territories), Dr. O. M. Solandt, discussed the
matter in positive terms with DIAND officials in May.^^ Garth Graham, however, wrote
to the Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau in September to protest the shabby

57.
58.
^Ibid.
^^YA, Hoyt Collection, MSS 216, file 6, H. Faulkner to Dr. O. M. Solandt, 3 May 1978.
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treatment the UCN had been receiving from the government despite evident interest in
establishing a university in the North. Graham wrote,
This letter is to draw your attention to a small group of Yukon citizens who have
been actively pursuing the concept of a university in Canada’s north since 1971. . . .
With no particular support or endorsement we have done more than just maintain
existance [5^]; we have carried out several public information activities and research
projects which contribute to a body of local experience on exactly the issues with
which the re-emerging debate on a northern university is pre-occupied. We are
gaining the impression that our continued existence is considered by sdme to more
of an embarrassment than an asset^
Graham apparently received no response from Prime Minister Trudeau or from his
office. However, Trevor Lloyd, Executive Director of ACUNS, was given a copy of a
duphcate that Graham had also sent to Hugh Faulkner, who had become Minister of the
Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development in September 1977. Lloyd told
Graham that “if you have not had a reply, rest assured that what you wrote was received
and is being passed around where it can do most good.”^^ Lloyd was concerned about
a northern university. He told Graham “the whole ’university of the north’ idea scares
me sometimes because of the real possibility that some government may want to build
for itself a monument more lasting than brass in the form of a campus and the usual
accoutrements.
John Hoyt, the former UCN (Yukon) treasurer, was appointed special assistant
to Hugh Faulkner in November 1978. When the news broke in the Yukon, several
Whitehorse people contacted Hoyt, hoping to convince him to press their particular pet

^Ibid., Garth Graham to Right Honourable Pierre E. Trudeau, 8 September 1978.
^^Graham personal files, [file 6] “UCN 1978-1979-1980,” Trevor Lloyd to Garth Graham,
29 November 1978. Used with permission.
^Ibid.
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issues with the Minister. Ho)^ later said,
I remember the announcement of my appointment on the radio on the 5:30 news
that night Within an hour, I had two calls, one inviting me to lunch the next day
with Mr. [Rob] McCandless and Mr. [Ted] Parnell. The other [was] from Campbell
of the Chamber of Mines, which was meeting that night I met with the Chamber
of Mines that night and then met with McCandless and Parnell.
McCandless opened that little lunch at the Travellodge by saying that now
that I was going to Ottawa, I would be expected to do exactly as I was told by
certain people here! ... I said I don’t take money from one and then work for
someone else. However, once we got that out of the way, we spent the rest of the
meeting planning how I could advance the cause of the UCN while I was in
Ottawa.^^
Hoyt moved to Ottawa on 5 November 1977. He found Faulkner interested in the idea
of a northern university and worked on providing the minister with more and relevant
information. Hoyt had soon identified a group of about twenty people whom he thought
might support the idea of establishing a northern university and invited them to a formal
dinner-meeting at the Governor-General’s residence in early or mid-January 1978. Hoyt
said later that, for the meeting,
we brought in the head of Athabasca University, which was just starting out... We
had [John] Stager, of course, and we had some of the old-timers that had been on
the NWT Council back in the 40s. There was an Admiral Someone and a Colonel
Someone from Montreal—everyone who’d ever been involved in education in the
North plus a few people that I had plugged in. It was a fascinating evening. We
spent about six hours. It was a powerful meeting. . .
Faulkner attended, as did Donat Savoie, Chief of the Northern Social Research Division.
Savoie remarked after the meeting that Faulkner thought the issues of a university in the
North and of post-secondary education there needed more study:
Comme nous le savons, le Ministre est extremement interesse par ce sujet de
I’education post-secondaire dans le Nord. Doit-on parler d’universite nordique, de
^^John Hoyt, interview, Whitehorse, Yukon, 17 June 1993.
Rob McCandless had been involved on the periphery of the UCN since at least
1973 and Ted Parnell has been introduced as the initiator of the Research Division.
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la creation de colleges communautaires? Dans Tesprit du Ministre, il est devenu
clair an cours de ce souper-causerie, qu’il est imperieux, avant d’entreprendre
quelque initiative que ce soit, qu’on puisse definir le concept d’education “postsecondaire” qu’il serait souhaitable d’implanter en milieu nordique/^
Some in the department seem to have disagreed. D. R. MacNeill of the Native Liaison
Section of DIAND, commented in an April 1978 report that
it would appear from the . . .inventory of programs [included in the report] and
courses currently available [in southern Canada] that there is currently little need
for a university facility in the north, nor is there the demand for transporting
students to southern universities.^^
After the dinner, the Minister had asked his department to prepare an analysis of the
northern post-secondary education situation. When the report was complete, the tiny
numbers of students and the success of the territorial programs for supporting postsecondary students were given as reasons for supposing a northern university would be
premature."*^ Hoyt revealed, in an interview, that Faulkner had been personally very
interested in the idea of a northern university and had, in fact, been willing for his
department to fund the nucleus of one. At some point, after the dinner-meeting,
Faulkner apparently “made available an offer of 5 million dollars to start a university up
here [in the Yukon].Moose Kerr, a former teacher in Aklavik, NWT, was sent to
Whitehorse to scout out a location. One was found, where the Takhini Arena is presently

“^^National Archives of Canada (hereafter NAC), Records of the Northern Affairs
Program, RG 85, Acc 1989-90/233, Box 21, file “Educ N,” Donat Savoie, Chief, Northern
Social Research Division to Frank Fingland, Director, Direction de la coordination et du
developpement social, 31 January 1978.
*^Ibid., “Report of D. R. MacNeill, Native Liaison Section, 17/4/1978.”
*Hbid.y Arthur Kroeger, “Further Education in the North” (report prepared for the
Minister), 12 June 1978.
^^John Hoyt, interview, Whitehorse, Yukon, 17 June 1993.
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located, and an offer was made to the territorial council.The territorial council would
have to endorse the university, which was, in fact, to be “primarily a research institute,”
and DIAND would make the money available. “The YTG ExCom. . . just said no way
are we taking a . . .penny with those kinds of conditions. And that was the end of it”'*^
In December the Science Council of Canada, Committee on Northern
Development issued a discussion paper entitled “A Northern Resource Centre: A First
Step Toward a University of the North” that elaborated on the northern university
portion of the Northward Looking proposal. The Committee thought that
the Northern Resource Centre and eventually the University of the North should
be seen, not as a place for conventional education, but rather as a national
institution located in the North which would serve to enhance the progress of
northern development through research and extension services.'*^
The Committee thought the best way to establish the Centre was to use “an incremental
approach, building on existing and emerging structures.”'^ The talk had little effect on
the University of Canada North besides irritating the directors with its narrow, colonial
focus and limited vision.

‘*^There is no substantiating evidence for this activity and the offer. Hoyt said the whole
event never made the press.
'*^John Hoyt, interview, Whitehorse, Yukon, 17 June 1993.
^^Science Council Committee on Northern Development,/I Northern Resource Centre: A
First Step Toward a University of the Norths A Discussion Paper (Ottawa: Science Council of
Canada, 1978), 5. Emphasis in the original.
^Hbid., 7.
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Research and Films, 1978
Buoyed, however, by the success of the Land Claims Forum and the work of the
Research Division, the Yukon directors tried to sustain that level of activity into 1978.
In January Graham wrote to the Department of the Secretary of State to account for the
Department’s money spent on the Land Claims Forum and to request further funding
to produce “written and audio-visual materials dealing with the content of the Forum
series.”^^ That funding, however, was denied. The Research Division won a small
contract to distribute a National Film Board film in the territory. A few divisional
directors’ meetings were held and concern was raised at one in March that the YTG did
not yet have a policy on higher education. Discussion also turned to “UCN’s central
unresolved issue—emphasis on research or on instruction.”^ One member, echoing Jim
Lotz’s concerns of 1970, stated there must be a research organisation in the North that
was not tied to government Graham reminded them “that [a] strong interest in both
areas had always characterized the make-up of the Board.The discussion of
emphasis was largely academic. There was little further activity.

Dissipation
Towards Yukon College, 1979-1985
The finale to the story of The University of Canada North is a tale of slow decay.
During 1979, Graham’s activities were increasingly related to other interests, other issues.

^^Rohmer personal files, Garth Graham to Gavin Perryman, Secretary of State, 26
January 1978. Used with permission.

^^Ibid., “Minutes of U.C.N. (Yukon) Board Meeting,” 14 March 1978. Used with
permission.
^Ubid.
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Ted PameU, as the sole remaining member of the Research Division, undertook the
majority of the UCN work. Peter Lyman, Assistant to the Minister of Indian Affairs and
Northern Development asked for his suggestions regarding a university for northern
Canada. Parnell’s answer was thoughtful, considered, nine pages long and emphasised
the research advantages.^^ It did not lead to action. Ted Parnell was almost singlehan*
dedly carrying on the work of the UCN research division but had not secured any paying
projects. He corresponded with a number of people on the subjects of northern research
and a northern university, hoping to get some kind of centre established to coordinate
and engage in Yukon research. Parnell attended a seminar in Ottawa on Science and
Research in the Yukon and the Northwest Territories on behalf of the UCN. He sent
a memo, on 26 April 1979, to the remaining UCN Board of Directors outlining the
proceedings. Parnell and Graham subsequently wrote to Ottawa to urge DIAND to
support the creation of a Yukon Research Centre, recommended by Keith Greenaway,
Senior Science Advisor, DIAND, in his paper presented at the seminar.^^
In June a small team of researchers from the University of Alberta, commissioned
by the YTG, held public meetings in the Yukon to determine adult education needs.
Preliminary findings were reported in the Northern Times on 6 June 1979:
Dr. Ernie Ingram said that after talking with people throughout the Yukon and
conducting interviews, the team had come up with a list of recommendations, the

^^Graham personal files, [file 16] “[Parnell file] Research Coordination,” Ted Parnell to
Peter Lyman, 30 January 1979. Used with permission.
^^Keith Greenaway, “A Framework for Scientific Activities in the Yukon and Northwest
Territories” (unpublished discussion paper prepared for Department of Indian Affairs and
Northern Development, 11 April 1979). The paper also recommended the creation of a nongovernment corporation in the NWT that would be responsible for the four federal research
centres there. This body came into being as the Science Institute of the NWT in 1984.
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most important of which was the establishment of Yukon College.^
Some were still hoping for a university but an institution other than the UCN. The
Whitehorse Northern Times ran an editorial that complained that “education in the
Yukon doesn’t seem to get the priority it deserves.The editorialist thought
The iSrst priority should be the establishment of a university in the Yukon.
Not a community college, but a full university. . . . The Yukon is badly in need of
an ’academic community,’ the kind of group of professors and students who become
a social and political force just as business, labor, and women’s groups do.
The creation of an academic community would not only encourage Yukon
student to continue their education, both inside and out of the territory, it would
also attract academics with an interest and an expertise in the north to spend more
than a few weeks here. . . .
The idea of a university has been bandied about for years. So far nothing has
been done, except for the sham which calls itself the University of Canada North
and which seems to be little more than a vehicle for a few ’researchers’ to back up
their requests for funding.^
The ’sham’, however, was dying, killed by lack of public confidence, government support
and the growing probability that a Yukon College was in the offing. The research
division’s office was closed at the end of June 1980.^^ Its bank account had been closed
earlier in the year, signalling the official, if not actual, end of the division.
In August Graham wrote to Catherine MacKinnon, of the Donner Canadian
Foundation in response to a letter from her. In it Graham said that the UCN
is currently enjoying a quiet period. The only activity is within the ’Research
Division’ which largely consists of Ted Parnell. The board requires more leg-work
than I can currently supply in order to bring it back to life. Much of what the
U.C.N. might or might not become is now circumscribed by D.I.N.A. proposals for

^'*“Priority for College Located in the Yukon,” Northern TimeSy 6 June 1979.
^^“University of Yukon,” Northern Times 14 June 1979.

^nbid.
^^Graham personal files, [file 6] “UCN 1978-1979-1980,” Ted Parnell to Garth Graham,
23 May 1980. Used with permission.
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a Whitehorse Research Centre and by a Territorial Government post-secondary
education study.
Over a year ago U.C.N. did hold a meeting of interested local groups on a
proposed Yukon Research Co-ordinating Council. We had done the proposal on
contract for the Yukon Government’s Economic Research and Planning Unit The
committee of interested Researchers . . . has done nothing with the proposal. The
key elements in failure seem to be the lack of leadership and divergent needs
between the physical and social sciences.^
Graham’s letter became a personal assessment of Yukon experience of The University
of Canada North. While the extract is quite lengthy, it is of interest to this study:
Both Parnell and I believe that the Research Centre, on the other hand would be
weaker in the social sciences and stronger in the physical sciences, at least initially.
There will still be a strong need for a means of providing a Yukon focus to social
science activities. In my opinion there has been passive resistance in Yukon to the
establishment of anything resembling a social critic role or a “Centre for Yukon
Studies.” These concepts seemed to be viewed as inherently anti-development and
therefore suspect
For example, over the years I have watched a steady stream of professional
people with a community development background and perspective grow frustrated
and leave; in spite of interest from a broad spectrum of community organizations
and agreement between the city and Yukon Government, no Whitehorse Impact
Information Centre has come into existence; and.the Yukon Advisory Council
established under the pipeline act was allowed virtually no research support I have
no doubt whatever the fear these activities engender is also at the root of the Land
Claims negotiations difficulties and the ever deepening polarization between native
and white in the Yukon.
Perhaps the definitive symptom of this narrow social perspective was the
paranoid suspicion that following the publication of the Berger report, “Berger
people” would be infiltrating the Yukon. I don’t suppose my standard retort that
there really were such people and that they’ve been visiting here for years did much
to allay anyone’s fears.
In summary, no there have not been any developments in the past year. In
writing to you and reflecting on the reasons, the degree of opposition and
indifference I can see startles me. If U.C.N. continues to survive I think that a role
in cross-cultural contact and social comment is essential.
Over the next two years Graham became increasingly consumed with his own work and

^Hbid., [file 4] “UCN Feb. 1974 to Dec. 1980,” Garth Graham to Catherine MacKinnon,
Donner Canadian Foundation, 13 August 1979. Used with permission.
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with the federal government's proposed northern science policy. Ted Parnell had some
involvement with discussions on the Symons Report on Science Activities in the North.
In 1980, Dr. Echo Lidster asked Graham for his comments on a draft chapter on adult
education in the North that discussed the University of Canada North.^ Rohmer
applied for revocation of charitable organisation status in October 1980^^ and Revenue
Canada confirmed the revocation in April 1981.^^
Ted Parnell died early in 1982 and bequeathed one-eighth of his estate to the
UCN.^ Rohmer confirmed to his executor, Peter Noble, that the UCN was still a viable
entity and was able to accept the bequest^ On 17 February, Rohmer wrote to
Whitehorse lawyer John Anton suggesting that
if the bequest is of reasonable substance and Garth Graham and others are
interested in giving the University of Canada North (Yukon) another push, it might
be appropriate to see the corporate body continue. Otherwise I think it should be
wound up and the bequest aborted.^
Rohmer apparently did not receive an answer to his letter and, in early October, wrote
to Ron Veale, a Whitehorse lawyer who had been involved with the financial affairs of
the Yukon Division since 1973. Rohmer told Veale that unless he heard from either him
or Graham before the end of the month, the UCN would be wound up.^ Veale passed

^*^^ere is no indication if the chapter was published.
<*^Rohmer personal files, Richard Rohmer to Revenue Canada, 14 October 1980. Used
with permission.
^^Ibid.y Revenue Canada to Richard Rohmer, 9 April 1981. Used with permission.
Peter Noble to Richard Rohmer, 25 January 1982. Used with permission.
^Ibid., Richard Rohmer to Peter Noble, 2 February 1982. Used with permission.
^Hbid., Richard Rohmer to John N. P. Anton, 17 February 1982. Used with permission.
^Ibid.y Richard Rohmer to Ron Veale, 6 October 1982. Used with permission.
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the message on to Graham. Graham had resigned his position as deputy-minister of the
Department of Heritage and Cultural Resources in June 1982 and was working with
several Yukon bands.^”^ Graham phoned Rohmer in early November to ask Rohmer for
a delay as he knew of some people who were still interested in the UCN.*^ The Ontario
lawyer representing the Parnell estate maintained contact with Rohmer, waiting to hear
whether there would be any further UCN activity. In mid-1983, the Yukon Territorial
Government passed the legislation that created the publicly-funded Yukon College. A
university in Canada’s North would have to wait

Search for a UCN Successor, 1983-1985
Information about the final two-and-a-half years of UCN’s corporate life is
extremely sketchy and reveals that, by this time, the University really only existed on
paper. In September 1983, Rohmer answered a letter from Christian De Laet of the
University of Regina, who wanted to know if it would be possible to acquire the UCN
charter. Rohmer replied that “at this stage, I do not intend to let the University of
Canada North, or the charter, go, in that, as I indicated, it has been left a bequest of
something in the range of $30,000.”^ In January 1984 Ronald N. Siddall asked to
discuss the status of UCN with Richard Rohmer.On 15 March, Rohmer accepted the

^^Garth Graham, interview, Guelph, Ontario, 23 December 1991.
^Rohmer personal files. Garth Graham to Richard Rohmer, 2 November 1982. Used
with permission.
Richard Rohmer to Christian De Laet, University of Regina, 7 September 1983.
Ronald N. Siddall to Richard Rohmer, 17 January 1984. Used with permission.
Whether the meeting occurred is uncertain.
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Parnell bequest on behalf of the UCN.^^ He held it in his professional trust account,
hoping someone would be able to use it, until sometime in 1985 when it was returned
to the PameU family for disbursement elsewhere.^ The last mention of UCN is in a
letter Rohmer drafted in January 1985 hoping to interest some group in taking over the
charter and using it to establish some form of Arctic Science Institute of graduate
studies.^ There is no indication that the letter was sent
Once its last supporters had withdrawn, The University of Canada North faded
from popular memory. YTG had established Yukon College, thus offering some of the
educational opportunities the founders had wanted the UCN to provide. The college’s
board, with representatives of the major territorial interest groups, supposedly supplanted
the need for an independent “watchdog.” With the college’s autonomy guaranteed from
1 January 1990, and the establishment there of the Northern Research Institute, there
was no further need for a UCN. Yukon College would become the cultural, intellectual
and educational centre the territory had needed since the 1960s.

'^Ubid., “Release to Executor(s),” 15 March 1984. Used with permission.

^^Richard Rohmer, interview, Toronto, Ontario, 22 August 1991. Rohmer said that he
thought the bequest had been donated to diabetes research at McMaster University.
^^At this point the letters patent were probably worthless.

CHAPTER 8
THE UNIVERSITY OF CANADA NORTH: INSTITUTION AND INDICATOR

The story of the UCN is an account of the dedication and the hard work
undertaken by a tiny portion of the territorial population. That it managed to maintain
corporate existence for some twelve years is merely further testimony to that effort The
most important features of the story, however, are the reasons why its founders tried to
establish the UCN, what motivated the various players, and what the UCN experience
can show us about northern society in the 1970s.
As early as 1970, there was a swelling realisation that Canada’s North deserved
more consideration from the federal government and from the rest of the country.
Northern residents were becoming frustrated with the often inscrutable activities of
southern researchers and civil servants. Northern non-Natives were concerned that the
territorial governments’ desire for greater autonomy, through devolution, constitutional
development and provincial status, would lead to their interests being overlooked.
Natives in the territories began to realise that past inequities, visited upon them by
treaties, the Indian Act, and circumstance, were going to have to be rectified through
political action. Many newcomers, arriving either to take up posts in the burgeoning
territorial governments or to service those who did, brought certain expectations. They
wanted some of the ameilities they were used to in the South.
An indigenous scholarly capability was integral to the development of the North.
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They realised that the North, object of increasing resource exploitation, required an such
a capability, which would allow northerners the opportunity to participate in and possibly
influence the course of northern development A university seemed the best way of
developing that influence. Some believed a northern university would attract students and
academics with an interest in the North, encouraging a stability in northern society they
thought it desperately needed. Non-Native transiency was, and remains, a major feature
of life in Canada’s North. The UCN would theoretically counter that trend, at least
among researchers and northern high-school graduates. Attracting people to the North
and keeping them there would result in important economic benefits by broadening the
tax base, increasing local expenditures, and decreasing the economic leakages associated
with students going south to university. Alongside these reasons for supporting a northern
university, there was the hope that scholarly debate about northern issues and academic
study of its problems would begin to bridge the gap between Natives and non-Natives.
This variety of reasons for wanting a northern university led to a profound
disagreement about the nature of the proposed UCN. Ideas for the UCN ranged from
a Native-controlled cultural institute, to a community college, to a research-oriented
academic university. The incorporation documents outlined a vision of a northern institution that, on paper at least, would focus on and perhaps address the needs of northern
First Nations and, in addition, be a “cultural, intellectual and educational centre” for all
northerners. The reality of northern society was that there were too many conflicting
needs for such an all-encompassing institution to be possible.
Accounting for the reaction of various groups and individuals to the UCN is not
easy. It is possible, though, to speculate on the matter, given the material presented in
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this thesis. Territorial government antipathy to the efforts of the UCN founders is also
not easily accounted for. Some of the directors have said in interviews that they believed
the territorial governments were either more concerned with improving elementary and
secondary education or were preoccupied with increasing their autonomy. Some have
suggested the territorial governments were unwilling to allow post-secondary education
to fall into the hands of a non-governmental group. The need for an institution of postsecondary education certainly existed but the territorial governments had not yet reached
the point where they had the time, the inclination, or the money to answer that need.
The programs of grants, bursaries, loans and scholarships were a cheaper and more
convenient way of providing for post-secondary education. This, though, created a
problem, one that the founders noticed but did not articulate at the time. The awards
programs only supported those students who had the appropriate academic qualifications
to pursue post-secondary education. As a rule, they did not benefit the Native peoples.
This served to deepen the gulf between them and the rest of northern society. It was this,
in part, that the UCN founders had hoped to rectify.
The federal Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development was not
convinced of the need for a northern university in the early seventies. The idea had
circulated on and off in the sixties but assessors, advisors and experts judged the
population too small to warrant the expense. The North, they believed, was well-enough
served by the activities of the southern universities. Incorporation of the UCN caused the
department to consider the issue again. In 1971-72, the department was discussing the
role of Canadian universities in the North with the Association of Universities and
Colleges of Canada. That organisation had begun to examine university activity in the
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North because it recognized certain shortcomings in the contemporary practice of
northern research. Both DIAND and the AUCC rejected the notion of a separate
northern university as “premature” and unnecessary. Several of the UCN directors noted,
in interviews, that they believed the southern universities were reluctant to support the
UCN because they feared competition for limited research funding. It may have been
that simple but then again it may not The southern universities were facing a period of
declining enrolment and may have honestly doubted the use of founding another
Canadian university, no matter how specialised and beneficial it might be.
Later, in 1977, the Science Council of Canada advocated a northern university.
The idea seemed particularly important in the Yukon as construction of the Alaska
Highway pipeline appeared a real possibility. DIAND seemed willing to consider the
issue and even offered to create a Yukon research centre. The territorial government
refused the offer. DIAND apparently abandoned the idea of creating or supporting a
northern university after that It had done aU it was going to do at the time.
The founders were unable to create a united vision of the UCN because of the
variety of reasons they had for wanting a northern university. Early in the history of the
UCN, two main visions of the structure of the UCN were developed (university and
community college), primarily along territorial lines. In addition, there was a third, though
less developed, vision that was to answer the Native desire for an institution for cultural
preservation.
From the moment of its creation, the UCN thus faced a host of conflicting visions,
northern and southern, governmental and academic, personal and political. The founders
gradually became aware of most of them, which added considerably to the difficulty of
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establishing the UCN. The pressures they weathered during the first eighteen months
were overcome by the Concepts Conference; it served to delay active opposition to the
project People, with an interest in seeing the UCN succeed or fail, waited to see what
consensus would emerge fi'om the conference. That no true consensus surfaced was a
frustration to some and a relief to others. The subsequent split into a pro-community
college view in the Northwest Territories and a pro-academy view in the Yukon further
diminished hopes of success. Without a united front, public- and private-sector support
was almost impossible to garner.
The split itself is interesting, for it illustrates the vast differences between the two
territories. The Northwest Territories, with its huge distances, its predominately Native
population, its neophyte government and its relatively ineffective education system, was
not ready for an indigenous (i.e., northern) post-secondary institution. The NWT
directors realised this and adopted a plan to develop a community college system that
would eventually become degree-granting. The Yukon directors, recognising their
territory was more developed, had better transportation routes and a mainly non-Native
population, initially desired an intellectual and educational centre to serve the non-Native
population. They saw the UCN primarily as an economic development project. After
mid-1973 that view changed, caused by the withdrawal of many of the original founders.
The new directors first conceived of the UCN as a physical centre where both Natives
and non-Natives could talk to each other, then as a vehicle for bringing further education
to the people and the communities of the Yukon and finally as a agent for public
education and Yukon research.
As an institution, the UCN failed. Its founders did not manage to establish a
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highly visible presence. It was not able to convince the public of its importance and its
advantages. This was due to both fundraising difficulties and to the directors’ own
uncertainty about the structure and function of the UCN. By not achieving a strong base
of public support, the directors were not able to convince government of the need for
a northern university. This allowed government to prevaricate, to toss funding requests
back and forth fi-om level to level and from department to department and, eventually,
to deny support Lacking government support subsequently limited opportunities to
secure financial support from foundations, industry and individuals. Alone, the directors
could really do little except maintain a modest profile, a small presence in the media and
explore possibilities.
The directors believe, however, that what they were able to accomplish was useful
and necessary. They were acutely aware that the North needed its own strengths,
separate and not so influenced by civil servants in Ottawa. Yukon directors maintain that
the presence of the UCN caused the territorial government to move ahead with the study
that led to the creation of Yukon College. They have also said that the UCN’s research
activities in the late 1970s were an important contribution to the Yukon, as they
demonstrated that locally-based researchers could conduct local investigations without
causing irreparable rifts in Yukon society. The public information sessions on the Yukon
land claim were deemed a success for they showed that Natives and non-Natives could
meet and talk and could possibly reach a common understanding of their hopes and
desires for Yukon society and politics. The directors believe that it was in these small
successes that the proof lay that the Yukon, at least, needed an intellectual centre and
that if one could be established, it would be of great benefit
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The UCN, thus, may be seen as an indicator of a new way of thinking about
northern society, about rejecting the colonial relationship. The founders recognised, in
a nebulous way, that a university would offer the North certain important gains. That
they disagreed about what those were is understandable. That they chose to reject
colonialism by trying to establish an indigenous, but essentially colonial institution, is
ironic. Yet they had no choice. They had to argue for self-determination in language the
colonizers understood. At the time, though, the directors were more than likely unaware
of this irony. They joined together and followed Richard Rohmer’s initial lead for
personal reasons; they were not, to begin with at least, representatives of their racial or
occupational groups. They all seemed to realise that an academic centre in the Canadian
North, founded by northerners but with southern academic standards, would add an
element of stability and a cachet of legitimacy to northern society that it did not have at
the time but were not able to pursue the implication of that notion any further. Yet
consciously or not, the UCN was one effort in the rejection of colonialism, which
gradually occurred in most facets of northern life. It was less successful but no less ironic
than others.
In this sense, then, the UCN can be seen as a microcosm, as an indicator of
northern aspirations and of northern society. In this sense, too, the UCN was not exactly
a failure but a valiant effort that did not succeed in the manner it was hoped. It did
permit people to explore new ideas and contemplate great visions. While it did not
become a physical reality, remaining a university that wasn’t universal and wasn’t even
real, it did provoke the kind of social debate that universities are relied upon to prompt,
becoming, in an odd way, a temporary northern university of the northern mind.
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APPENDIX I
Letters Patent Aoplication
Siource: Yukon Archives, UCN Records, COR 0321, file 2
/ ■'£)WHERSA.'3, Northern Canada is, at this point in histoiry, a
relatively iir’c'•';roloped part of the vorld, and,
The population of Northern Canada is small enouf^ in
numbers tiro.'- a wise use of available ta_x dollaru could provide unlimited
opportunities for Hcrthemors, and,
f~(l) T/HHTJSAS, Tlie l-linlster of Indian Affairs and Northern Development
stated that CEuiada should begin to think big about the Development of
the North, and,
o WHEREAS, The Minister of Indian Affairs and Nofthem Development
recently stated that Canada must learn from Russia about Cultural
Development of our Native People, and,
o WHEREAS, The Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development
recently stated that Canada must pay attention to the special educational
needs of the Native People, and,
r>WHEREAS, the present educational programs in Northern Canada
represent one of the world's greatest failures as it relates to Native
People, and,
o WHEREAS, The majority of the population in Canada north of sixty
is native in origin, and,
WHEREAS, Canada is in a position to carry out programs in People
Problems (Human r.oaounce Development) which could be of benefit to
other countries throughout the world, and,
«' TfHEREAS, In Northern Canada our ITative People have suffered social,
educational and cultural genocide since the arrival of the TJhitoman, and,
^ WHETEAS, The present and proposed educational programs in the North
are completely Irrelevant to the Native people, and,
^ l^HEREAS, Participation in the political, social and educational
Ufa of the north so far been denied Native residents, and,
pTfHEREAS, The Native population of Csmada North has not so far been
able to participate in the economic development of the North, and,
>^H£R£AS, The Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that
everyone has the right to education and that parents have a prior right
to choose the kind of education that shall be given to their children,
and,
n TfHEREAS, Native parents have since the Whiteman, arrived la the
nbrth, complained quietly that the Imposed education system did destroy
the family unit as the social sind cultural basis of their (our)
olvillzatlon, and,
n inHEREAS, The Native people require the ability to establish the
time schedule for implementation of new educational programs, and,
WHEREAS, The Native people have waited patiently for many years ^
for the Whiteman to come up with a program to protect their cultural
heritage, and,
o 17HEREAS, The experience of other nationalities and groups throughout the world would seem to prove that a people must possess a cultural,
educational and intelleotual centre of Its own in order to eujrvive and
advance, and,
0 WHEREAS, If Northern Native Canadians are to preserve their identity
a Native controlled xinlverslty would seem to be a neolssity, emd,
o \/HEPEAS, Such an institution could attempt to train large numbers
of Native people both old and young for leadership with ths Native
comnunity so that the entire folk group can be led forward as a unit
rather than having its most promising young people drawn into the
WhitesMn's society, and,
o WHEREAS, We challenge those concerned with Native higher education
to honestly ask themselves if they are really desirable of equipping
Native people of the North with the means to challenge the TThitodominated power stmcture which determines Mative policy or do they
only seek to train Indians who are technically capable of implementing
goals set X9y the dominant society, and,
WHEREAS, The ultimate test of a successful school system or
educational Institution is not the measurement of the progress of
individual students along some arbitrarily-conoeived curricular path,
but, tnther how the comnnmitiea served by that system or institution
have enhanced their own lives, both indivld\ially and collectively becau«<
of the presence of that Institution, and,
0 WHEREAS, The Native People of the North must have the trust of the
other people to develop the oonfidence to assume this responsibility,
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(a)
Be It Hereby Roaolvod That*
(1)

Tb.o Uril-z^ralty of Canada North aa Itc fdrat priority, the aeir*
dooT the Native People' vb.o l:.re n.or'th. of six'ty, and,

(2)

Tlxo VnlycrsJ.ty rCc^nada North heccaio a, R*»aourco Gentry for the
use of the Native Poople north of ai^ity, and,

(3)

The Univeraity of Canada North en^^e the aervicea of thoae persona
and other reaourcea now available as aeon aa practicable, and,

(4) (The University of Cadada North train its atudents in leadership,
1 comnmnity development and le(;islative proceaa i/lth progrrama for
[ persons at all levels of previous education and for all age groups,
jin connaunity colleges, vocational schools and academic programs
I and,
'-- ‘
(5)

The University of Canada North establish courses in history, fine
arts, music, literature, physical sciences, human sciences and
irhite studies, and,

(6)

The University of Canada North recruit the services of
Kr, Richard Rohmer, Dr. Andre P.enaud, Professor '/alter Currie,
Mrssrs. Dlc!c Hill and P.olf Hougen and other persons who are willing
to help make the University of Canada North a credit to all of
Canada and to all Canadians.

(7)

The Constitution be amniended tb provide at the 1972 ^-nnual Meeting,
that nineteen of the members of the Board of Directors and eight
members of the Executive be Northerners of Native origin.

(8)

To accomplish the above objeotives.

1

TC^THB HONOOHAif^^' MINISTER

CONSUMER ANn^■
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iRPORATE AFFAIRS

A

Tha application of.
ROLF HOUGEN, Merchant, THOMAS GARTH GRAHAM, Librarian, HARRY WILLIAM
JOHANNES, Contractor, HERBERT EDWARD BOYD, Retired Gentleman,
r

}

RALPH EDWARD HUDSON,' Solicitor, ROBERT LEONARD BYRON, Development
.

Officer, WILLIAM ROBERTSON BUCHAN, Physician, ARNOLD PEERS PHILIPSEN,
Executive, AUBR^ CHARLES TANNER, Surgeon, JOHN KENNETH McKINNON,
...Member, Yukon Legiiiativa Council, ALBERT JAMES WYBREW, Mayor,
CHARLES DRURY TAYLOR, Storekeeper, HOWARD WESLEY FIRTH, Insurance
Agent,; ARTHUR MACDONALD PEARSON, Biologist and RENEE MARGUERITE
ALFORD, Housewife, all of the City of Whitehorse, in tha Yukon
; Territory of Canada, RICHARD McNEICE HILL, Researcher, THOMAS
•HENRY BUTTERS,.Publisher, AGNES SEMMLER, Manager, THOMAS ARTHUR YATE,
Technical Officer, GARY WAGNER, Executive, DAVID PROWSE, SecretaryManager,' GORDON CAMPBELL, Director, JAMES ROBERTSON, Travel Agent,
BERNARD MacNEIL, Airport Manager, NELLIE COURNOYEA, CBC Station
Manag:er, DAVID JONES, Esao Agent, CHARLES McGEE, Reporter and

^

Newswriter, VICTOR ALLEN, Translator, all of the Town of JLnuvik,
in the Northwest Territories of Canada, PAUL WILLIAM KAESER,
Mayor, REVEREND JOHN SPERRY, Anglican Minister, REVEREND CHARLES
GILLES, Pzurish Priest, MONA JACOB, Social Welfare Worker, ANGELINE
.

(

-

•

BEVINGTON, Teacher, VALENTINA KAESER, Housewife, DENNIS BEVINGTON,
Student, DARRELL CUUUCSON, Assistant Principal, ARNOLD McCALLUM,
Principal, RODNEY JOHNSON, Contractor> JACK HARVEY, Administrator,
ERNEST CANNING, Administrative Officer, JOHN MILTENBERGER, Teacher
and Justice of the Peace, PETER FERGUSON, Forestry Officer,
DENNIS EXNER, Superintendent of Welfare, PETER VERHESEN, Hospital
Administrator, NORMAN LARSON, Corrections Superintendent, JOHN

r

HERRING, Teacher, HOWARD NETHERSOLE, Technician, PAUL PICHE, Bishop
of the MecKenzie, WILLIAM TORDIFF, Town Secretary-Manager, DARRELL
BLAKNEY, Secretary,' EDITH LAVIOLETTE, Vocational Student, all of the
Town of Fort Smith, in the Northwest Territories of Canada and
DAVID HARRY SEARLE, Barrister, MARK MURRAY de WEERDT, Barrister,
./

ROBERT^WYNDHAM SPENCE, Mining Engineer, NORMAN WILFRID BYRNE, Consult
Mining Engineer and RE\n:REND RAYMOND JOH!I RP.TCY .

M'. r.--r

-
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A.‘

•

■;

/

’

the City of Yellowknife, in the Northwest Territories of Ccuva^
£uid RICHARD HEATH ROHMER, Barrister and Solicitor of the Ontario
2ind Northwest Territories'Bars,

respectfully sheweth as followsi

3
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\ --ir -

The undersigned applicants are desirous of obtaining
letters patent under the provisions of Part II of the Canada
Corporations Act^ constituting your applicants and such others
as may become members of the corporation thereby created, a body '
corporate and politic without share capital under the name of
THS UNIVERSITY OP CANADA NORTH or such other naune as shall appear
to you to be proper in the premises.
The undersigned have satisfied themselves asid are assured
that the proposed corporate name of the corporation under which
incorporation is sought is not identical with that under which
any other company, corporation, society, association or fizrro in
existence is carrying on business in Canada or is incorporated
under the laws of Canada or any province thereof or so nearly
resembling that name as to be calculated to deceive and that it
is not a name which is otherwise on public grounds objectionable.
Your applicants are each of the full age of twenty<»one
years, and have power under law to contract.
The objects for which incorporation of the proposed
corporation is sought arei
'• f '

‘

^

1.
.i;.'
• . ; . :
r. ^

.

.

,

To promote and organize the establishment of a
Terr
University with- colleges at various
places in the Yukon Territory and the Northwest
Tea^itories to-be named THE UNIVERSITY OP CANADA
NORTH which will*
(a)

Serve the people of the Yukon Territory and .
the Northwest Territories, and

(b)

Provide a central co-ordinating base for
research in the social and physical sciences
in relation to Mid-Canada and the Arctic.

2.

To advance learning and disseminate knowledge,
including, without limiting the generality of the
foregoing, to advance learning and disseminate
knowledge respecting the social and physical sciences
in relation to Mid-Canada and Arctic Regions.

3.
.

To establish and maintain faculties, schools,
institutes, departments, chairs and courses.

4.

To seek legislation, to raise funds and to do all
things necessary to give effect to the above purposes

A

Such objects are to be carried out in the Northwest
Territories and Yukon Territory of Canada.
The head office of the proposed corporation will be

.

4

-

.. r -'i* . •
■' '

'O' •

■'•
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■ _:l.

situate at the Town of Inuvik in nhe northwest Territories, Canada.
The proposed cprporation shall be carried on without
the purpose of gain to its members and that any profits or'other
• accretions to the corporation.shall be used in promoting its
objects,

;■

.Upon the dissolution of •the proposed Corporation any
.‘assets remaining after the payment and satisfaction of '-the debts
and liabilities- shair.be trainsferred to an organization or

- '

organizations having cognate or similar objects which are carried
out in the Northwest .Territories and the-Yukon Territory of..
Canada.' ■■

I .

'■

The directors shall serve ^s such'without remuneration,
and ho director shall directly or indirectly receive-any .profit

.

'from his position as such; provided that a*director may be paid
reasonable expenses incurred b^him in the performance of his
duties.
,The. following, are the names in full, and the^ addresses
and callings-.of each‘''of the applicantsi
NAME ■ :
..<

Rolf Hougen

r

ADDRESS

CALLING.

C
'^^^®ho2rse, Yukon.
'•/,Territory

Thomas Garth Graham

Whitehorse, Yukon
Territory .

• •

Merchant

•
1^'

.V'

' ,
Librarian

Harry William .
Johannes

Whitehors^ Yxikon .
Territory
«

Herbert Edwaurd Boyd

Whitehorse,Yukon'>-::';
Territory

Retired Gentleman

Whitehorse, Yukon .
Territory

Solicitor

■

Ralph Edward Hudson

Robert Leonard Byron
■

-

;

.

william Robertson
Buchan ..

'

^

Contractor

■■

Whitehorse, Yukon
Territory
Whitehorse, Yukon
Territory

V.
Development Officer
Physician

Arnold Peers Phillpsen Whitehorse, Yukon
.. Territory

Executive.

Aubrey Charles Tanner' Whitehorse, Yukon
■: • Territory

Surgeon

iJdhE i^&hn^tA HolClARdii - WKiiibhbrse^ Yukoh
Mlsmber, Yukon

Council

-

'
•

•••

■’
'

■

■
.
'■,, NAW^.'■

.' ■

'■,

■'■ "•.'■it?' ■ •■

•■•
'

5

-
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ADDRESS
■T. .
■. Whitehorse/ Yukon
Territory

..

Albert Janes Wybrev

CALLING
Mayor

Whitehorse, Yukon
Territory

Charles Drxiry Taylor

Howard Wesley Firth

Storekeeper

Insurance Agent

... Whitehorse, Yukon .
- Territory

Arthur Macdonald Pearson

Biologist

Whitehorse, Yukon

/.V Territory
^ Renee Marguerite Alford '.^ Whitehorse, Yukon
.'.Territory

Housewife

V J..

Richard McNeice Hill

Thomas Henry Butters
*

'

•

; V

; If. Agnes Semmler

.

Researcher
•'4.

Inuvik, Northwest
Territories

Publisher

Inuvik, Northwest
•Territories

Mamager

Thomas Arthur Yate

Inuvik, Northwest
h Territories

Technical Officer

Gary Wagner

.".Inuvik, Northwest
: Territories

Executive

David Prowse

•• Inuvik, Northwest
^^Territories

Secretary-Manager,
Town of Inuvik

Gordon Campbell

; Inuvik, Northwest
.Territories

Director
o

James Robertson

• Inuvik, Northwest '
•■Territories

Travel Agent

Inuvik, Northwest
Territories

Airport Manager

Inuvik,' Northwest
Territories

CBC Station
Manager

David Jones

Inuvik, Northwest
TerritorJ.es

Esso Agent

Charles McGee

Inuvik, Northwest
Territories

Reporter and
Newswriter

Victor Allen

Inuvik, Northwest
Territories

Translator

Paul^William Kaeser

Port Smith,
Northwest Territories

Merchant and Mayor
and Member N.W.T.
Council

Port Smith
■; Northwest Territories .

Anglican Minister

.Bernard MacNeil

tS' Nellie Coumoyea'

Reverend John Sperry

Reverend Cheurles Gilles

*3r

Inuvik,' Northwest.
'Territories

Mona Jacob
.

i.

* -

.

/*

Fort Smith
^
Northwest Territories
) Fort Smith•V Northwest Territories
•
•
V•
•'

i'

Parish Priest

Social Welfare Wo:
Indian Brotherhoo
Representative

...o

■ NAME .f •VlrV.: ■ r;.^-^v:'.i;': ’^<;^vlll?ADDK

Q

■;

'T

<4. Angelina ^yington
.
•

^ Valentina Kaeser

Fort Smith
• ' Northwest Territories

]rtv'
■i. '.

/

; Fort Smith
Northwest Territories

;

Darrell Clarkson

.', Fort Smith
Northwest Territories

Assistant Principal

■•; ■y’
Y - Fort Smith
• Northwest Territories-

Principal

‘

• '

•

.. •" •

‘4-

Arnold McCallum ,
*1
'

Housewife

■ t Fort Smith
V Northwest Territories' .

'^f'l

■•

Teacher

Dennis Beyingtbn

“••..*•

■
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CALLING

^ •

•

'

;

Rodney Johnson

. * * 'O'* >

.

-■ - V •• *•

‘

. •■•

Jack Harvey

V*

V Fort Smith
•Northwest Territories

Contractor

Fort Smith
*; Northwest Territories

Administrator

Ernest Canning

Fort Smith
Northwest Territories

John Miltenberger
Deter Ferguson •

Student

Fort Smith
. Northwest Territories
,. Fort Smith
> Northwest Territories

Administrative
Officer
Teacher and
Justice‘of the Peaci
Forestry Officer

Dennis Exner

. Fort Smith
Northwest Territories

Superintendent of
Welfare

Peter Verhesen

• Fort Smith
'Northwest Territories

Hospital
Administrator

Norman Laurson

Fort Smith
Nor-thwest Territories

John Herring

Fort Smith
■ Northwest Territories

Corrections
Superintendent
Teacher

I

Howard Nethersole

Fort Smith
Northwest Territories

Technician

Paul Piche

Fort Smith
Northwest Territories

Bishop of the
Mackenzie

-f-Q

■ \

••••

.

William Tordiff

Fort Smith
Northwest'Territories

■ Darrell Blakney *

. Fort Smith
Northwest Territories

Edith Laviolette

Fort Smith
Northwest Territories

Town.SecretaryManager
Secretary

Vocational Student

Yellowlcnif e
• Northwest Territories

Barrister

Mark Murray de Weerdt

Yellowknife
Northwest Territories

Barrister

Robert Wyndham Spence

^Yellowknife
Northwest Territories

Dayid Hi^ry Searle

Mining Engineer
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ADDRESS

NAME

CALLING

Noman Wilfrid. Bym6

:. Yellow3cnif e
.Northwest Territories

Reverend Raymond John
.Price
;■.'
-, \;-

Yellowknife
'Northwest Territories

,

■’ • •: .•

■

.

.

•

■

1

■

Richard Heath ^hmer '
V ■ V. ■
.V
. '
• v;.-. .

: ,

•. ,•

.

•

Consulting
Mining Engineer
.

Minister.’of
• Religion
*

.

■

23 North Sherbourne St./ Barrister and
.Toronto, Ontario.
Solicitor, Ontaxio
and Northwest
^ Territories Bars

Of the aforesaid applicants, the following persons
’

*

.

•

.*

*■ - -

*

will be the first direct^jcs of the corporation:
NAME

ADDRESS

Rolf Hougen *
Thomas Garth Graham
Harry William
Johannes

i Whitehorse, Yukon
.Territory
Whitehorse, Yukon
Territory
; Whitehorse, Yukon
Territory

Herbert Edward Boyd

Whitehorse, Yukon
Territory

Ralph Edward Hudson

Whitehorse, Yukon
‘ Territory

K

.

'
CALLING
Merchant
Librarian
Contractor
Retired Gentleman
Solicitor-

'

Robert Leonard Byron

Whitehorse, Yukon
Territory

Development Office!

William Robertson
Buchan

Whitehorse, Yukon
Territory

Physiciam

Arnold Peers Philipsen

Whitehorse, Ytikon
.;Territory

Executive

Aubrey Charles Tanner

Whitehorse, Yukon.
' *; Territory

Surgeon

John Kenneth McKinnon

Whitehorse, Yukon
• Territory

Member, Yukon
Legislative Council

Albert James Wybrew
Charles Drury Taylor

Whitehorse, Yukon
Territory
' Whitehorse, Yukon
Territory

ji'

Mayor
Storekeeper

/■

Howard Wesley Pirth

Whitehorse, Yukon
Territory

Insurance Agent

Arthur Macdonald
Pearson

Whitehorse, Yukon
Territory

Biologist

. Whitehorse, Yukon
■Territory

Housewife

Renee Marguerite Alford

Victor Allen

Inuvik, Northwest
Territories

Translator

c^* ?!,ADDRESS

NAME
Thomas Henry Butters'

. Inuvik/ Northwest
■ Territories

Nellie Coiirnoyea

j Inuvik# Northwest.
Territories

:Richard McNeioe Hill
A^ea Sexamler
.

■

t

‘

*

•’

’.

*

*
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CALLINtj

Publisher

CBC Station Manage:

• Inuvik, Northwest .
, : Territories

Researcher

•S Inuvik, Northwest'
■^.Territories

Manager

Fort Smith', .
' Northwest Territories

Merchant and Mayor
Member .of N.W,.T.
Council

V. *

Paul William Ka'eser.

Reverend John Sperry

Fort Smith,
Northwest Territories

Anglican Minister

Reverend Charles Gilles

Fort Smith,
Northwest Territories

Parish Priest

Mona Jacob

Fort Smith,
Northwest Territories

Social Welfare Worl
Indian Brotherhood.
Representative

Angelina Bevington .

Fort Smith,:
Northwest Territories

Teacher

•Yellowknife,
Northwest Territories

Barrister

Mark Murray da Weerdt

Yellowknife,
Northwest Territories

Barrister

Robert Wyndham; Spence

Yellowknife,
Northwest Territories

Mining Engineer

Norman Wilfrid Byrne'

Yellowknife,
Northwest Territories

Consulting
Mining Engineer

Reverend Raymond John
Price

Yellowknife,
Northwest Territories

Minister of
Religion

Richard Heath Rohmer.

23 North Sherbourne
Street, Toronto,
Ontario.

Barrister and
Solicitor, Ontario
Northwest Territori
Bars

David Harry Seairle

i

The proposed by-laws of the corporation in duplicate, accompany
this application.

The corporation is to be carried on without pecunic

gain to its members and any profits or other accretions to the

/
corporation are to be used in promoting its objects.
T^e undersigned therefore request that a charter may be
granted constituting them and such other persons as hereafter
become members of the corporation a body corporate and politic withou
share capital for the purposes above set forth.
Dated this 11th day of Jamuary, A.D. 1971.

TI^^IVERSITY OF CANADA NORTr^,
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BY-LAWS
1. Tentis of Admission
Any Canadian Citizen over the age of eighteen (18) years
shall be eligible for admission to membership in the
Corporation on payment of a membership fee.
2^ Rights of Members

All members of the Corporation shall have the right to take
part in all.corporation activities and to use all the
facilities established by the Corporation for the promotion of
its purposes, subject to such regulations and the payment of
such additional fees as the Directors may from time to time
prescribe for specific activities, subject to the approval of
the annual meeting.
3. Obligations of Members
Each member shall pay a membership fee annually in the cimount
of One Dollax ($1.00) due and payable, on the 1st day of
each yeeuc.
4. Withdrawal and Expulsion of Members
•(i)

(2)

Any member may withdraw from membership in the Corporation
by notice in writing to the Chairman or by non-payment
of annual due^.

Any member whose co
the Corporation may be expelled by resolution passed.by
a majority of the Directors of the Corporation,

5. Meetings
(1)

An annual general meeting of the Corporation shall be
held on the 3rd Tuesday during the month of September
' in each year.

(2)

General and special meetings of the Corporation shall be
held at the call of the Chairman or, if he is absent,^
at the call of the Vice-Chairman.

(3)

Any ten (10) members may call a meeting by presenting
a signed request to the Chairman, or, if he is absent
from his community of residence or unable to act for
some other reason, to the Vice-Chairman, who shall call
a special meeting within fifteen (15) days after the
receipt of such request.

(4)

Notice of any general or special meeting shall be given
at least ten (10) days prior to the date set for the
meeting by the posting of notices setting forth the time,
place and business to be transacted at the posting before
the meeting by the publication of notices in newspapers
;in Inuvik, Whitehorse, Yellowknife and Forth Smith
^setting forth the time, place and business to be
transacted at such meetings..

2

^
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raeoubers of the Corporation shall conststxrtre* a
quorum at general^ special and annual general meetings.

(5) / .
(6)

..
meeting/ the meeting will elect a Chairman for the
purpose of that meeting only.

(7)

Each member is entitled to one vote on any motion or
resolution at a general/ special or annual general meeting

Directors

If the Chairxaan

!
\

.

(1)

* At the first'gen
. directors elected from aunong the members of the
.Corporation namely as follows:

,

(a)

Fifteen from the Whitehorse Region of the Yukon
Territory and from the Yukon Territory

(b)

Five
from the Inuv.ik Region of the
Northwest Territories

(c)

Five
from the Fort Smith Region of the
Northwest Territories

(d)

F
Northwest Territories and from the Northwest
Territories other than the Inuvik and Fort Smith
Regions

(e)

One director at large.

«

(2)

The election of Directors shall take place at the
annual general meeting of each succeeding year.

(3)

Until the first annual general meeting, the Directors
shall consist of those subscribers to the Constitution
and the By-laws hereinafter set out on Pages 2 (a) and
2 (b), hereof.

(4)

The Directors from their own number shall, at their
.first meeting after the annual election, elect a
President (Chairman), two Vice-Presidents (ViceChairmen) being one each from the Yukon Territory
f . and the Northwest Territories, a Secretary, a
Treasurer and such other officers as are deemed
necessary and such officers shall hold office until
•jtha next annual general meeting when their successors
will be similary elected.

(5)

The Directors shall have the-power to appoint chairmen
to head necessary committees, who shall be directly
responsible to the Directors, and shall not hold the
designated offices for any period beyond the next
aoinual general meeting.
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^%-J.Page^2 (a)
NAME

.ADDRESS

V.;- : .

Rolf Hougan
I
V
^

Thomas Garth Grah^un

Whitehorse/ Yukon
Territory

Merchant

Whitehorse/ Yukon
Territory

Librarian

Whitehorse, Yukon
^ Territory

Harry William
Johannes
.

CALLING •

Contractor

t

1* ^

• Ralph Edward Hudson /

Retired Gentleman'

• Whitehorse/ Yukon’
Territory

Herbert Edward Boyd•*

I

Whitehorse / Yukon
j.. ij. Territory

.

Solicitor

Robert Leonard Byron

Whitehorse/ Yukon
Territory

Development Office

William Robertson
Buchan

Whitehorse, Yukon
Territory

Physician

Arnold Peers Philipsen *

Whitehorse, Yukon
Territory

Executive
o

Aubrey Charles Tanner
John Kenneth McKinnon .

■ Whitehorse, Yukon
Territory
Whitehorse, Yukon
Territory .

Surgeon
Member, Yukon
Legislative Counci

y?'-

Albert James Wybrew ;

Whitehorse, Yukon
.. Territory

Charles Drury Taylor

Whitehorse, Yukon
Territory

Storekeeper

Howard Wesley ?irth

Whitehorse, Yukon
Territory

Insurance Agent

Mayor

Arthur Macdonald
Pearson

Whitehorse, Yukon
, Territory

Biologist

Renee Marguerite Alford

Whitehorse, Yukon
■ Territory

, Housewife

Victor Alien

Inuvik, Northwest
Territories

Translator

Thomas Henry Butters

Inuvik, Northwest
Territories

Publisher

Nellie Cournoyea

Inuvik, Northwest
Territories

CBC Station Manage

Inuvik, Northwest
Territories

Researcher

Inuvik, Northwest
Territories

Manager

/
Richard McNeice Hill
t ■

Agnes Semmler

Paul William Kaeser

- Fort Smith,
Territories

•.

Merchant and Mayo:
Member of N.W.T.
Council
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(b)

^

NAME

'. ADDRESS

CALLING

. Fort Smith#
.Northwest Territories

Anglican Minister

Fort Smith#
. 'Northwest Territories.

Parish Priest '

'Reverend John Sperry

Reverend Charles Gilles
•
Mona Jacob'

-Fort Smith#
Northwest Territories

'.

Social Welfare WorJ
Indian Brotherhood
Representative

Angelina Bevington

Fort Smith#
Northwest Territories ...

Teacher

David Harry Searle

Yellowknife#
Northwest Territories

Barrister

Mark Murray de Weerdt•

Yellowknife#
Northwest Territories

Barrister

Robert Wyndhaim Spence
,
Noxrroan Wilfrid Byrne

\

j

' Yellowknife#
Northwest Territories

Mining Engineer

Yellowknife#
Northwest Territories

Consulting
Mining Engineer

. ■ r u
•
•
I
'
Reverend Raymond John
Yellowknife#
Price
f.* Northwest Territories
/

•

Richard Heath.I^hmer

/

/

..

i

Minister of
Religion

■

23 North Sherboxirne
■ Street# Toronto#.
Ontario.

Barrister■and
Solicitor# Ontari'6
Northwest Territor
Bars.

'

(6)

.

(9)

- 3 -
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The majority o
any member of the Corporation to fill a vacancy in
their numbers and any Director so appointed shall retire
from office on completion of the unexpired portion of
the term of the Director he replaces.

(7)

(8)

"

The Directors shall be responsbile for conducting the
affairs of the Corporation in accordance with the
objects set out in the Application for.Incorporation .
and in accordance with the By-laws.

.Until the first annual general meeting three (3)
Directors will constitute a quorum at any Directors'
•. meeting and after the said first annual general
meeting, six (6) directors will constitute a quorum
at any Directors' meeting.
Any Director may be expelled by the Board of Directors
for proven dishonesty, or for gross misconduct, or for
failing or refusing to carry out his duties as a
Director as provided in these By-laws,

(10) The Board of Directors may elect an Executive Committee
of the Board which shall have a Yukon Territory Division anc
a Northwest Territories Division. Each Division shall
be comprised of six (6) members of the Board. Each member
of the Executive Committee shall serve during the pleasure
. of the Board, and, in any event, only so long as he shall
be a Director; The Board of Directors may fill vacancies
.in the Executive Committee by election from aunong its
number. If and whenever a vacancy shall exist in the
.' Executive Committee, the remaining members may exercise all
their powers so long as a quorum remains in office.
The Territorial Presidents described in By-law number
"6(4) above shall be the Chairmen of the respective
Territorial Divisions of the Executive Committee
provided that when both Divisions are in joint session the
President shall be the Chairman of the Executive Committee
or failing his attendance such member of the Executive
Committee as the Committee may elect for such joint
session. The President shall be an ex officio member
of both Divisions of the Executive Committee. During t]ie
intervals between the meetings of the Board of Directors
the Executive Committee shall possess and may exercise
(subject to.any regulations which thTe Directors may from
time to time impose) all the powers of the Board of Director
in the management and direction of the affairs of the
Corporation (save and except only such acts as must by law
bo performed by the Directors themselves) in such manner
as the Executive Committee shall deem best for the interests
of th^ Corporation in all cases in which specific directions
shall not have been given by the Board of Directors.
.Subject to the regulations imposed from time to time
by the Board of Directors, the Executive Committee
or its Divisions shall have the power to fix their
respective numbers and may fix their own rules or
procedure from time to time.
Meetings of the Executive Committee or its Divisions
may be held at the head office of the Corporation or
at any other place in or outside of the Northwest Territoric
or the Yukon Territory. The Executive Committeo and its
Divisions shall keep minutes of their meetings in which
shall be recorded ail action taken by them v;hich minutes
shall be submitted as soon as practicable to the Board
of Directors.

-fr
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4
7.

'
• (1)
(2)

8.

Borrowing Powers

The Directors may, by majority vote, borrow funds
for the current operations of the Corporation;
The Directors may, with the approval of'the majority
of the members present at a special meeting, or the
annual general meeting, borrow funds for capital
. expenditxiras.

Disposal of Fxinds

(1) . All monies received by or on behalf of the Corporation
: shall' be deposited in the Corporation's bank acdovmt
with the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce at
Inuvik or Whitehorse, Yellowknife or Fort Smith or
any one of them in trust for the Corporation.
(2)

- All disbursemen
be made by cheques signed by the President (Chairman)
or any one of the Vice-Presidents (Vice-Chairmen),
and the Treasurer, or.in any of their absences, by some
other Director or Officer appointed by resolution of
the Directors.
Auditor

9.

' . (1)
.(2)
_
10 •

At. the annual general meeting an auditor shall be
elected for the ensuing year.
At each annual general meeting a balance sheet for
.the preceding year, duly certified by the auditor,
shall be available for the inspection of members.

Seal and Signing Authority

.

(1)

. (2).
, ,

The Seal of the Corporation shall consist of the
word “seal" in a circle formed by the words "The
. University of Canada North".
The Seal shall be kept in the custody of the Secretary
of the Corporation and shall not be affixed to any
instrument or document except by authority of a
resolution of the Directors and in the presence of the
Secretary and at least one.other Director.

,

k

. (3) . The Secretary and at least one ol^her Director shall
have the authority to sign instruments or documents
on behalf of the Corporation.
11.

12.

Making, Altering and Rescinding By-laws
(1)

By-laws of the Corporation may, subject to the approval of t
Minister of Consumer and Corporate Affairs be rescinded,
altered or added to at the annual general meeting or by
extraordinary resolution of the Corporation at a general
meeting and not otherwise, but no rescission, alteration or
addition shall have any effect until it has been registered.

(2)

*^ Notice of inte
or addition of any by-law shall be given in the notice of
meeting published pursuant to by-law number 5 (4).

Minutes of Meetings, Books and Records
(1)

The Secretary shall be responsible for keeping minutes
of all annual, general, special or Directors' meetings
and all minutes shall be signed by the Chairman and the
Secretary after approval thereof by the meeting

Canaba
tf)c JWltttiSter of Consumer ani> Corporate Affairs.
all to hjljom tfjejse prcsientfi jEJfjall come, or h3t)om tlje jsame ma? in
anptulfiie concern.

^0

Greeting:
WL^txeai, in and by Part II of the Canada Corporations Act, it
is, amongst other things, in effect enacted that the Minister of
Consumer and Corporate Affairs may by letters patent under his
seal of office grant a charter to any number of persons not being
fewer than three (3) who, having complied with the requirements
of the said Act, apply therefor, constituting such persons and
others who thereafter become members of the corporation thereby
created a body corporate and politic without share capital for the
purpose of carrying on, without pecuniary gain to its members,
objects, to which the legislative authority of the Parliament of
Canada extends, of a national, patriotic, religious, philanthropic,
charitable, scientific, artistic, social, professional or sporting
character, or the like, upon the applicants therefor establishing
to the satisfaction of the Minister of Consumer and Corporate
Affairs due compliance with the several conditions and terms in
and by the said Act set forth and thereby made conditions pre~
cedent to the granting of such charter;

AND...

2

AND WHEREAS ROLF HOUGEN, THOMAS GARTH GRAHAM,
HARRY WILLIAM JOHANNES, HERBERT EDWARD BOYD, RALPH EDWARD
HUDSON, ROBERT LEONARD BYRON, WILLIAM ROBERTSON BUCHAN,
ARNOLD PEERS PHILIPSEN, AUBREY CHARLES TANNER, JOHN KENNETH
MCKINNON, ALBERT JAMES WYBREW, CHARLES DRURY TAYLOR, HOWARD
WESLEY FIRTH, ARTHUR MACDONALD PEARSON, RENEE MARGUERITE
ALFORD, RICHARD McNEICE HILL, THOMAS HENRY BUTTERS, AGNES
SEMMLER, THOMAS ARTHUR YATE, GARY WAGNER, DAVID PROWSE,
GORDON CAMPBELL, JAMES ROBERTSON, BERNARD.MacNEIL, NELLIE
COURNOYEA, DAVID JONES, CHARLES McGEE, VICTOR ALLEN, PAUL
WILLIAM KAESER, JOHN SPERRY, CHARLES GILLES, MONA JACOB,
ANGELINE BEVINGTON, VALENTINA KAESER, DENNIS BEVINGTON,
DARRELL CLARKSON, ARNOLD McCALLUM, RODNEY JOHNSON, JACK
HARVEY, ERNEST CANNING, JOHN MILTENBERGER, PETER FERGUSON,
DENNIS EXNER, PETER VERHESEN, NORMAN LARSON, JOHN HERRING,
HOWARD NETHERSOLE, PAUL PICHE, WILLIAM TORDIFF, DARRELL
BLAKNEY, FRIEDA LAVIOLETTE, DAVID HARRY SEARLE, MARK
MURRAY de WEERDT, ROBERT WYNDHAM SPENCE, NORMAN WILFRID
BYRNE,' RAYMOND JOHN PRICE and RICHARD HEATH ROHMER have
made application for a charter under the said Act, constituting them and such others as may become members in the
corporation thereby created a body corporate and politic '
under the name of THE UNIVERSITY OF CANADA NORTH for the
objects hereinafter mentioned, and have satisfactorily
established the sufficiency of all proceedings required
by the said Act to be taken, and the truth and sufficiency of all facts required to be established previous
to the granting of such letters patent;
NOW KNOW YE that the Minister of Consumer and

Corporate

• • •
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Corporate Affairs, under the authority of the said Act,
does, by these letters patent, constitute the said ROLF
HOUGEN, THOMAS GARTH GRAHAM, HARRY WILLIAM JOHANNES,
HERBERT EDWARD BOYD, RALPH EDWARD HUDSON, ROBERT LEONARD
BYRON, WILLIAM ROBERTSON BUCHAN, ARNOLD PEERS PHILIPSEN,
AUBREY CHARLES TANNER, JOHN KENNETH McKINNON, ALBERT JAMES
WYBREW, CHARLES DRURY TAYLOR, HOWARD WESLEY FIRTH, ARTHUR
MACDONALD PEARSON, RENEE MARGUERITE ALFORD, RICHARD McNEICE
HILL, THOMAS HENRY BUTTERS, AGNES SEMMLER, THOMAS ARTHUR
YATE, GARY WAGNER, DAVID PROWSE, GORDON CAMPBELL, JAMES

^

ROBERTSON, BERNARD MacNEIL, NELLIE COURNOYEA, DAVID JONES,
CHARLES McGEE, VICTOR ALLEN, PAUL WILLIAM KAESER, JOHN
SPERRY, CHARLES GILLES, MONA JACOB, ANGELINE BEVINGTON,
VALENTINA KAESER, DENNIS BEVINGTON, DARRELL CLARKSON,
ARNOLD McCALLUM, RODNEY JOHNSON, JACK HARVEY, ERNEST
CANNING, JOHN MILTENBERGER, PETER FERGUSON, DENNIS EXNER,
PETER VERHESEN, NORMAN LARSON, JOHN HERRING, HOWARD
NETHERSOLE, PAUL PICHE, WILLIAM TORDIFF, DARRELL BLAKNEY,
FRIEDA LAVIOLETTE, DAVID HARRY SEARLE, MARK MURRAY de
WEERDT, ROBERT WYNDHAM SPENCE, NORMAN WILFRID BYRNE,
RAYMOND JOHN PRICE and RICHARD HEATH ROHMER and all others
who may become members in the Corporation a body corporate and politic without share capital under the name of
THE UNIVERSITY OF CANADA NORTH with all the rights and
powers conferred by the said Act, and for the following
objects, namely:—
(a)

to promote and organize the establishment of a
territorial university with colleges at various
places in the Yukon Territory and the Northwest

Territories

• # •
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Territories to be named THE UNIVERSITY OF CANADA
NORTH which will:
(i)

serve the people of the Yukon Territory and
the Northwest Territories;

(ii) provide a central co-ordinating base for
research in the social and physical sciences
in relation to Mid-Canada and the Arctic;
(b)

to advance learning and disseminate knowledge,
including, without limiting the generality of the
foregoing, to advance learning and disseminate
knowledge respecting the social and physical sciences in relation to Mid-Canada and Arctic Regions;

(c)

to establish and maintain faculties, schools,
institutes, departments, chairs and courses;

(d)

to seek legislation, to raise funds and to do all
things necessary to give effect to the above objects.
The operations of the Corporation may be carried

on throughout Canada and elsewhere.
The head office of the Corporation will be
situate at the Town of Inuvik, in the Northwest Territories,
The said ROLF HOUGEN, THOMAS GARTH GRAHAM, HARRY
WILLIAM JOHANNES, HERBERT EDWARD BOYD, RALPH EDWARD HUDSON,
ROBERT LEONARD BYRON, WILLIAM ROBERTSON BUCHAN, ARNOLD
PEERS PHILIPSEN, AUBREY CHARLES TANNER, JOHN KENNETH
MCKINNON, ALBERT JAMES WYBREW, CHARLES DRURY TAYLOR, HOWARD
WESLEY FIRTH, ARTHUR MACDONALD PEARSON, RENEE MARGUERITE

ALFORD

#
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ALFORD, VICTOR ALLEN, THOMAS HENRY BUTTERS, NELLIE
COURNOYEA, RICHARD McNEICE HILL, AGNES SEMMLER, PAUL
WILLIAM KAESER, JOHN SPERRY, CHARLES GILLES, MONA JACOB,
ANGELINE BEVINGTON, DAVID HARRY SEARLE, MARK MURRAY de
WEERDT, ROBERT WYNDHAM SPENCE, NORMAN WILFRID BYRNE,
RAYMOND JOHN PRICE and RICHARD HEATH ROHMER are to be
the first directors of the Corporation.
And it is hereby ordained and declared that
upon the dissolution of the proposed Corporation any assets
remaining after the payment and satisfaction of the debts
and liabilities shall be transferred to an organization or
organizations having cognate or similar objects which are
carried out in the Northwest Territories and the Yukon
Territory of Canada.
And it is further ordained and declared that the
directors shall serve as such without remuneration, and
no director shall directly or indirectly receive any profit from his position as such, provided that a director
may be paid reasonable expenses incurred by him in the
performance of his duties.
And, in accordance with the provisions of section 63 of the said Act, it is further ordained and
declared that, when authorized by by-law, duly passed by
the directors and sanctioned by at least two-thirds (2/3)
of the votes cast at a special general meeting of the
members duly called for considering the by-law, the
directors of the Corporation may from time to time

(a) ...

i

[
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(a) borrow money upon the credit
of the Corporation;
(b) limit or increase the amount
to be borrowed;
(c) issue debentures or other
securities of the Corporation;
(d) pledge or sell such debentures
or other securities for such
sums and at such prices as
may be deemed expedient; and
(e) secure any such debentures, or
other securities, or any other
present or future borrowing or
liability of the Corporation,
by mortgage, hypothec, charge
or pledge of all or any currently owned or subsequently
acquired real and personal,
movable and immovable, property
of the Corporation, and the
undertaking and rights of the
Corporation.
Any such by-law may provide for the delegation
of such powers by the directors to such officers or directors of the Corporation to such extent and in such manner
as may be set out in such by-law.
Nothing in this section limits or restricts the
borrowing of money by the Corporation on bills of exchange
or promissory notes made, drawn, accepted or endorsed by
or on behalf of the Corporation.
And it is further ordained and declared that
the business of the Corporation shall be carried on
without pecuniary gain to its members and that any profits -

or
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APPENDIX II
THE CONCEPTS CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS
Source: John Hallward, ed., Concepts Conference, 1972, 5-8.

Prof.

W. Peter Adams, Chair, Department of Geography, Trent University,
Peterborough, Ontario
Renee Alford, Whitehorse, Yukon
Bertha Allen, Inuvik, NWT
Victor Allen, Inuvik, NWT
AUistine Andre, CBC Inuvik, Inuvik, NWT
James Arvaluk, Director, Inuit Tapirisat of Canada, Frobisher Bay [Iqaluit], NWT
Thomas Atcitty, Vice President, Navajo Community College, Chinle, Arizona
Wilf Bean, Fort Simpson, NWT
Angeline Bevington, Fort Smith, NWT
Susan Burns, Whitehorse, Yukon
Bob Byron, City Manager, City of Whitehorse, Yukon
Dr. Noah Carpenter, Sachs Harbour, NWT
Agnes Carpenter, Sachs Harbour, NWT
Fred Carpenter, Sachs Harbour, NWT
Ron Chambers, Yukon Native Brotherhood, Whitehorse, Yukon
Charhe Charlo, Community Developer, Fort Rae, NWT
Audrey Christie, Calgary, Alberta
R. L. Christie, Institute of Sedimentary and Petroleum Geology, Department of Energy,
Mines and Resources, Calgary, Alberta
Nellie Cournoyea, Director, CBC Station CHAK, Inuvik, NWT
Dr. Walter Currie, Chair, Indian and Eskimo Studies Program, Trent University,
Peterborough, Ontario
Dr. Donald M. Dafoe, Vice-President for Statewide Services, University of Alaska
College [Fairbanks], Alaska
Mark M. DeWeert, Magistrate, Northwest Territories Magistrates Court, Yellowknife,
NWT
John Dumas, Whitehorse, Yukon
Gordon Duncan, Student, Whitehorse, Yukon
Arnold Edinborough, Toronto, Ontario
Robert H. Egan, Head of Student Orientation Services, University of Alaska, College
[Fairbanks], Alaska
Yvonne Ellingson, Faro, Yukon
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Georges Erasmus, Tree of Peace, Yellowknife, NWT
Andrew Erigaktuk, Aklavik, NWT
Mark Fairbrother, Fort Simpson, NWT
Bill Ferguson, Assistant Superintendent of Education, Government of the Yukon,
Whitehorse, Yukon
Dr. Victor Fischer, Director, Institute of Social, Economic and Government Research,
University of Alaska College [Fairbanks], Alaska
Robert Flemming, Toronto, Ontario
Terry Forth, Supervisor, Continuing and Special Education, Government of the NWT,
Inuvik, NWT
F. J. Tadit Francis, Chief, Fort McPherson Band, Fort McPherson, NWT
Sarah Gardland, Aklavik, NWT
Father Charles Gilles, Roman Catholic Mission, Fort Smith, NWT
B. C. Gillie, Director, Department of Education, GNWT, Yellowknife, NWT
Dr. R. G. Glassford, Associate Chairman, Department of Physical Education, University
of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta
Garth Graham, Librarian, Government of the Yukon, Whitehorse, Yukon
John Hallward, Montreal, Quebec
Dr. Louis-Edmond Hamelin, Directeur du Centre D’feudes Nordiques, Universite Laval,
Quebec, P.Q.
B. G. Hammond, Gulf Oil of Canada Ltd., Calgary, Alberta
Frank Hansen, Town Councillor, Inuvik, NWT
Knute Hansen, Aklavik, NWT, Student at the University of Alaska
Jake Harron, Inuvik, NWT
Ron Hodgkinson, Executive Assistant to the Commissioner, Government of the Yukon,
Whitehorse, Yukon
Willy Hombert, Inuvik, NWT
Roly Horsefield, Producing Department Manager, Edmonton Division, Imperial Oil Ltd.,
Edmonton, Alberta
Rolf Hougen, Hougen’s Ltd., Whitehorse, Yukon
John Hoyt, Yukon Native Brotherhood, Whitehorse, Yukon
Morris Issacs, Native Youth Association of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario
Jenny Jack, Student, Whitehorse, Yukon
Andrew Joe, Yukon Native Brotherhood, Whitehorse, Yukon
L. M. Johnston, Assistant Deputy Minister, Department of Colleges and Universities,
Government of Ontario
Paul Kaesar, Mayor, Town of Fort Smith, Fort Smith, NWT
Mary Kendi, Aklavik, NWT
A. J. Kerr, Chief, Northern Science Research Group, Department of Indian Affairs and
Northern Development, Ottawa, Ontario
Fred Koe, Fort McPherson, NWT
Shepherd Krech, Anthropologist, Fort McPherson, NWT
Dr. Walter O. Kupsch, Department of Geology, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan
Bev Latham, Inuvik, NWT
Roy L’Hommecourt, Yellowknife, NWT
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Father R. LeMeur, Roman Catholic Mission, Tuktoyaktuk, NWT
Prof. Jim hotz, Coady International Institute, Antigonish, Nova Scotia
Dixon Lutz, Chief, Watson Lake Band, Watson Lake, Yukon
Ken MacKinnon [sic], Yukon Councillor, Whitehorse, Yukon
Jeanie Madison, Whitehorse, Yukon
Dr. Thomas L. McPhail, Chief, Social Environmental Planning Unit, Department of
Communication, Ottawa, Ontario
Barney Massuzumi, Fort Good Hope, NWT
Andy Martin, Adult Education, Fort McPherson, NWT
Donna Motherwell, Calgary, Alberta
Phoebe Nahanni, Fort Simpson, NWT, Student at University of Western Ontario
Fred North, Principal, Sir Alexander Mackenzie School, Inuvik, NWT
Bob Nowosad, Canadian Reindeer Project, Inuvik, NWT
Terry Orlick, Faculty of Physical Education, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta
Prof. Karl-Gustav Paul, Vice Chancellor and Rector, UmeS University, Ume§, Sweden
Jenny Paupanekis, Inuvik, NWT
Dr. Art Pearson, Canadian Wildlife Service, Edmonton, Alberta
Mark Poudrier, Inter Universities Office, Le Pas, Manitoba
Rev. Ray Price, Yellowknife, NWT
Cliff Reid, President, United Steelworkers of America Local at Pine Point, NWT
Rev. Dr. Andre Renaud, Chairman, Indian and Northern Education Program, University
of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
Donald S. Rickerd, President, Donner Canadian Foundation, Toronto, Ontario
Paul Robinson, Director of Curriculum Division, Department of Education, Government
of the Northwest Territories, Yellowknife, NWT
Ches Russel, Rankin Inlet, NWT
Harvey Scott, Faculty of Physical Education, University of Alberta, Edmonton,,Alberta
Agnes Semmler, President, Committee of Original Peoples Entitlement, Inuvik, NWT
Sarah Simon, Fort McPherson, NWT
Marshall Smith, Geologist, Whitehorse, Yukon
Mike Smith, Yukon Native Brotherhood, Whitehorse, Yukon
Dr. Walter Soboleff, Coordinator, Native Studies Program, University of Alaska College
[Fairbanks], Alaska
Bob Spence, Chief Geologist, Giant Yellowknife Mines Ltd., Yellowknife, NWT
Ruth Spence, Y.W.C.A Director, Yellowknife, NWT
Prof. John Stager, Assistant Dean, Faculty of Graduate Studies, University of British
Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia
Mike Stutter, Yukon Councillor, Dawson City, Yukon
Dr. Aubrey Tanner, Whitehorse, yukon
Charlie Taylor, Taylor and Drury Ltd., Whitehorse, Yukon
Mary Teddy, Inuvik, NWT
Dr. Fred Terentiuk, Director, Division of Continuing Education, University of Calgary,
Alberta
John Tetlichi, Fort McPherson, NWT
Ron Thody, Vice-Principal, Samuel Hearne Secondary School, Inuvik, NWT
Rosemary Thrasher, Community Teacher, Fort Providence, NWT
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Addy Tobac, Fort Good Hope, NWT, Student at University of Calgary
Lyle Trimble, NWT Councillor, Aklavik, NWT
Jack C. Underhill, Corporate Frontier Coordinator, Imperial Oil Ltd., Toronto, Ontario
Peter Van Loon, Chairman, Settlement Council, Fort McPherson, NWT
Prof. Oernulv Vorren, Troms0 University, Troms0, Norway
Dr. W. J. Waines, Associate Director, Association of Universities and Colleges of
Canada, Ottawa, Ontario
Paul White, Yukon Airways, Whitehorse, Yukon
Flo Whyard, Whitehorse, Yukon
Prof. R. G. Williamson, Anthropologist, University of Saskatchewan, Arctic Research and
Training Centre, Rankin Inlet, NWT
Mike Zubko, Inuvik, NWT
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